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Alpha Xi Delta report leads to arrest
CARLY MORRIS
STAFF WRITER

A stolen vehicle and $2,000
in office equipment was recovered after the UCF Police
Department arrested a man at the
Alpha Xi Delta sorority house
March 24.
Daniel Reynolds was arrested on charges of vtQ1~9ng parole.
- Several-Alpha Xi
members were
suspicious
of
Police
Reynolds and his
two unidentified
male companSee A-10
ions, who were
changing a tire
on the vehicle they had parked in
the sorority's lot. The women
reported the men to the housemother, Corrinne Wertz. who
contacted the police about 9 p.m.
Officer Robert Coch discovered Reynolds was wanted for
violating probation for a felony in
New Jersey. Reynolds was arrested and transported to the Orange
County Jail. The other two men
were escorted off campus.
Following the arrest, Officer

Beat

•

•

JOE KALEITA

Coch and Officer John Pellerin
searched the vehicle and found
the office equipment. They later
discovered the vehicle, a 1992

Ford Explorer va1ued at $4,000,
was reported stolen earlier in the
week.
Sgt. Troy Williamson, UCF's

UCF programs place in collegiate contest
Student Government, LEAD
scholars, etiquette dinner and
student newspaper recognized
as 'Best ofFlorida Schools'
SHEYLA NIEVES
STAFF WRITER

•

Florida Leader magazine announced its
annual collegiate awards last week and UCF
placed in four categories: Student Government
Association, LEAD scholars program, etiquette
dinner and school newspaper, The Central
Florida Future.
Despite receiving an honorable mention,
SGA President Marco Pe.fia said, "We were
robbed."
He said: "We thought we were going to wiR.
It was a goal from the beginning of the year. But
we're still happy to have gotten the honorable

UCFfA(l
The UCF Alumni Association award)
more than $40,000 in scholarships
each year to undergraduate and
graduate students.

I CFF

Daniel Reynolds was arrested March 24 after members of Alpha Xi Delta saw him in the parking lot •

mention."
"We'll work harder on our projects and try
to convey the message better on paper," he
explained.
Florida Leader recognized accomplishments
made by the Student Government, including the
Recreation and WeJlness Center, Safe Ride and a
Who's Who magazine of UCF students.
Pefia said: "This lets students know that
SGA is working for them. Maybe it'll give us a
little more recognition and more students will
want to get involved. We want to get as many
people as possible to help UCF and students."

LEAD scholars unique
The contest recognized the LEAD scholars·
program for its uniqueness in the state system.
Jan Lloyd, assistant director for the program, said LEAD stands out because of. its academic orientation.
Lloyd said, "Our over-all goal is to build
PLEASE SEE

Etiquette

oN

A-4

crime prevention coordinator,
said members of Alpha Xi Delta
have set a good example for other
students.

"The sorority did the right
thing by recognizing suspicious
behavior and calling police,"
Williamson said. "They did not
confront these people, they were
smart just to let the police handle
it."
Williamson also said it is
important for students to be
aware of their surroundings at all
times.
"Learn to recognize suspicious behavior. Pay attention
when walking to and from class
or back to your residence," he
said. "Call the police if something is out of place, as this situation warranted."
The case has been turned
over to the Orlando Police
Department, which is continuing
the investigation.
Williamson said, "We are
very pleased with the outcome of
this incident and we appreciate
all the support from our student
body in keeping crime off campus."
A representativ~ from Alpha
Xi Delta refused to comment for
this story because of "safety
issues."

Board of Tr~stees approves
several fee increases
MARCIA MEJIA
STAFF WRITER

The Board of Trustees
met March 27 to pass several
fee increases-which may
cost some students hundreds
of dollars. These increases
will affect housing rates and
parking fees.
Student
Government
President Marco Pena was
the only trustee to dissent
from the vote that passed the
Transportation Access Fee.
Students will pay a $60
decal fee and $3.90 per credit
hour for a Transportation
Access Fee. Therefore, a student taking 30 hours a year

will pay
$177 for
parking.
Students
now pay
$90 for a
sticker
permit
and $134
Peiia
for
a
hangtag
permit for two semesters.
"I wouldn't feel comfortable voting for this parking
fee increase at this time without getting feedback from
students," Pena said.
Although Trustee Harris
PLEASE SEE

Pena oN A-3

Index:

Fast and furious
Students show off their cars at the Hip Hop
Car Show.
-SEE NEWS, A-8
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down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec.
deposit, tags, tith: and license.

*leases are caJ.culated with $0 total

$234 mo/48 mos:

2002 New Beetle Gl

• 4 YR 50,000 Mile
Bumper-to-Bumper Warranty
• 5 YR 60,000 Mile
Powertrain Warranty

2002 Goll Gl
Bumper Warranty

• 4 YR 50,000
Mile Bumper-to-

$229 mo/48 RIOS.*
$0 total down.

Warranty

• 5 YR 60,000
Mile Powertrain

*Leases are
calculated with
Includes 1st
payment, .O sec.
deposit, tags,
title and license.

• 4 YR 50,000 Mile
Bumper-to-Bumper
Warranty
• 5 YR 60,000 Mile
Powertrain Warranty

•

*Leases are calculated with $0 total
down. Includes l st payment, 0 .sec.
deposit, tags, title and license. '

$299 mo/48 mos.*

2002 All New Passal GLS

Side airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
Alarm, & Much More!
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~Convertibl~ .E.

Side airbags, Alloy Wheels, Keyless
Remote, All Power, & Much More!

.

2002. All New Cabrio
$299 ID0/48 IDOS,*
*Leases are calculated with

$0 total down. Includes 1st
payment, 0 sec. deposit,
. tags, title and license.
• 4 YR 50,000 Mile
Bumper-to-Bumper
Warrantf

• 5 YR 60,000 Mile
Powertrain Warranty
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• 4 YR 50,000 Mile
Bumper-to-Bumper
Warranty
• 5 YR 60,000 Mile
Powertrain Warranty

2002 All New GTI

$219 mo/48 RIOS.*

*leases ore calculated with
$0 total down. Includes l st
payment1 0 sec. deposit, tags,
title and license.

2002 Jena GL

$219 mo/48 mos:

*leases are calculated with
$0 total down. Includes 1st
payment, 0 sec. deposit, tags,
title and license.
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Flea
World

ealer. .com

A r.2 ISTc::::JC:::r.2 AT
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.-ristocrat.

4115S.HWV11-92

401-365-3300

Next to Flea World
In Sanford
M-F 9-9 • Sat 9-8 • Sun 11-6
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Pefia only trustee to vote against increases
FROM PAGE

•

A-1

Rosen was the only other to raise
some debate over the increase, he
voted for it in hopes a study
would be conducted to see how
UCF compares to the parking system of other universities and private enterprises.
Other trustees said there was
no time for further debate on the
issue.
The original plan was to pass
$3.50
per
credit
hour
Transportation Access Fee and
the $60 decal fee. But that rate
was bumped up .40 to keep up
with the operation of the shuttle
buses that transports off-campus
students to and from their housing. Without the bump, it would
put a $400,000 dip for shuttle
operation.·
Some students say the
Transportation Access Fee will
have counter results and discourage public transportation.
''To get their money's worth,
students who don't usually drive
will be forced to drive-therefore, creating more traffic anyway," UCF student Robert
Katuzny, 21, said. In past years,
he has ridden his bike to school,
although he owned a car, to avoid
paying the decal fee.

hospitality
student Tiffany
Littlefield, 20, said.
"I'm glad that UCF will have
a graduate program that will contribute to the research of knowing
how to keep the hospitality industry strong, even through _tough
times."

•

experience.
RDV Sports made a notable
contribution for the implementation of this program, Whitehouse
said.
There are 4,000 vacant information technology jobs in Central
Florida, according the proposal

New Monthly

ROus ngUnt

Rate

I.all.et Volus It

Osc:eola, Poll
Halls

for the __ management information
systems master's program. The
program will be best suited · for
large organizations in - Centra~
Florida such as Lockheed Martin
Information Systems, Oracle,
Federal Express, Convergys,
Siemens and Alltel.
The board also approved the
creation of a bachelor of science
degree in actuarial science.
Actuaries are business professionals who evaluate and manage
financial risks.
Classes for the new program
are expected to be taught by existing faculty, making its creation
' relatively inexpensive," according to the proposal.
The board also approved
tenure for 30 faculty members,
and an honorary doctorate degree
in commercial science for
Richard DeVos for his accomplishments in the direct marketing
industry and professional sports.

Obus,

Sumter,

Advancement committee

RaglerHaUs

Academic
VIiiages

Sinqle Ocmpancy

$544,44

(2/1)

Educational committee
The board approved the educational committee's proposal of
three new master's programs:
hospitality and tourism management, sports business management and management information systems.
"Most of these on our scale
will be relatively inexpensive,"
Gary Whitehouse, who submitted
the proposal, said.
"Many of these programs are
being created as standalones from
existing programs," he explained.
The hospitality and tourism
industry has more than $20 billion
economic impact in Central
Florida; and Florida has almost
200,000 employees in the hospitality industry, according to the
proposal. The only other graduate
program in Florida dedicated to
this field is at Florida
International University.
"After Sept. 11, the hospitality industry in Central Florida saw
that it had the possibility to
break-and affected the lives of
many hospitality workers," UCF

The proposal for the sport
business management master's
program has several aspects,
including: individual mentoring
of all students by the industry,
strong emphasis on diversity,
ethics and service to the community, and a required internship

Hike in housing rates effective July
In a unanimous decision, ring to the worn down carpetthe Board of Trustees passed ing and furniture, and poor
_an increase in housing rates to ducts - triggering the side of
· effects of allergies. She has
become effective July 1.
The biggest increase for lived on campus throughout
the housing and residence life her entire college career and
2002-2003 budget is the debt has seen a price rise for onservice-with more than $2 Cart)pus housing every year.
The next biggest 2002million proposed increase
from the 2001-2002 estimated 2003 housing and residence
amount. The increase in the budget increase is in its
debt service requirement is reserves repair and replacebecause of the additional 800 ment costs-an increase of
beds after the completion of $750,000.
Among the renovations
the facilities housing.
"If the prices are bumped and replacements of some
up to pay debt, that's fine," areas in the Brevard Hall,
Claire
Courtyard
Lake Claire resident Sheila · Lake
Suarez said. "But the distribu- Apartments and Academic
tion of the revenues needs to Villages, this budget will
include $250,000 for installabe even."
Suarez, a senior, is refer: tion of water and conservation

devices and $150,000 for
landscaping improvements of
the Lake Claire, Apollo and
Libra areas.
"The extra revenues
should be spent expanding the
apartments-making
them
more livable," Lake Claire
resident Kelly Slonecker said.
"Not landscaping."
She is moving off-campus
next year to live where more
space is offered.
Lake Claire resident Bill
Crowe, a junior, said: "They
keep filling up the buildingsthat' s why they raise housing
fees. They're trying to see
how high they can get it before
students say it's enough."

-MARC/A MEJIA

Former Orange County
Chairwoman Linda Chapin was
present to accept her name as an
eminent scholar chair. Other eminent scholars were William
Peeper,
president
of the
Convention and Visitor's Bureau,
and the Central Florida Hotel and
Lodging Association.
The board also approved the
change in allocations gained from
collegiate license plate revenues.
Currently, the revenues
amount t~ more than $230,000.
Fifty percent of this -money is
used for scholarships, 30 percent
is used for fundraising efforts and
20 percent is used for academic
enhancement.
The new plan will dedicate
50 percent to academic enhancement, 30 percent to fundraising
efforts and 20 percent for scholarships. The plan was redesigned to
meet the academic, leadership
and service programming needs
of the Burnett Honors College
and LEAD scholars program in
hopes of recruiting and retaining
honors students.
The next Board of Trustees
meeting is May 16 and will focus
on outlining new construction of
the Rosen Scnool of Hospitality.

Student Government Reporter
Marcia Mejia can be reached at
mmejia@ucffuture.com

RTV students produce Hispanic TV show
NICOLE TALLEY
STAFF WRITER

About six students working under
Radio/Television professor Joe Hall
produce a weekly television show called
"Hispanics Speak Out" that began airing
early this semester.
Senior Joe Dorsey does audio, cam-

era and floor direction for the show.
"I will be graduating this semester,
and I also work at FOX," he said. "It's
good preparation."
He added, "I volunteer, but many of
the other students get class credit."
Students direct as well as perform
technical jobs like running the camera,
audio and other crew positions. They

also design and produce the show's
graphics.
Hall said the show needs almost no
post-production editing because it is produced live-to-tape.
"This puts more pressure on the students during the production process," he
said. "Mistakes can't be corrected in
post-production."

Students are selected to work on the
show based on their performance in previous classes and other productions as
well as their expressed interest.
"The students working on the project are getting great experience," Hall
said. "They are also doing an excellent
PLEASE SEE
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Etiquette dinner wins Student Leader award
FROM PAGE

A-1

leaders. We want and expect
them to t:ike leadership roles at
the university and in their
community."
Only incoming freshman
are eligible for the program
and acceptance is based on
leadership, service and academics in high school.
"We're looking for people
who want to make a difference
in their community and that it
is long-term," Lloyd said.
LEAD began in 1995 and
has accepted more than 1,000
students into its program.

Use manners, please ·
The 11th etiquette dinner
gave UCF the title of best
mannered in Florida.
Etiquette dinner coordinator Jaclyn Melton said the
award proved the dinner's
popularity and importance to
the student body.
Two hundred students
attended the Nov. 2001 dinner
at the Rosen Centre. These students came to become better
prepared for dealing with other

professionals in a dinner setting, Melton said.

Newsworthy
The Future received a
noteworthy
award
for
improvements under the new
direction of Heissam Jebailey
and Brian Linden.
Florida Leader said writing quality has improved 10fold and the paper is more
reader-friendly.
Florida Leader said in previous years The Future was
one of the weakest public university papers in Florida.
John Lamothe, associate
editor of the Student Leader
magazine, said, "Out of all the
public university newspapers
rn Florida, The Future has
proven itself as one of the
most improved papers."
Lamothe said the two to
three week judging is very
intense. Winners are determined through materials gathered or submitted to the magazine to support the nomination.
Student governments and
newspapers compete annually.
The other categories vary from
year to year.

Show producers want
to reach outside the
Hispanic ·community
FROM PAGE

A-3

job of production and making
very few mistakes."
Daniel Ramos, founder of
National Corporate Hispanic
Achievers, Inc., approached
Hall with the idea and an
agreement with AOL/Time
Warner.
"He just needed a producer for the show," Hall
said.
Also executive producer
of the show, Ramos defines
the show's format, selects the
show's hosts and guests and
decides each show's content.
Each week, four guest
experts and the show's two
hosts discuss "issues of great
concern to our nation involving Hispanics throughout the
Western Hemisphere."
Ramos
said:
"The
Hispanic community is growing and needs a strong voice
of its own. I saw a community that was not being serviced
and wanted to reach it."
Ramos first wanted to
start an English-language
magazine to fill this gap, but
later decided on television.
"A TV show is more economical and reaches more peo-

UCF was voted
the campus with
the most wellmannered
students.

ple," he said.
Hispanics Speak Out is
broadcast in English to reach
a wider audience, Ramos
said. "The issues discussed
are relevant to our whole
community," he added.
Linda Rosa-Lugo, an
associate professor from the
College of Health and Public
Affairs, sat on a panel appearing on Hispanics Speak Out
on March 4.
On that show, panel
members discussed education
for Hispanic students in the
Central Florida area.
Rosa-Lugo said, "I discussed challenges faced by
English language learners and
the need for administrators
and teachers to be versed in
different instructional strategies."
She added, "The show is
a wonderful opportunity for
the Hispanic community in
Central Florida to share their
priorities and concerns." ·
The half-hour show airs
on AOL/Time Warner cable
channel 98 at 9:30 p.m. on
Mondays.
It is broadcasted nationally, reaching seven major
American cities.
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sex.
drugs.
and three credit hours.
No, we're not talking about a bad Behind The
Music special. If you really want to learn
something new then get enrolled in our
HLP2701 Peer Educauc»
~n n
class . . It is
a 3 credit hour elective which serves as the
backbone for REAGH Peer Education~
Class Topics Include:
Drugs - Alcohol - Safer Sex - Birth Control
Body Image - Steriods - Sexual Diversity

Summer C - Monday 2:00 4:50prn
Fall 2002 - Monday 2:00 ~ 4:50pn1

For more info, call or stop by the Reach office.
Trailer 617 (nextto CREOL) - (407)-823-5457
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Make·a Date·with the Future
•

grand opening ce ebration
You are invited to our new Burdines Bridal & Gift Registry

fl

•

AJtamonte Mall, upper level, Thursday, April 4, 2002
from 6pm-8pm hosted by Grace Vasques of Magic 107. 7

Meet with our consultants
• Five full-time Professional Bridal Consultants to
better serve you in our Altamonte Bridal department
• Meet them today & customize a registry tailored
to fit your lifestyle
• Also present during this event will be our
own Burdines Bridal Director, Elaine Karnisky

Meet with the
representatives
Ask anything & everything of the representatives from
• Lenox • Waterford • KitchenAid • Calphalon
& many more of our home experts
• Stop in & see all the exciting range of home &
entertaining items we have in store for you

Siqn-up for fabulous prizes
• The $Ky's the limit with two tickets on Spirit Airlines
• Stay in shape with his & her spa/gym membership
• Dinner & limo ride for a star-spangled night
• $500 gift certificate for a night-cap at the
Loews Hotel in Miami Beach
And much more! Courtesy of Magic 107.7 & Burdines.
Must be present to win.

Free lipstick "reading" to learn what your lips reveal about you. And, for extra fun, caricature artist will be on hand to capture your look in a special way!

Come experience the difference!
New high-tech Bridal department

Completion Program

Our easy-to-use touch-screen technology, time-saving scanners & kiosks will make your guests' in-store
Bridal registry experience something to look forward to. Creating, viewing & purchasing from the
Bridal registry in-store, is fun, quick & efficient.

Great news! We'll give you 10% off most gifts remaining on your registry, after the v.€dding.
It's a perfect time to complete your sets or add a fe.v more pieces.
See a Bridal Consultant for details.

Bridal Bonus Program

On-line registry

It's fun, fast & easy Once you've registered with us, yoa're automatically registered at over 300
of our affiliate stores nationwide. Your guests will love the convenience!

Sign-up to receive a free bonus gift from participating vendors when your guests purchase china,
stainless flatware or stemware off your registry.
See a Bridal Consultant for details.

BRIDAL

&

GIFT REGISTHY

""'""' hurdincswcddingchanncl.com
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Volunteers feed homeless at Lake Eola
JASON IRSAY
STAFF WRITER

UCF students Josh Hill and
Marisa Vertrees don't spend
their Saturday mornings sleeping in like most of their peers.
Instead, they volunteer and
wake-up very early to feed the
homeless with the Ripple
Effect.
The Ripple Effect, a nonprofit organization, aims to
empower and dignify homeless
people, referred to as guests, by
distributing food and clothing
and providing moral and social
support.
The organization's motto,
"The single act of one touches
many," describes the idea that
one person can make a difference.
Volunteers with the
Ripple Effect distribute food,
clothing and toiletries at 8 a.m.
every Saturday at Lake Bola
Park.
Kelly Caruso founded the
Ripple Effect in 1991.
Caruso said: "I was at a
place in my life where I was Kelly Caruso, founder of the Ripple Effect, helps homeless guests recover their identification.
tired of hearing that people
and both are members of the out and spoken at the Hunger Day flower sale to them."
can't make a difference. I perGreen Party.
Banquet. They raised awareness
One guest, who called himsonally refused to believe it. I
The Progressive Council about homelessness. We donated self Gary Jones, said: "Not just
was determined to make a difconsists of activist groups on our proceeds from a Valentine's the material things, just the fact
ference."
campus that try to raise awareCaruso said, "We started in
ness and promote social
the courtyard of a church. I
change, including Free the
asked if I could bring sand-·
Planet, NORML, the Liberty
wiches, and they said yes."
Knights, the ACLU and the
She added, "I encouraged
Environmental Society.
the guests to stay around and
Volunteer UCF and the
socialize. After a while, we
Ripple Effect enjoy a mutual
were attracting such a large
partnership.
group that the church asked us
Caruso said, "Volunteer
to move to a different area."
UCF knows us well."
Vertrees, a junior majoring
Naush~n
Farooqui, the
in political science, and Hill, a
director of hunger and homesophomore political science
lessness programs for VUCF,
major, represent groups that are
said that the Ripple Effect does
part of the Progressive Council.
a lot to help out the homeless in
Vertrees is the president of
Orlando.
Students for a Free Tibet, Hill
She added, "They've come
heads the Free Burma Coalition

JASON lRsAY I
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that someone is coming out here,
that they care. Not just for the
PLEASE SEE

Homeless

oN
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Important
Re istration
Da es:

Do you have an AA degree?
••••••••••

Are you a current college
Junior or Senior?

Fall 2002

\J
•:•

••••••••••

U.S.AIR FORCE

do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

R•O•T•C

Registration and Add/Drop
Begins Tuesday, April 2
Fall registration appointment times and SASS
Degree Audit available from the new POLARIS

Air Force ROTC offers incentives for qualified junior
and senior level cadets enrolled in our program.

Incentives ,. Up to $3,000 tuition per year
include:
• $450 in textbooks reimbursement
• Monthly stipend ($250-$350)

Need Help?

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers and Nurses
• One year scholarships for qualified Seniors and Graduate Students
For more information, call us
at 407-823-1247 (UCi=-1AIR)
or visit us at Building 501
(Beside the new Gym, behind
the PoolNolleyball courts) on
Hercules Dr.

'

Fall Class Schedule Search and
Appointment Times available on-line through
.
the new POLARIS

Get it here. Or online at POLARIS

~
-

.

University
Central
•d a
0
r1
Fl
Of

Registrar's Office, 161 Millican Hall
http://registrar.ucf.edu

Unit of Academic Development and Retention
Division of Student Development and
Enrollment Services

April 3, _2002 • www.UCFfuture.com
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Homeless receive clothes, toiletries, food
FROM PAGE

'
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food and the clothes. Those are
very nice ... A lot of stuff that
happens in this park, you g~t a
lot of negative vibrations. This is
a positive experience. Especially
when the school kids come
because I know they don't want
to. But they do it anyway. We
appreciate it. It helps us. Helps
us keep contact with society."
The volunteers also enjoy
the experience.
Hill said,
"Working with the Ripple Effect
gives us a chance to get out into
the community of Orlando and
do something about a problem
that we feel is there. It's really
nice to be able to help those people directly and get them to look
back at us and say 'Thank you."'
Julie Newman, the director
of volunteers for the Ripple
Effect, found the Ripple Effect
after searching for months for a
good way to volunteer.
Newman said: "One of the
things that I particularly like
about this is it gives you as a
volunteer the opportunity to
directly, face-to-face see and
work with and help out someone
you know is disadvantaged."
She said, "Other things,

you're separated from the pe~ple
that you actually are working for
and supporting. I have been
amazed at how gracious the
guests are."
Caruso said, "The Ripple
Effect is really making a name
for itself. We provide for them
(the guests) an environment they
don't get anywhere else. We
don't push religion on them.
They can come to us and not feel
judged."
The Ripple Effect's offerings consist entirely of donations.
Newman said, "Most of the
food that we get comes from an
organization called Manna
Ministries, based in Apopka.
Clothing is donated every
week ... by church organizations,
by corporate givers, and by individuals. Toiletries on a lot of
occasions are brought as well."
Caruso said the Ripple
Effect wants to purchase a
voicemail system for the homeless guests.
Caruso explained, "If you
go and apply for a job, you can
leave a voice mailbox as your
phone number. That way, you
don't have the stigma of homelessness attached."

JASON IRsAY I

CFF

Homeless guests receive a variety of food items at lake Eola park.
The system costs about
$20,000; the Ripple Effect cannot yet afford to buy it.
Newman added: "One of the
strongest things we are working
toward is a large community
awareness program, so the more
people that come down and visit
us on Saturday mornings, the
more people who really learn to

•••

understand the reasons behind
homelessness and what can be
done, not to give people a 'handout,' but a 'hands-up."'
A hands-up has helped
many homeless people get off
the street. Caruso named several
guests who have improved their
lives with the help of the Ripple
Effect, such as Sully and

Randall.
She said, "We helped them
feel better about themselves.
That's what it took for them to
improve themselves. After that
they want to change their lives ...
We have seen people move
along. Some former guests say,
'I just want to come back and
thank you.'"

MBNA is seeking enthusiastic students from

University of Central Florida
for our Summer Associate Program.

• EARN UP TO $I 0.50 PER HOUR INCWDING
SALES INCENTIVES*
•PART-TIME 25 HOURS PER WEEK
• BOTH DAY AND NIGHT SCHEDULES AVAILABLE
• OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT
• PROFESSIONAL TEAM ENVIRONMENT
~·

MBNA IS A COMPANY OF PEOPLE WHO EXPECT

~~-

to work hard in an environment absolutel} committed to

*Based on a starting salary of $8.00 per hour plus potential average performance
based incentives of $2.50 per hour

We will be on campus April I O and I 7.

}

and Customer satisfaction.
- - - When 1.ooking for a part-time summer opportunity, wok to the flexible
schedules and great work environment that MBNA can offer you.
•

As the largest independent credit card lender in the world and a leading provider

Stop by our table at the Student Union to schedule
an interview for the I Ith and 18th of April and find
out more about MBNA.
If you are unable to attend, please call 1-800-883-5 162
for further information or forward your resume to:

of retail deposit, consumer loan, and insurance produc~, MBNA will give you the support

MBNA Personnel Office

you need to succeed. If you want to gain valuable experience by working part-time as a

Mention Source Code:TFC99J2

Summer Associate for a company recognized by both FORTUNE. and Working Mother

150 I Yamato Road
·B oca Raton, FL 33413

magazines for its superior work environment, you will want to work for MBNA

AtBN"

MARKETING
S Y S T E M s•

We are looking for people who like people.

A better way to apply: www.mbnacareers.com
We're proud to be an Equal Employment Opportunity/voluntary Affirmative Action Employer.

© 2002 MBNA America Bank, N.A.
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Trophies were awarded in 25 different categories at the Hip Hop Car Show held March 30 in front of the UCF Arena.

Fast, furious come to UCF car show
The Hip

MATT COBBS

Hop Car

STAFF WRITER

Show was
sponsored
by
Elements

About 30 participants entered their
high-tech, sleek automobiles into the Hip
Hop Car Show at UCF on Saturday, competing against each other in 25 different
categories.
The show took place from 11 am. to
4 p.m. in the Arena parking lot with
entrants and spectators coming and going
as they pleased. Two main sponsors put
on the event, The Elements and Drag
Racing Technology Company. There was
a stage blasting music for entertainment
with beverages and pizza also available
to all.
Henry Branco, president of Drag
Racing Technology, was pleased with the
inaugural event
"It's peen going good. We have a lot
of guys competing. The competition is
very tough, lots of interesting cars and

and Drag

Radng
Technology.

LISA
APPLEGATE/

CFF

people are here," Branco said.
There were 25 different categories
for entrants to contend for. The most
notable ones included: Best Club
Participation, Best Import, Best
Domestic and Best European. Street
Gear and Audio Excellence were two
other companies aL that promoted and
sponsored the advanced automobile display.
Michael Varela, an entrant in the
show and a 2001 graduate of UCF, said:
"I do these type of car shows all around
the United States The smaller ones like
this are better for everyone as it's not so
tough to leave with a trophy."
Varela has recently been to shows in
Georgia, Tennessee and Texas. He was
impressed with the cars entered.
"I started about a year ago with my
'93 Saturn and haven't stopped since,"
Varela said.
Kyle Copeland and John Strobridge

are both Bishop Moore High School students but came out for their first car show.
Copeland said, ''It's kind of small,
but it's good, this is my first show and
there are a lot of nice ones here."
Strobridge and Copeland recently
started a car club called ''Below Average"
and they pla,n to enter numerous contests
in coming months.
·
Strobridge said: 'We just started
doing this a while back as a hobby. It
grew from there and here we are. We
have Street Gear sponsoring us today and
we're going to another show on June 2."
He added, ''It's just a great way for
guys to get together and bang out"
Branco said that the entry fees
would go to UCF and the plan is to continue the same concept-type show next
year.

CAB Reporter Matt Cobbs can be
reached at mcobbs@ucffuture.com

Walk, cut your locks for a good cause
During the relay, activities such as Wigs
for Kids, a pie-eating contest, Relay
Poker, and music and games, will take
The American Cancer So9iety will be place for those not walking.
holding its fourth annual Relay for Life
Meals will be provided for Relay for
fundraiser at the UCF Arena track April Life volunteers and are sponsored by
5-6. The event will commence at 6 p.m. - Carrabbas, Ben and Jerry's and the
on the 5th and conclude at 12 p.m. April Oviedo/Winter Springs Rotary.
Almost 130 t.e ams will represent
6.
Relay for Life is an 18-hour team members of the community, businesses,
event celebrating survivors and victims of clubs, organizations and Ideal schools.
cancer. The event is comprised of 10-15 These groups are coming together to raise
member teams who will take turns walk- money for the fight against cancer. ·
ing around the track without stoppjng.
Last year's Relay for Life raised
DARCY ELENA RODRIGUEZ
STAFF WRITER

·

about $150,000. The funds support cancer
patients, treatments and research dedicated to finding a cure for cancer.

Wigs for Kids
Wigs for Kjds will be coll· ·ting
human hair for children fighting can rut
Relay for Life, held April 5-6 at the UC'F
Arena track. The American C'unccr
Society, who sponsors the Relay for Life
fundraiser, seeks donors with at least I 0
inches of hair to be made into wigs for
children affected by the treatment of radi _ation and chemo~herapy treatments.

The hair cutting will be performed on
stage by professional stylists from Mr.
B's Hairstyling, located on Alafaya Trail
across the street from UCF's main campus. Stylists will be at the event April 5
from 7:30-7:50 p.m. to clip for cancer in
front. of the crowd.
Berman Ham, owner of the salon,
:mid his stylists participated in this event
Inst year and cut about 15 different people's hair.
''We love this event," he said. "It is
such a very, very good thing to be
involved in."

c
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Consider all the
consequences of
DUis, drug arrests

The Village
at Science Drive

The next steps in the disciplinary procedure vary
depending on the severity of
Have you ever hit the the charge and whether a stuclubs downtown, had a few dent accepts responsibility for
drinks and then driven careful- their actions.
ly back to campus, sighing
"UCF has community
with relief as you parked your standards,~' Patricia MacKown
said. MacKown, the director
car?
Do you know a student of OSRR, said: "When stuwho makes a living supplying dents violate them, there are
pot to friends?
repercussions. Some or all
Now imagine blue lights should be educationally relatin the rear view mirror as you ed so the student understands
tum into your parking lot, or the impact of their actions in
reading about the arrest of that the community as well as the
friend with the seemingly school."
harmless side-job. This is how
Students who violate the
a good night, good time or Golden Rule for having congood deal goes bad.
trolled substances or alcoholic
Students charged with a beverages can receive sanccrime can face academic, eco- tions such as: mandatory alconomic and social conse- hol and other drug classes;
quences, whether or not they parental notification, if under
are actually convicted of that 21 years of age; community
crime.
service; or, academic warning,
If convicted, whether for probation, suspension or
misdemeanors such as DUI, or expulsion.
"We try to look at each
felonies such as drug possession with intent to sell, stu- case and the circumstances of
dents can face life-changing that case," MacKown said.
and life-long consequences.
"Nothing is in stone."
In 2001, UCF police made
A first offense for under127 arrests, according to age possession of alcohol will
police department records. probably be attendance at an
These include 60 DUI charges alcohol awareness class,
and 28 arrests for possession MacKown said. If a student
of a controlled substance.
sells drugs, the usual penalty is
What happens to students expulsion.
OSRR applies progressive
after these arrests?
"As expected, many stu- sanctions as the number of
dents who have been arrested offenses increase.
can experience depression or
Students have a common
anxiety regarding the legal misunderstanding, MacKown
system," Rich McLaughlin said, that if they are found not
said. McLaughlin, the acting guilty of a charge, they will
assistant director of the not have to participate in a
Counseling
and
Testing Student Conduct Review.
Center, said students may also
Though a case may be
have to deal with shame, dis- thrown out in criminal court,
appointment or anger from · MacKown said, a student still
friends and family.
has to complete the discipliStudents also face a nary procedure.
Student Conduct Review
"A mistake students make
Process with the Office of is to ignore the problem,"
Student
Rights
and MacKown said. "We will get
Responsibilities.
their attention."
The UCF police report
MacKown said, if due to a
each on-campus arrest to the preponderance of evidence, a
OSRR. If a student is arrested review board decides it is
off-campus, the arresting more likely than not that a stuagency may or may not send dent did do something wrong,
notification to OSRR.
OSRR will apply sanctions to
OSRR is concerned with the student.
"We are not here to throw
whether a student has violated
the UCF Golden Rule. The students out," MacKown said.
Golden Rule explains policies "We want to help them
and procedures regarding the through the process."
"We are here to get the
student Rules of Conduct.
rights
that students are entitled
When OSRR learns a student has been charged with a to whether with Legal Services
crime, they send a letter to the or with Student Conduct,"
student saying they know MacKown said.
MacKown's advice to stuabout the offense and requesting the student come in for a dents charged with a crime is
preliminary conference to to go through the process, take
care of what needs to be done
begin the review process.
CATHLEEN CRANE
STAFF WRITER
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3 & 4 Bedroom floor plans

Private bathrooms
Large walk-in closets
Individual privacy locks
Designer furniture/Fully furnished
Individual leases
Gated entry
Roommate matching service
.Full-size washer & dryer

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Utilities included
Doorside trash pick-up
Pre-wired for interactive· cable
Clubhouse, pool & sports court .
Private telephone lines
Free cable with 3 HBO's
High speed ethernet access

- - - - - - - A n d more!
UNIVERSITY
BOULEVARD

11 J: @ (407) 384-7080

~
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www.thevillageatsciencedrive.com
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Private Bedrooms with Private Baths
Fully Furnished Apartments
Washer/Dryer in Every Apartment
All Utilities Included
Free Cable with 3 HBO Channels
Local Telephone Service Included
High Speed Internet Access in Each Bedroom
I~trusion Alarm Systems with Panic Buttons

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sparkling Pool&: Sun Deck
State,of,the Art Fitness Center
Fully -Equipped Computer Lab
Student Game Room with Billiards,
Fax Machine &:·Copy Machine Available
Notary Public Service
Planned Social Calendar
24,Hour Security Patrol Services

Located 1 mile south of UCF on Alafaya Trail.

•

~···················
www.collegestationapartments.com

12100 Renaissance Court. Orlando • Florida • 32826
(407} 273-515 •fax (407) 273-3999 • E-Mail: collegestation@vbnet.net

PLEASE SEE

Convicted ON A-10

CATHLEEN CRANE
STAFF WRITER

Anger mismanagement
John Edward Jacobsen shattered two panes of glass and hit
Christie Lynn Inskeep on the
head when he threw a beer bottle
through the window of her Lake
Claire apartment.
UCF
Police
charged
Jacobsen, 19, with felony counts
of throwing a deadly missile at a
person and aggravated battery.
Police also charged him with
criminal mischief and underage
possession of alcohol.
Nervous and very upset,
Inskeep called police at about
1:50 am. March.23. She gave a
description of the suspect and
said he lived across the hall.
Officer Patrick Stewart
arrived at Inskeep's ap~ent

and found her covered with
shards of glass, the window in her
room shattered and the screen
tom. Stewart saw an empty Bud
Light beer bottle int.act on the
floor.
Inskeep said she heard the
sound of breaking glass outside
her window and when she looked
out of the window, she saw
Jacobsen. Inskeep said she
returned to her desk and a few
minutes later a bottle crashed
through her window and struck
her on the right side of her head.
Inskeep told police she
thought Jacobsen targeted her
because he thought she told housing he was drinking and smoking
marijuana.
Carolyn Buck, Inskeep's
roommate, said Jacobsen sent her
PLEASE SEE

If you are 18-65 years of age with a history of frequently
occurring genital herpes outbreaks, we invite you to
participate in a medical research study of an
investigational medication.
• Study related medical
care and study
medication are provided.
• Participants may also
receive compensation for
time and travel.

The medical staff conducting
the study is courteous,
respectful, professional and
expert at tn~ating genital
herpes.

Police oN A-11

Convicted students
can be expelled,
lose financial aid
FROM PAGE A-9

and hopefully not make the
sanie mistake again.
Students who need legal
advice for criminal charges
can contact Student Legal
Services.
.
The Activity and Service
Fee funds Student Legal
Services. This funding is helpful, Michael Murphy, a program attorney said, because
full-time students may not
qualify for a public defender
since their parents' income
would have to be considered.
Students can receive free
legal representation for third
degree felonies and less,
Murphy said. Students can
only get representation, however, when the incidents occur
in counties with a UCF branch.
Though the legal advice is
free, a student will still have
expenses. They have to provide $300 for a trust account to
cover expenses for their case,
Murphy said, and they have to
pay court charges.
If convicted, students
have to pay applicable fines.
The typical cost of a first DUI
conviction in Orange County
is $1,075.50.
Another consequence is
the loss of financial aid.
Students convicted of
drug possession lose financial
aid for one year, Murphy said.
Students convicted of selling

drugs lose financial aid for two
years on a first offense. ·
Other consequences range
from community service to the
loss of voting rights.
Minimum convictions for
students convicted of a DUI in
Orange County include: completion of 50 hours of community service, a six month driver's license suspension and
the conviction will stay on
their driving record for 75
years.
Students convicted of
felonies, such as the possession of most drugs, lose the
right to vote or own a gun.
Convicted felons also
have to register with a county
·if they will be there for more
than 48 hours, Murphy said.
"So if you are going to Panama
City for a three day weekend,
you have to tell them you are
there," Murphy said.
Registering with a county
would only be a concern for
students who are free to travel.
A student may not usuaH1 .
receive the maximum penalty
for a first ·offense, Murphy
said. But, depending on the
judge, a student can be sentenced to jail for a first offense
if found guilty by trial, he
added.

"Put more you in your next new home!" Our Bovis Bonus Options
Guarantee will save you money on every option - we guarantee it! Start with a terrific
value on a Bovis home! Add options at our guaranteed lower prices* - the value gets
better the more you add! Ask your Bovis Homes sales representative for details! We'll
give you a headstart with $5,000 in FREE OPTIONS!

Mulberry
RAN GI:LINI:
W 0 0 D S
407-877-9292 •From the $180s
From West S.R.50, South on Remington Rd
Community is located on left.

From 434, North on Range/ine Rd.
Community is located on right

"MioIIow
407~71-1889

• From the $180s

Located on Dean Road,
South of University Boulevard.

Model Centers Open Mon. - Sat. JOam - 6pm; Sun. 12 · 6pm
Johns Landing Model Center (Closed TuesJ

~@
"=="" - · CBCosms

Police Beat Reporter Cathleen Crane
can be reached at ccrane@ucffuture.com

407-831-3311 •From the $190s

Broker Co-op Welcome

BOVIS

HOME~""

www.bovishomesflorida.com

*Excludes special promotional pricing and swimming pools. Prices, plans and specifications may change without prior notice. 2/02
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window at about 3:22 am. March make a little cash.
21. The men told Furnas that "a guy
was smoking pot'' in a nearby car. Underage drug
They told Furnas they smelled pot
coming from inside the car.
UCF police charged Mina
Furnas stopped the car and as
Nassiem,
17, with felony possession
he approached the open window of
of
cocaine
and marijuana after a routhe driver's door, he smelled the
traffic
stop.
tine
odor of burnt cannabis.
Cpl.
Paul
White stopped a vehiMalkani admitted to Furnas
cle
for
a
broken
tail light at about
that he had smoked cannabis and
a.m.
March
21.
Officer James
3:26
that he was still high. Furnas adminthe
vehicle and
Mangan
approached
istered field sobriety tests and
six
people
in
the
car. He
observed
Malkani showed impairment during
asked
the
passengers
to
exit
the car
the tests.
·
and
as
they
did,
he
detected
a
strong
Malkani told Furnas he had
of
burnt
cannabis
coming
from
odor
cannabis in his vehicle. Furnas
the
vehicle.
found one plastic bag containing a
Nassiem gave Mangan permisgreen leafy substance and another
sion
to search the vehicle and
bag containing nine similar small
found a small bag containMangan
zip lock bags.
white
powder substance. The
ing
a
The substance later tested presubstance
tested
presumptive posisumptive positive for cannabis.
for
cocaine.
tive
Furnas also found an empty small
Mangan found a bag containbag with debris that smelled like
green leafy substance that testing
a
cannabis.
ed
presumptive
positive for marijuaAfter his arrest, Malkani told
and
he
found
cannabis remnants
na
Furnas that he sold cannabis to

possessions

continued
FROM PAGE A-10

an instant message one minute after
the bottle hit Inskeep.
In his message, Jacobsen told
Buck his prints were all over the bottle even though he said a friend
threw it He said his prints were on
file and asked her to destroy the bottle. Buck refused.
Stewart and Cpl Paul White
went to Jacobsen's room, asked him
for ID and asked if they could enter.
. Jacobsen agreed and they followed
him back to his room.
Jacobsen had 13 unopened
long neck bottles of Bud Light and
one unopened bottle of Michelob
Light. He claimed ownership of the

alcohol and police arrested him.
At the UCF Police Department
interview room, Stewart read
Jacobsen his rights and Jacobsen
invoked his right to remain silent.
Stewart took Jacobsen to the Orange
County jail for booking.

Making a little cash
A tip to police resulted in
felony possession charges with
intent to sell, for Lavin Malkani, 19.
Police also charged Malkani with
possession of a counterfeit drivers
license.
Officer Elwood Furnas was
parked and waiting to meet another
officer when two unknown males
approached him and tapped on his

H.llME llF
·THE .

in the car's ashtray.
Other passengers charged with
cocaine possession during the stop:
Stephen Michael Smith, 16; Jeffrey
Francis Way, 16; Jason Alan
Brokus, 15; and Jason F. Metz, 16;
all from Lake Worth.

It's just a bad example
Officer Michael King charged
Derurunk Francisco, 18, with possession of a weapon on school property, possession of counterfeit drivers licenses and unauthorized use·or
possession of a drivers license.
King stopped Francisco after
he clocked Francisco driving 47
mph in a 20 mph rone on Libra
Drive at about 12:50 p.m. March
24.
After Francisco gave King a
Florida license, King saw another
license in Francisco's glove box.
Francisco said he made the second
license, from New Jersey, to show
his boss a bad version of a false
license.
King asked permission to
search Francisco'.s vehicle and he
found a third license, issued in
Florida, with a picture similar to
Francisco, but with different information. King also found a lockblade knife approximately eight
inches long.
Francisco made a written statement regarding the details involving
the knife and licenses and King took
him to the Orange County
Detention Center.

Peer pressure
Jacob Boeke, 21, made an ~e
gal U-tum and ended up with a DUI
onMarch23.
Officer Elwood
Furnas
stopped Boeke after he saw Boeke
make the illegal tum at about 4:18
am.
Furnas noticed that Boeke had
slurred speech, bloodshot eyes and
alcohol on his breath. Boeke said he
was at a party with some friends
who talked him into drinking.
Boeke showed five clues of
impairment during field sobriety
tests. Furnas arrested Boeke and
took him to the Orange County DUI
center. Boeke's breath test registered a .084 blood alcohol content.

NG

Our truly Free Chedcing comes with absolutely no
hidden charges, no direct deposit requirements and
no monthly service fees-~atever your balance.
We won't charge you to talk to a teller, either. ·

Police Beat Reporter Cathleen Crane can be
reached at ccrane@ucffuture.com

;

Call or visit your Washington Mutual
Financial C~nter today.

•

Washington ~utual
IORE HUMll INTEREST...
Locations near UCF:
Oviedo • Wateriord Lakes • Union Park

·;~-\ .

c~u.~ . ..

(407)

FDIC Jnsured

,.,.7441

Corner of Ho-11 lhanch Rd. & S.R. 436
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Zeta loved music, active with honors program
MARCIA MEJIA

Laura Michelle Lamby's promise-filled
future was cut short March 17 when she died
in a car crash, leaving family, friends and
much ofUCF's Greek community in shock.
"She was very active in volunteer
work," Lee Ann Lamby, Laura's mom, said.
"She was real excited about all the volunteer
activities Zeta was involved in."
The Zeta Tau Alpha member originally
from Palm Harbor, attended Holy Trinity
Greek Orthodox Church with her family in
Clearwater.
"Since the first grade, she was part of all
the youth organizations, plays and programs," Lee Ann said.
The 19-year-old was pulling out of the
beach in Clearwater to merge onto the
Courtney Campbell Causeway when a Ford
F-250 struck her Toyota Corolla on the driver's side-pushing the door 2 feet inward,
according to police. The entrance is covered
with sand, which can cause tires to loose traction as they accelerate.
No one really realized it was a fatal accident the. moment she was struck, Lee Ann
said.
"Her friends were with her the entire
time," she said.
Laura was pronounced dead shortly after
the accident at St. Joseph's Hospital in
Tampa Her family had just come home from
church when they were told of the news.
The family received enormous support
and prayers after the sorority was informed.

Lillios is having her students write the
memories
and impressions they had of their
of Zeta
Laura.
The compositions will be
classmate
received
sent to Laura's family. .
support
"It's hard to go on in class ~ause we
from UCF's
still feel her presence," Lillios said.
Greek
A memorial service will be held April 17
community. by the Counseling and Testing Center
because of the high ·rate of students who have
died in car accidents this year, according to
Lillios.
Although Laura had strong ambitions
and plans for her future, she took life one day
at a time, according to Foster.
"A lot of college students are more
focused and worried about what they will be
doing after college and neglect to actually
JOE KALEITA
have fun while they are here," Foster said.
/CFF
''Laura was not one of these people-she was
still kept a positive attitude and was sure to be happy with the fact that she was at UC:H and
having fun."
friendly, not rude."
Laura and her parents had narrowed her
When she wasn't studying or involved
college choices down to Stetson, the . with volunteer work, Laura had a passion for
University of Florida and UCF. But they were music. "She played the piano and loved to go
most impressed by UCF's helpful staff. They dancing," her mother said.
Laura dated Dan Fee for almost two
the size ~f UCF-it's as large of institution as
UF, but not as small as Stetson.
years, and they had plans to one day get
Her ideal plan was to go to Stanford engaged. Fee set up a cross near where
School of Medicine to become a psychiatrist, Laura's vehicle was struck, and is doing what
her mother said. "Because she was such a· he can to prevent another accident there.
good listener and speaker, she decided to
"He and his friends are starting to do
major in psychology," Lee Ann explained.
petitions to fix the entrance," her mother said.
Laura was in professor Anna Lillios'
"For me, I keep thinking she's still with
honors English composition class. "She was you guys in Orlando," Lee Ann said. Laura
a tremendous person," Lillios said. "I had a was survived by her parents, Lee Ann Lamby
special attachment to her because she was and Stephen Lamby, and her sister, Sarah
Greek and I'm Greek."
Lamby, 13.

Members

STAFF WRITER

Hundreds of students attended the candlelight vigil held March 18 in front of the
Zeta house. Several Zeta sisters also attended
the wake and funeral service in Clearwater.
''It was just amazing the outpour of support the students have given," Lee Ann said.
Laura began at UCF last fall, but was
already a sophomore by credits because of
her early start in high school as an
International Baccalaureate student. The IB
program is a worldwide curriculum that
allows exceptionally gifted students to gain
college credit in high school.
"She was the type of person that when
you first meet, you become friends," her
Burnett Honors College team leader Dan
Foster said.
"Even if she was having a bad day, she

Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Want to be a Teacher???
Broward County is looking for Science, Math,
English, and Education graduates who desire to
teach.

Beginning Sa,ary
Bachelor's Degree

$31,760

Master's Degree

$34,007

Please call 954.765.6358 by April 13, 2002,
fo schedule an interview. Space is limited.

Teaching Positions Available!
Broward County Public Schools

Teach Near the Beach!
Instructional Staffing 600 SE 3rd Ave, Ff. Lauderdale, FL 33301 (954) 765-6164
An Equal Opportunity Employer

www.broward.kl2.fl.us/teacher
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Student wins honorable mention in
College Student of the Year competition
DANIELLE DEPARI
STAFF WRITER

The Florida College Student of the
Year Award is one that presents students
with prestige, scholarship opportunities
and valuable gift certificates. This year,
Rachel Russo, a first year student double majoring in forensic science and liberal studies, was awarded honorable
mention.
This award is sponsored by Florida
Leader magazine and is presented annually. Out of the approximately 5,000 students who entered this year, only 20
awards were given. The awards given
are 13 honorable mentions and seven
finalists. Out of the seven finalists, one

winner and one runner up is chosen.
Russo said, "Students are judged on
the basis of self reliance, community
service, political activism and academic
·
achievement."
The scholarships awarded range
from $1,000 to $3,000 and the money is
a contribution from SunTrust Bank. Gift
certificates from a variety of large businesses are also donated and given to
winners of this competition. Each student is given a commemorative plaque,
t-shirts, pins and buttons.
Russo is a student already has a lot
on her resume. She is a member of the
Burnett Honors College and Lead
Scholars program. In addition, she is a
member of Volunteer UCF.

Russo said, "I
am a mentor, tutor,
team leader and a
student instructor
for LEAD, honors
and a variety of academic disciplines."
Russo is also an
active member of
the community. She
Russo
worked with the
Hunger and Homelessness Awareness
banquet held on campus. She also
implemented an ESL, which is English
as a second language, program at a local
elementary school, and is a volunteer in
the oncology unit of Arnold Palmer hospital in Orlando. When it comes to

THE central florida

FUTURE

Pick up your copy
every Wednesday

sports, Russo is not only a competitive
surfer but also a part of the intramural
soccer team.
"I'm hoping on becoming a medical
examiner or a forensic anthropologist,"
Russo said. "I want to work for the FBI
in the high profile homicide di vision."
At first, Russo thought she was
applying for a scholarship and didn't
realize the magnitude of this honor.
She said: "When newspapers and
magazines wanted to interview me
about the award and I was told of a press
conference and ceremony, I was surprised. Most students who are recognized are seniors, so I am excited to
have made honorable mention as a first
year student."

Always.Reliable
Always Entertaininf
Always On The Ball
Always iREf I

Blackstone LSAT Prep
Offers you a

FREE

l AT
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What's NewsA dogfight for leadership in vehicle quality is looming among the
Big Three.
Ford Motor Co. is signaling that
the company is making big strides
in improving the quality of its vehicles produced in North America following its disastrous performance
in an important quality survey by
J.D. Power &Associates in both 2000
and 2001. Similarly, General Motors
Corp. has announced it's on track to
reduce problems defined in the survey as customer complaints about
such things as wind or brake noise
or high fuel consumption. Chrysler
officials, meanwhile, have said the
Chrysler Group of DaimlerChrysler
AG is making a major push to improve quality to help hold on to market share.
The Big Three aren't likely to
overtake the leader in the J.D.
Power rankings, Toyota Motor
Corp., which had 115 problems per
100 vehicles last year. But GM may
close in on Honda Motor Co., the
second-best quality producer with
133 problems per 100 vehicles. Indeed, GM says it is likely to surpass
Nissan Motor Co. this year and become the first domestic auto producer to break into the top three in
the J.D. Power study. GM expects to
reduce its problems to between 130
and 140per100 vehicles, down from
146 last year.
Ford says its internal data suggest that the quality of Explorer
sport-utility vehicles has improved
as much as 25% while quality scores
on its Focus subcompacts have
shown "dramatic improvements."
Both vehicles had a series of quality
gaffes in 2000 and 2001 that sent
Ford to last place among the world's
seven-largest auto makers in last
year's J.D. Power survey, with 162
complaints per 100 vehicles.

Can a Vanilla Drink
Still Be 'Real Thing'?

-

Coca-Cola Co. is considering
launching a vanilla-flavored version of its flagship Coca-Cola brand
within the next couple of months,
seeking to reverse a slump in its
soft-drink sales. Both the Atlanta
beverage giant and rival PepsiCo
Inc. have managed to boost softdrink sales in recent months by
launching flavored versions of their
biggest soft drinks. They're finding
some success at the same time that
their core brands are struggling.
Coca-Cola Classic volume declined

Major Players
Estimated total world-wide sales of videogame consoles since product launches,
in millions of units
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2% in 2001.
News that a new vanilla version
of Coca-Cola could be launched soon
was reported by Beverage Digest,
an industry publication. Plans
haven't been formalized, but the
publication said a launch is 90%
likely, quoting a Coke bottler. A
Coca-Cola spokesman declined to
comment.

New Data Affirm
Signs of Recovery
Consumers are spending more
freely and personal income is on the
rise, confirming evidence that the
economy is rebounding.
The Commerce Department reported that consumer spending increased a brisk 0.6% in February,
meeting analysts' forecasts, following a similar gain in January. Personal income-or total earnings, including wages and salaries-also
rose 0.6%, surpassing analysts' expectations for the largest monthly
gain since October 2000. The consensus forecast was for personal income to rise 0.3%.
In a sign of possible further
strengthening of the economy,
manufacturing activity accelerated
for a second consecutive month in
March, while construction spending in February posted its biggest
gain in a year.

In Return for Ad Dollars,
Talk Show Will Work
Ford Imo the Action
BY SUZANNE VRANICA

ord Motor Co.:s Lincoln and
the NBC network's "The
Tonight Show With Jay
Leno" have struck a deal
that's the latest example of
how big-spending advertisers are gaining greater sway over
programming.
The agreement calls for the
country's top-rated late-night talk
show to feature Lincolns. In exchange, NBC gets Ford advertising
valued at about $9 million, which
will be spent across the network.
As part of its media investment,
Lincoln will build a concert stage
adjacent to the soundstage used by
Mr. Leno's show. The new stage will
hold a variety of Lincoln models, including the luxury Navigator SUV.
During the summer, popular
music groups will perform on the
stage. Segments of those performances, dubbed "The Lincoln
Garage Concert Series," will air
each Friday as the musical feature
of "The Tonight Show."
Lincoln also would like to have
the musical performers be driven
onto the stage in Lincoln vehicles,
or have Jay Leno, an avid car buff,
mention the brand on air. That hasn't been agreed on, but NBC will air
network promotions hyping the
Lincoln concert series.
NBC, a unit of General Electric

F
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D.L. Hughley. (Another part of the
deal, calling for McDonald's Corp.
to play a part in the Hughleys' life,
didn't work out.)
The moves reflect how anxious
the major networks are to sew up
lucrative marketers in the ongoing
ad drought. "Networks are looking
to find different ways to latch on to
advertisers for long periods of time
in order to get a bigger share of the
market," says Jack Valente, executive vice president at WPP Group's
Mediaedge:CIA, Lincoln's ad-buying agency.
The Leno deal in particular is
reminiscent of the early days of TV,
when advertisers unsubtly sponsored entire shows such as "Colgate
Theatre" and "Texaco Star Theater." Today, consumer watchdog
groups worry not so much about
sponsorship but about the blurring
of the line between content and advertising.
"Product placement is another
violation of the advertising and editorial line," says Gary Ruskin, executive director of Commercial
Please tum to Next Page
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HP Board Won't
Renominate Hewlett
Hewlett-Packard Co.'s board decided against nominating Walter
Hewlett to another term on the
board of directors. Mr. Hewlett has
led the fight against the company's
proposed acquisition of Compaq
Computer Corp.
H-P said that Sam Ginn, chairman of the board's nominating and
governance committee, met with

Co., confirms that it has entered
into a sponsorship deal with Lincoln but declines to comment about
its details.
Such product placement on TV
has been a hot trend since the May
2000 debut of "Survivor" on Viacom
Inc.'s CBS, which prominently featured products and logos from advertisers such as Target Corp. and
Schering-Plough Corp.'s
Dr.
Scholl's. "Murder in Small Town
X," a reality-show series that appeared on News Corp. 's Fox last
summer, included product placements by Taco Bell, a unit of Tricon
Global Restaurants Inc., and DaimlerChrysler AG's Jeep. Both advertisers received the product-placement sweeteners in return for their
ad buys.
Last year, OMD, the big adplacement firm owned by Omnicom
Group Inc., negotiated a package
with Viacom's UPN network that
included having State Farm Mutual
Automobile Insurance Co. worked
into a plot line of "The Hughleys," a
sitcom about an African-American
suburban family starring comic
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Airlines Stretch-Literally
By SCOTT MCCARTNEY

B

ig airlines, which havPlong searched for wa1 ·s 1. 1
beat back low-fare co' petitors, have a new sec1 d
weapon: the extra-long
airplane.
Boeing Co. now makes planes
with an extra-long fuselage that
can seat dozens of additional passengers at about the same cost as
the original models. Originally intended for charter operators, the
stretch planes are finding a new
niche at several major commercial
carriers, and Boeing thinks more
will follow suit.
For airlines, the stretch plane
offers a tempting formula. Faced
with continued pressure toward
lower fares and richer labor contracts pushing costs up, the carriers are hungry for any way to fly

more seats cheaply. For not much
extra cost in crew and fuel, they
can move more passengers, offer
them lower fares and eke out fatter
profits. Stretch models lack the
long-range fuel capacity of their
standard cousins, but are perfect
for medium-range, high-volume
trips, executives say.
Continental Airlines has begun
flying the stretched 757-300 between New York and Florida,
routes where fares of $99 or less are
the norm and competition from JetBlue Airways is heating up. The
new plane costs about the same as
the venerable 757-200 and flies with
identical engines, but comes with
27 extra seats in coach. Its load of
210 passengers, more than a standard, wide-bodied twin-aisle 767
typically carries, makes it the
longest single-aisle plane in the
world. The stretched plane is so

long-almost 179 feet nose to tailthat it has a built-in conveyor belt
dubbed the "magic carpet" in the
cargo hold to move luggage·
around.
The planes do have some hidden
costs. Pilots need extra training because the long planes are more susceptible to hitting their tails on the
runway. And Continental flight attendants grouse that the stretch 757
is so long that it can take an hour to
serve snacks and drinks to a fully
loaded plane of 210 passengers.
On the other hand, Continental' s 757-300's have an inch more
legroom at each coach seat than
standard 757s. The airline also
adds an extra bathroom-as do
most stretched planes. And the
new planes have seats that slide
forward as they recline to limit how
far back a seat travels into the next
row.

Leno and the Lincolns
Continued from Previous Page
Alert, a nonprofit organization
founded four years ago by consumer activist Ralph Nader. "That
line used to be sacred and is now
crumbling."
Even some advertising executives worry about the growing number of product plugs embedded in
TV shows. "If product placement is
overdone, it devalues the programming," says Ellis Verdi, president
ofDeVito/Verdi Inc., a New York ad
agency. "You cheapen the product."
For the networks, however, getting the accounts of big advertisers
such as car makers is a top priority.
Lincoln spent about $263 million on
ads last year, while Ford's entire
media spending surpassed $1.2 bil-

lion, according to Taylor Nelson
Sofres's CMR.
The marketing concept also
shows how advertisers are looking
to stretch their ad dollars. Mediaedge:CIA went to several networks last June on behalf of Lincoln, saying the car maker was willing to spend heavily in return for
more than traditional ad time. During robust periods of ad spending,
such overtures might have been
swatted away. This time, most networks were willing to listen.
"It was like a little contest,"
says Anne Belec, vice president of
marketing for Ford's Lincoln-Mercury vehicles. "It was a very good
year in terms of the willingness of
everybody to want to be accommo-

dating."
Lincoln had a variety of riches
to choose from before finally picking NBC. One media concern offered up movie product placements, while a magazine-publishing house considered opening up its
archives of photography to create a
museum exhibit that Lincoln could
sponsor. One magazine deal did
materialize. In return for purchasing about $10 million of ads in
Hearst Corp. magazines such as
Harper's Bazaar and 0, The Oprah
Magazine. Hearst agreed to create
a custom 44-page magazine dubbed
"New Cultural Icons," which will be
shipped along with some Hearst
subscriptions. Lincoln will be the
sole advertiser.

What's NewsIn Business and Finance
Continued from Previous Page
Mr. Hewlett after the shareholder
vote on the proposed deal "in an effort to re-establish a constructive
working relationship." But last
week, Mr. Hewlett, as the trustee of
the William R. Hewlett Revocable
Trust, filed a complaint in the
Delaware Chancery Court against
the process by which H-P solicited
votes for support in its bid to merge
with Compaq. He asked the court to
invalidate the shareholder vote on
the deal.
Mr. Ginn said it was this legal
action against the company, which
it characterizes as "spurious," that
led the board to decide against nominating him to another term on the
board of directors. Mr. Ginn added
that, Mr. Hewlett's "ongoing adversarial relationship with the company undermines the board's ability to effectively conduct business."

Microsoft Site Slams,
While It Uses, Unix
A Web site funded by Microsoft
Corp. urging businesses to avoid
the Unix operating system is itself
running on Unix, the latest example
of Microsoft benefiting from the
competitive software even while
criticizing it. The site is connected
with a new advertising campaign
that is co-sponsored by Unisys
Corp. and Microsoft. The purpose of
the campaign is to persuade corporate computing customers to use
computers running Microsoft's
Windows operating system instead
of Unix, a rival operating system.
AMicrosoft spokesman declined

to comment. A spokesman for
Unisys, which is taking the lead in
the campaign, said the Web site had
been set up outside of the company
by a third-party Internet-service
provider.
The site's usage of Unix was discovered by Mark Fromm, a Unix
system administrator at a Kirkland, Wash., medical-device company. Mr. Fromm, an ardent fan of
Unix, said he was bothered by the
statements being made in the antiUnix campaign, and out of curiosity
decided to check on the Web site.

Odds & Ends
Citing concerns about Global
Crossing Ltd. 's future, the consortium of banks that runs a significant piece of the international financial system has pulled out of a
$300 million networking deal with
the telecommunications firm, officials close to the companies say....
Big retailers reported disappointing sales last week: Federated Department Stores Inc., Wal-Mart
Stores Inc. and J.C. Penney Co. all
said sales for the week ended Saturday weren't as strong as expected.
By Jay Hershey
How to contact us:
Campus Edition@wsj.com
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OUR STANCE:

Housing increase unjustified
A

new plan will raise dorm fees for the
University of Central Florida by
about 6 to 12 percent.
11ris could raise annual costs for some
students by $680.
Dorm fees are already outrageously high
and it is a shame. It is a shame because it is
important for first-time college students to live
on campus.
Living on campus provides numerous
different benefits as opposed to living off campus.
Students who live on campus are much
better informed about upcoming school-related events. They receive flyers, see postings
around their dwelling and hear news from
theirRAs.
Another benefit of living on campus is
just that, living on campus. If you do not own
a car, on campus housing provides easy access

Thomas Huddleston, vice president of
student affairs, said the UCF dorm rates compared to area housing are "still a very good
value."
However, if you divide the amount of
Lake Claire Apartment's rent by the number of
months you live there, the rent is about $475.
If you do the same with the new proposed rate,
the rent is about $530.
Lake Claire apartments do not provide
individual bathrooms or in-home washer/dryers.
Northgate Lakes apartments provide both
of these accommodations and the average
monthly rent is $420.
In upcoming years, students seeking to
live on campus may be unable too based on
these high prices. It is sad to think that these
students may miss out on valuable on campus
living expenses.

OUR STANCE:

Transportation Fee needs a second look

F

eeling it at the gas pump lately?
Soon parking your ride at UCF
won't be offering much relief.
UCF's Board of Trustees have voted to
add a transportation fee of $3.90 per credit
hour beginning in Fall 2002. This fee will
be partially offset by reducing the cost of a
three semester decal to $60, down from
$111. For the average student who takes 30
credit hours, this amounts to a total annual
parking cost of $177, an increase of 63 percent.
The Board wants the fee to pay for the
construction of a fifth parking garage, roadway improvements and an expanded apartment shuttle bus service. Proponents of the
new fee structure point to similar transportation fees in place at other major state
universities. They also note that many students receive financial aid, which can offset
costs of a credit hour fee but not a decal fee.
To its credit, UCF has made strides in
the parking department. Not long ago,
parking rage was the norm; cars would be
keyed after jockeying for spots and students heading ·for lots would be chased
down by cars roammg parking areas like
vultures. As the university continues to
grow and existing lots make way for buildings, there is no dispute more expensive
parking garages will be needed. The fourth
garage, currently under construction, cost
almost $9 million. These facilities are not
subsidized by the state and must be paid for
through parking fees.
However, an increase of 63 percent

sets a dangerous precedent.
A million dollars of the money generated from the fee is earmarked for an
expanded shuttle bus service to and from
off campus apartments. While the university is considering charging non-UCF apartments to help subsidize such bus service,
n6 plans have been finalized. And the fact
remains that some students don't utilize
parking garages because they choose not to
drive.
Before, students who didn't need or
have access to these services could simply
choose not to purchase a decal. A referendum during the most recent Student
Government election for a $3.50 per credit
hour fee passed with approximately 85 percent of voting student approval. This
equates to a total parking cost of $165,
high, but not unreasonable given UCF's
tremendous growth.
The decision to implement a credit
hour fee-based rate structure has been
made. However the Board must still reconvene one last time to finalize the $3.90
increase before taking it to the Legislature
for approval.
The Board would have likely faced
some serious criticism if they tried to pass
off a decal only increase of 63 percent,
while also approving an average 10 percent
increase in housing. The Board should
reconsider the original $3.50 per credit
hour proposal, and instead look to streamline parking operations through reducing
costs.
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6ays can go 6reek
I was completely insulted
upon reading Krista Zilizi's
opinion column "Are Gays.
Comfortable Going Greek?"
claiming that the Greek community is not only unconcerned
with gay rights, but down right
homophobic. It is a shame that
someone as seemingly intelligent as Ms. Zilizi can fall into
the same cliched habit of portraying Greeks as drunken hedonists and socially inert fools. I
also find it supremely ironic that
she is defending a minority population, which is already much
maligned, and yet sacrificing
another to do it.
There are in fact many
openly gay and lesbian students
currently on Greek Row, and it is
a shame that the population at
large, including Ms. Zilizi, overlooks them.
Those who are not out in the
open about their sexuality do so
at their own will, and are not
forced, coerced or bullied to do
so by their fellow members.
They are well-liked, active

and many times influential mern- .
bers of not only their chapters,
but also the governing boards of
the Greek Community as a
whole. I openly invite Ms.
Zilizi to come · to Greek Row
sometime, and instead of throwing around her personal bigotries
and spreading misinformation,
perhaps taking the time interview the gays and lesbians of
Greek Row, and value them as
much as the rest of us do.
It is alleged that "Greeks
have no policies regarding
homosexual members," of
course we don't, because we
don't single-out, alienate, or
exclude our members for any
reasons whatsoever, including
sexual orientation.
It seems to me however, that
in seemingly defending the Gay
Rights cause, Ms. Zilizi has
managed very nicely to singleout, alienate and exclude not
only Greeks, but their gay and
lesbian brethren as well.
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•
•

-STEPHANIE ZAUSMER

Don't deny people what they want
A few articles caught my
eye: the speaker who supports
medicinal marijuana and the article stating that the college binge
drinking rate hasn't dipped. Both
of these articles dealt with the
same idea - denying people the
things that they want.

You are always going to
have beer drinkers and weed
smokers. It's a waste of time and
~oney to try and control or stop
these things from happening.
Social events have revolved
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Do you think the increase in

CHRIS ZAPATIER

housing prices is justified?"

STAFF WRITER

Megan Pervenecki

Rochelle Rene
'There's no incentive.
W.hat more do you
get for the extra
money?
Junior

"CThe fee increase] is sad.
It would disfourage
freshmen from living on
campus."
Senior

PhD Candidate

Te-yoan Chung

Ryan Seilhamer

"In Taiwan, campus
housing was lo~ but
here it is the same as
off-campus. It would
be great if they
would offer housing
to grad students."

"It's cheaper to live
off-campus now than
on-campus. They
should at least be
equal. [Living on
campus] is convenient
at least."

Senior

.

We asked you online "Do you think the increase
in housing prices is justified2 Ibis is what you
had to say:

Yes: 14% No: 86% Undecided: 0%

!

I don't mind my job so
much. Aside from being mindless, menial labor I perform
solely to make ends meet, a
lack of patronage frequently
leaves me with a wealth of idle
time to consume. When this situation occurs, as it did tonight,
my buddy Joe and I steal away
to the employee-lounge to listen to his tiny rusted radio. We
amuse ourselves trying to
recall the words to whatever
classic rock relic happens to be
playing at tbe time.
It knocks the wind out of
me when I hear the songs I
grew up on referred to as "classics." When they broke I was
barely into my teens. I probably heard them for the first
time at one of my big brother's
legendary house parties, while
surrounded by people I thought
were the world's coolest by
virtue of their seniority. One
day, I wasn't the youngest person in the room anymore. Soon
I'll celebrate my 26th birthday.
The days of spontaneous,
carefree recreation I enjoyed as
a teenager are becoming fewer
and fewer. These days, the burden of my responsibilities
weigh heavily on my mind at
all times. The delusion that I
am master of my own destiny
is steadily shattering. I never
saw the boulder of bona fide
adulthood approaching and I
have finally figured out why.
Adulthood is an optical illusion, no matter how close it is
it always appears light years
away.
Despite my oath to never
get roped into a relationship
again, I am involved in one at
present. I'm not complaining, I
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am as happy as a man who is
doing something completely
against his nature can be. I am
not the only male in my social
circle who one day found himself stranded at a quasi-marital
destination with no recollectio_n of how he got there.
Several of my friends are feeling the squeeze from their
mates to increase their level of
commitment, foreshadowing
the death of their artistic and NBA aspirations. We are well
on our way to becoming the
men we once pitied, balding,
bloated men whose weekends
are spent tackling do:rp.estic
chores.
I want to tell people
younger than myself that if '
they died today, they would
regret the things they didn't do.
In life it is often possible to
make up for mistakes you
made, but it is never possible to
seize missed opportunities .
Join the service, backpack
through Europe, see as many of
this world's wonders as wanderlust compels you to while
you' re free · from the confines
of a marriage, a mortgage and a
dream-squelching
career.
Home will always be there.
What an ominous presage
that our final duet of the
evening was Springsteen's
"Glory Days," a song about a
period in their youth the characters reflect on fondly because
they know their lives will never
be that wonderful again. The
last line of the final verse
makes the song's most
poignant statement, "Time
slips away, leaves you with
nothing mister but boring old
stories of glory days." Write
your stories while you still can.

Columnist Chris Zapatier can be
reached at aapatier@ucffuture.com
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around activities such as eating, drinking and smoking. It is
impossible to deny this. We are social animals by nature. Any person who thinks that they can alter the hard wiring of the human
mind with some rule or regulation is out of their gourd.
If people want to drink, then let them drink! Think of it as letting natural selection run its course. Are we suddenly responsible
for saving everyone? Can't people make their own decisions and
take care of themselves? It's a simple concept. If they can't hack
it - then they will surely perish.
·
The marijuana article also spoke about hemp. It says that
if hemp were legalized it would "hurt several industries, including
pharmaceuticals, nylon, lumber & cotton." I'm sorry but did I
miss the elementary school class where they taught everyone that
the fate of the human race is not important when it comes to lining a select few individuals pockets with money? Were airplanes
deemed illegal because it would hurt the automobile industry?
Were telephones illegal because it would hurt the postal service?
Since when are we only looking for one way to do things?

-DAVID KRAWCZYK
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Banning the obese from restaurants?
BEYOND CALAMRIES

KRISTA ZILIZI
STAFF WRITER

Smoking or non, ma'am?
Definitely non, barked an
obese woman at me who was so
big she was only able to clothe
herself in something that
looked like a table cloth, with
three even-sized holes strategically cut in place for her fat
head and her equally tubby
arms.
"It disgusts me that restaurants still allow people to
smoke," she gasped, still trying
to catch her breath from her
long walk from the parking lot
to the restaurant lobby.
I paused and thought to
myself about how I too was disgusted for different reasons. ·
It disgusts me that restaurants allow revoltingly obese
people to eat meals that con-

tribute to their fat-clogged
arteries, to their heart disease
and their untimely death.
It disgusts me to watch tubbos eat meal portions designed
to feed three people.
It disgusts me that these
people can find the energy to
rise off their fat-filled butts to
dine out, yet cannot muster the
energy to engage in some exercise to improve their physical
condition.
With respect for the nice,
normal-sized patrons in the
restaurant, trying to enjoy a
nice dinner in normal-sized
portions, I led the tub of lard to
the most secluded non-smoking
table- in order to hide her and
spare the other guests from a
nauseating dining experience.
As she waddled behind me,
I made sure to walk a safe distance in front of her, in case the
tub of lard should happen to
collapse under her weight, I
could safely escape before she
fell on top of me.
But the real issue here wasn't this woman's obesity problem.
It was the notion that while
restaurants accommodated her

needs and preferences (includ- satisfaction is a vital part of
ing her request for a table, their success and profits.
Therefore, restaurants must
rather than a booth which was
far too confining and cramped be equally accommodating to
for her full-figure), she all their guests, regardless of
believed restaurants should be which health-damaging habits
less accommodating to guests their patrons choose to engage
in-so long as it's legal- and
who smoke.
The tub of lard isn't the regardless of what habits other
only one with those sentiments. patrons might find offensive or
Many lobbyists are also push- displeasing.
ing for laws that would ban
If patrons enjoy smoking
smoking in public places- while they are dining out, a
places like restaurants- arguing -habit that is perfectly legal,
that smoking is damaging to the why shouldn't restaurants
public's health.
accommodate them?
If the underlying purpose
While I can agree with that 1
I can also argue that most, if not here it to sanction a public
all restaurants in this country, health policy that would conhave taken the initiative in pro- tribute to the entire public's
viding smoking and non-smok- well-being, then alcohol needs
ing sections for their patrons.
to be pulled from the menus of
And most of us can also restaurants and bars should be
agree that obesity can be con- closed for business.
sidered a major health risk, just
Opponents of drinking
as damaging as smoking.
would argue that drinking in
What I can't agree with is restaurants and bars allows
why restaurants should be more public intoxication and puts
accommodating to one health- intoxicated patrons behind the
risk group than another.
wheel, which consequently are
Because the restaurant both illegal.
business is a business that operOn a similarly extreme
ates on the foundation of cus- note, obese people should be
tomer satisfaction, each guest's barred from eating at restau-

rants that serve fatty entrees
and health officials should
force the obese to exercise
under a mandatory health policy.
Many could argue that an
obese person's health problems
(generally a result of their obesity) cause astronomical medical bills that result in astronomical insurance premiumsfor all of us.
Obviously, just as restaurants can't prevent fat people
from eating unhealthy meals or
prevent patrons from driving
home drunk after dinner, likewise they should not have to
prevent smokers from smoking
in an area designated for that
very purpose.
In a time, where obesity
and smoking afflict people with
an equal number of health problems, who's to say that it is
more acceptable for a fat person
to shovel down a plate (or two
or three plates) of fat-inducing
food, than for a smoker to
inhale two or three cancerinducing smokes?
Columnist Krista Zilizi can be
reached at kzilizi@ucffuture.com

Group wants to convert
gays to straight
LIBBY BAIRD
STAFF WRITER

The North American
branch of Exodus International
will soon move to Orlando from
its Seattle home. Exodus is an
actlve member of the ex-gay
movement, which says that
homosexuality is something that
can be changed. It encourages
homosexuals to give up their
wicked ways.
The group's web site is full
of inspirational verses and testimony from individuals who
used to be gay. I actually
repressed my disgust long
enough to read one of these confessions, and it was drivel. This
particular poor, unfortunate soul
was Sunny Jenkins, a reformed
homosexual.
Jenkins was apparently a
wild child, partying and doing
drugs every day for five years.
She had become ill and required
surgery. She attributed her survival to Jesus' intervention. She
also miraculously went through
no withdrawal symptoms when
she gave up drugs cold turkey.
"I thought about the price I
would have to pay in choosing
God," Jenkins said.
I would like to mention, as
an anthropology student, there is
a theory that homosexuality is a
response to overpopulation.
When the population becomes

too big to survive on available
resources, the frequency of
homosexuality increases. This
has been observed in cornmunities of primates.
There's yet another theory
afoot that suggests that homosexuality is biological. There
might actually be a gene controlling homosexuality.
The web site mentioned a
study done by Dr. Simon LeVay,
which examined a section of the
hypothalamus in cadavers
believed to control sexuality and
found a 40 percent to 50 percent
correlation. According to
Exodus, the study does not meet
the 100 percent criteria for a
proven theory. What genetic
traits are 100 percent consistent? You tell me. Furthermore,
the web site says whether or not
it's biological has no effect on
its morality.
Exodus also whines that the
part of the brain in question is
small, about the size of the head
of a pin. A chromosome is
small, but it can also create
Down's Syndrome in people.
Size is relative. We're talking
about a different scale entirely,
so small that a single protein can
possibly determine whether or
not someone lives.
How can something bio- logically encoded into the
PLEASE SEE Will
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.U CF's Campus Wellness Center
is Now Hiring!
In addition to UCF undergrad and graduate positions as
Wellness Peer Consultants, we are also searching for a student with a
marketing/computer-type major to work 15-20 hours per week designing flyers,
posters and other catchy ideas for promoting wellness to UCF students.
All interested folks, please submit your completed PC Applications to the
Wellness Center (on the first floor of the new Recreation and Wellness Center)
to schedule an interview with us by April 5!

Got questions?
Visit www.shs.ucf.edu/pc_appslhtm or
Call (407) 823-5841 or
E-mail wellness@mail.ucfedu

•
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Is money owed to sltlVe descendants?

Will \Ve be hearing from Exodus?
ation? What would make God
happier than smiling down on a
human body be against nature?
whole planet singing "kumbaya"
In the site's frequently asked together? It may seem a little bit
questions, one question they idealistic, but I know I'd prefer
attempt to answer is, "What's some hippie time to distrust and
your success rate with changing discrimination.
gays to straights?" They even
When Exodus comes to
evade their own question, saying Wmter Park, we will undoubtedinstead that surely you, the read- ly hear from them. With a moveer, would rather ask if there is a ment afoot to allow gay parents
realistic hope for gay people to to adopt, Exodus will probably
wake up one day and decide to come to the forefront of the
love the opposite sex.
opposition.
Finally, Exodus answers the
On the other hand, many
$64 rnilliol} question: Is AIDS residents of Orlando will keep
God's way of punishing homo- their eye on the ball, and tolersexuals, and if so, does convert- - ance could become a major focus
ing them interfere with his divine in the battle against homophobia.
plan?
I believe that some things
This strikes me as kind of are sacred regardless of the situaegotistical. Who are we to think tion. One of these ~gs is love.
we can interfere in a divine plan Not to sound like an after-school
anyway? Yes, surprisingly special, but I can't imagine a God
enough, I have my own beliefs as who wouldn't condone acts of
to the divinity of God, but I find love, no matter the circumit bard to believe that we could stances.
I refuse to believe a homopossibly alter it.
And what exactly happened sexual relationship is any less
to ')udge not, lest ye be judged?" based on love than a heterosexuWhat gives Exodus the right to al one is. Personally, I'm not gay,
pass judgement on homosexu- but I don't mind if you are. It's a
als?
crazy world, and whenever you
On that mildly reproachful get to connect with someone that
note, I would invite Exodus to closely, you should hold on to it,
adopt a new sermon, try out a regardless of the gender of the
new plan. Why not preach toler- other person.
FROM
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THE mwARDS FACTOR

AMY EDWARDS
STAFF WRITER

Last week, a federal lawsuit seeking reparations for
slave descendants was filed
against three companies. The
basis of this suit is that the corporations benefited financially
from using slaves, and the
families who have ties to these
slaves should be paid for the
past services.
Basically, what this suit
addresses is the issue of
whether or not courts should
reimburse dollars for past
crimes. Should the courts try
to fix something that occurred
more than 100 years ago?
I don't think so. This is yet
again, a fine example of our
sue-crazy society where everybody thinks something is owed
to them.
First of all, slavery was
wrong. Note the word was.

You also must note, that at the
time, slavery in the South was
legal. Whether we agree with it
or not, at the time, it was legal. .
It's called cultural relativity. Today, we look at events
like slavery in America and the
holocaust and wonder how
these horrific, inhumane
events occurred.
If this were something
that happened in recent years
and the persons physically
involved were still alive, there
could be a very good cause to
reimburse this person for their
services.
However, that is simply
not the case.
Another important issue:
companies change ownership.
The family that originally
owned the business is probably
not the same.
Companies change hands,
so why blame people who
weren't even involved?
Let's look at the situation
in a different light. I grew up
in Florida, attending all public
schools. Anyone who did the
same will probably tell you
that our state's education system is awful. We rank 49th
nationally, with Arkansas coming in SOth.

Now, does that mean I can
sue the state because I didn't
get into Harvard or Yale? Well,
technically, if the state was
doing it's absolute best job to
educate me, then I should be a
genius. I would have gotten
into a fabulous Ivy League
school instead of attending
UCF.

Had I received the best
education, I would have graduated from Harvard and would
have been making billions.
Can my great-grea(-grandchildren sue the government
because their grandmother
didn't leave them a huge
chunk of inheritance? Of
course not.
Nothing is owed to these
people. This is life and it's not
perfect. These descendants
need to learn forgivenes s and
use their family 's past to
strengthen their own lives.
Life doesn't always go the
way we want it to. If you truly
feel that your life is so bad
because a distant relative way
up the family tree was a slave,
then do something about it.
These people are just
looking for a quick fix to their
problem: they want something
for nothing.

No.Appointments

come in and check us
out- we are the fdlV
lube franchise ol
the vear!
Just off the corner
of University and
Goldenrod.

Open:
Mon-Fri 8-7 p.m.
Sat-Sun 8-8 p.m.

~-

They're both

independent thinkers.
They both have

big plans.
So why is one

working for oneself,
while the other is

working for
the weekend?

r------------------------------•
Jitfv Lube signature oil change

•Change oil with
Pennzoil (up to 5 quarts
• Install new oil filter
• Check air filter
• Check wiper blades
• Vacuum interior floors
• Wash exterior windows
• Check brake fluid
level
• Lubricate chassis as
required

• Check & fill transmission I transaxel fluid
• Check & fill differential
fluid
• Check & fill power
steering fluid
• Check & fill windshield
washer fluid
• Check & fill battery as
required
•Inflate tires to proper
pressure

onl$l 9.''
mlil

-~
Free Fluid Refills
Between Services!

Not valid with any other offer. Cash value 111 OOth of a cent. Expires 3/3/02. Coupon must be presented at time
of service. Only valid at this location. Offer valid on most vehicles.

·------------------------------·
7583 University Blvd.
Winter Park

,.,
The difference is the opportunity to build
your own financial services practice.

Cyndi L. Cardinale
Director of Agency
Development
The Meier Agency
2682 W. Fairbanks Ave.
Winter Park, FL 32789

407 754 0508
cyndi. cardinale@nmfn.com

~~Northwestern Mutual
FINANCIAL NETWORK"'

(407) 657-1222

Are you there yet?®
os-2048 c2i:xl2 The NorthwestemMUrua1ure insurance co•. Milwaukee, w1 2124.051

www.nmfn.com/meieragency
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As low as $4 an issue! 407-447-4555 (classifieds@UCFfuture.com)
THE central florida

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

FUTURE

Add~s
3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 160
Orlando, FL 32817

Qassificattons
100 llJ1Lp WANml
200 FOR SALE
2.50 AUJ'OMOTlfE
300 FOR llEN'r
3.50 ROOMMATES
400 SBRYICES

.500 ON CAMPl!S
.f.50 .EfEN'l'S
600 &BEEK Lin
700 MISC
7.50 JRAJ'EL
800 JlEu&ION

How to Place an Ad
By Phone: (407) 447-4555·
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com
By Mail: send copy along with check
In Person: University Court (Univ. & Rouse)

Deadline
3 p.m. Monday prior to publication

Payment Methods
Cash, Check,
Major Credit Card

How to Write a 6ood Classified Ad
1. Start yow ad with tbe merclumdise yw are selling. Starting wilh ,the
merchandise makes it easier for the reader to locate your item for
sale.

2. Always inclucle ttie pri¢e of tl)e item($) you are $elling, 52 percent of
classified readers dQ. not respond to ads that do not include a price.

K~ep abbreviations to a rnmimurn. Make it ea$Y for readers to
understand.
4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you would rike to
know about fhe merchandise for $ale. Include infonnation such as
brand names, color and oilier specific descriptions.

3.

,.;,;

407-447-4555
dassifieds@UCFfuture.com
One Issue:
One Month:
One Semester:
Bolding:
Large Headline: (9pt)

$6 per ad
$5 per ad
$4 per ad
75~ extra
75~ extra

(Charges listed above include an ad of
up to five lines, 30 characters per line.
$1 each additional line).
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IJ HELP WANTED IJ HELP WANTED llJ HELP WANTED I] HELP WANTED I] HELP WANTED
Do you want to experience what
it's like to make a difference in a
child's life? The Florida Elks Youth
Camp is seeking fun, energetic,
youth-oriented individuals to help
make the most of a child's
unforgettable summer. Camp dates
are June 17th-August 3rd. One
week of staff training and six weeks
of adventure-filled camp sessions.
The Florida Elks Youth Camp is
located in Umatilla, Florida,
bordering the Ocala National Forest.
Please contact Krys Ragland
at 1-800-523-1673 ext 251.
Starting salary is $280 per week.
PT/FT Opportunity Primerica Financial Services a
subsidiary of Citigroup is looking to
hire 4-5 students. High compensation
potential! Set your own hrs.
Call Kevin @ 1-866-208-3263.

EARN $1000
FOR YOUR GROUP
Work on campus to raise money for
your student group or organization.
Make your own schedule and earn $5
per application. Call 800-808-7450.

MODEL PORTFOLIOS
Promotional Pricing
Call for details.
407-210-2002 ext 1102
models@appleisp.net
Tonino's Italian restaurant is
Looking For Experienced Waiters
and Waitresses for FT or PT. Stop by
our location in Oviedo to apply.
Call 407-977-2116 for directions.

Valet Parking - Positions starting
at $9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Please call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voice mail.

QUALIFIED EGG
DONORS WANTED
to assist infertility patients in
Orlando area. Non-smoking females
age 21-30, with H.S.diploma and
drug free. Compensation and
Medical expenses paid. Confidential.
Fax name, age and phone no. to
407 .898.6224 today!

The UCF Campus Wellness
Center is NOW HIRING
UCF students to be Pee1 Consultants
and marketing event planners.
Please apply by April 5th. Download
app and call 407-823-5841 for appt.
www.shs.ucf.edu/pc_apps/htm,

l
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u.s.A1R FORCE

HaveanAA?
Want a career?

R•O•T•C
AFROTC offers incentives for

qualified junior and senior
level cadets enrolled in our
program.

Incentives include:
-Up to $3,000 tuition per year

www.LAActing.com

'1he Backstage Tour"
'. ~ June 12-18, 2002
'~
THE ORIGINAL
·

v ····

: ~~
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BEHIND-THE-SCENES
TOUR TO LOS ANGELES

II ,Home of the entertainment Industry

,,.""''"""'"'
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-$450 for textbooks per year
-Monthly stipend ($250-$350}
-Special scholarship programs
exist for Engineers and Nurses
-One-year scholarships for
qualified seniors and graduate
students
For more Information, call ua at
407 823-1247 (UCF-1AIR)

[40D
811•008&
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The Country's Best Yogurt needs
PT & FT help. Competitive pay.
Aloma and Lakemont, Winter Park.
Please call 407-671-2888

Inbound vacation sales.
$$PHONES ARE BUSY$$.
Guaranteed hourly, commissions,
and weekly bonuses. Close to UCF.
321-207-0988

STUDENT WORK
$15 base/appt

Campus Wellness Center

Coaches/Instructors Needed

www.shs.ucf.edu/pc_apps.htm
Download app and come in or call to
set up interview. Deadline Fri April 5.
407-823-5841

Dance and Beyond All Star Studio
is looking for male and female
cheerleading, tumbling, and
dance coaches/instructors for the
new fall class/competition season
Interviews going on now, please call
Tracy or Janet@ 407-673-1445

TCBY

Bartenders Needed.

Capitol Market Research needs
student opinions. Compensated
$15-$140 CASH for completing
onllne surveys! Please visit
www.opinions4money.com

WEB SITE DESIGNER
Need Designer To Create WEB SITE
for Small Business. Must Be Creative.
Please Call James @ 407-323-2652
$350 WEEKLY!
Clipping Articles from Local
Newspapers. Free details. Send
Long SASE to:
Business Research 1009 White Springs
Ln Winter Springs FL 32708

EGG DONORS
NEEDED $7500.00
(plus all expenses) We are seeking
women who are intelligent, between
the ages of 18-28, physically fit,
and maintaining a healthy lifestyle.
If you would like more information,
please contact us. Email:
darlene@aperfectmatch.com
800-264-8828
www.aperfectmatch.com
Our Company is Growing!
We Need People Now!
Work From Home!
www.moneyalways.com

Now hiring
exciting, friend- ·
ly staff for
upcoming
winghouse
restaurant
seeking energetic hostess, servers, and
cooks. Stop by and fill out an application!

PT Work, evenings and weekends.
Female Nanny for two children in
large home 4 mi from UCF. Free
room w/ access to rest of house.
Call 407-595-5605.

Summer Positions Available

j

FLORIDA SHERIFF'S
YOUTH RANCHES
Camp Counselors needed to work
with disadvantaged youth. May 31
to August 9. Call Jodi Saks at
352-447-2259. EOE/DFWP.

CAMP COUNSELORS
NEEDED!

Want lime Freedom?
Unlimited Income Potential. Join the
fastest growing communications co. in
the US! Phone 888-383-3417 x336.
(recorded message ID# 199).

Resldential Easter Seals Camp
now hiring energetic counselors to
assist disabled adults and children
in activities such as ropes course,
swimming, A&C, animals, etc.
Salary + R&B.
352-383-4711,
camp@fl.easter-seals.org

Female Models Wanted: 18-25
Weight: 100-120 Height: 4'8" to 5'10".
For lingerie photo & video portfoliodemo's. 407-898-7900.

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN!
Female in wheelchair needs
assistance with daily activities.
Various hours. Great pay. Call Karyn
@ 407-835-8190

Need one serious student to run your
own business on your own schedule.
Training is provided. Significant
earnings. 407-671-1267

St. Margaret Mary Plus (After School
Care) in Winter Park. PT (W,Th,F 2-6)
avail for energetic person who loves
playing sports/ games w/ children 5-12.
Call Jean Canfield, 407-644-6929
(M-F 3-6pm)

Get Paid for Wor~ing Out.

Free Room/BRD/UTIL! In exchange
for entertaining busy mom's 2 girls
(in new home near UCF) 10-20 hrs/wk
+ light housekeeping. We are and
you must be nice, neat and loving, safe
driver and background check.
Call Terri @ 407-249-9961.

Artwork for Money
We want art work that speaks out
against ads and images of women
that are harmful, dangerous, ·
offensive,and disrespectful. Please
turn into Reach Trailer 617 by Fri
April 5. Top winners will receive
prizes and chances for scholarship
money. Call Kelly @ 407-823-5457

Monday thru Saturday
Daily or Weekly Pay
Call 407-207-4744

* .
WJNGHOUSE

$2500
Are you a sexy, adventurous
girl-next-door?
Win $2500.
Casting for BOOMGIRLtv.
1-8n-7-BOOMtv.
www.boomgirltv.com

YMCA Camp McConnell needs
mature male and female counselors,
for summer resident camp. Camp
located 10 miles south of
Gainesville. Salary + Rrn/Bd. Please
call 352-466-3587 or stop by our
Summer Job Fair Booth Wednesday

ASAP STAFFING

Build your body and you bank
account. Local franchise, Two Men
and a Truck is looking for both FT
and PT team members to move
residential and commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work ethic,
and excellent customer service skills.
We offer excellent wages + tips, and
bonuses. Talk to us about our "Stay
The Summer" incentive program.
Utt the phone and call us today!
407-852-0925 We are located west of
the airport at 2907 McCoy Rd,
between conway and Orange Ave.
College Grads
Growing national sales & marketing co.
seeks individuals with a competitive
attitude & great people skills for
Orlando expansion. For an exciting
career opportunity call 407-898-6519
Receptionist Wanted at Local Auto
Dealership. FT/PT positions avail.
Busy phones, light typing, well
groomed, and dependable, a must.
Call Steve Fast@ 407-932-1000

MUSICIANS WANTED

~-1

Young Hollywood runaway seeks
foxy kids to perform, record and create
buzz. ME: Armgant hillbilly
Adonis w/ screechy surf guitar, surly
vocals + vaudeville piano.
YOU: Ring 407.461.1055

~,,·

Bar8CriU
227 S. Semoran Blvd., Winter Park
for directions, call 407-673-WING (9464)

$250 A DAY POTENTIAL
bartending. Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext 100

Earn up to $250 per day, No exp
necessary. 866-291-1884 x460.

$$$ Earn Cash
4 Your Opinions $$$

Male & Female
Models and Dancers
EARN $$$ and have fun!
No Experience Necessary
Call 407-6n-4754

Now Hiring:

PfT or FfT around classes, flex
schedules, day, eve, wknds, work
close to UCF, scholarships and
internships avail, no door to door or
telemarketing. Cust Serv/Sales
positions. Apply 407-862-8786
www.workforstudents.com/np

Looking for enthusiastic individuals
to take part in a PIT incentive based
telemarketing position. Designed
for both students and individuals
looking for more challenging &
rewarding opps! AM and PM. Call Keith
@ 407-649-6603. Prudential Securities.
"We are an equal opportunity employer
committed to diversity in our workforce!"

NOW HIRING!
~

CllJ.lfE:{bj.liI~l!:t,
1-800-960-6294
www.HealingHands.net

Bed, orthopedic firm mattress sets with
5 year warranty. Brand New Twin $75,
Full $95, Queen $115, King $165.
Can deliver. 407.354.0069

t-
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m SERVICES
In & Out Unisex Salon specializes in
quick weave, dreds, relaxers, and
natural styles. Call Tresia at
407.999.nn or 321.297.7644. MfT/W
$40 relaxers. 2387 W Church St.
(just off John Young Pkwy)

P~rformonce & Cor Cq.re {enter

8R••l••izing ·i.-. "~~,111~r.k4f'·
a_,.W:~rts & 111.,aUation
1~ 7j~ c.,RON!E W1,:tEE_LS~, $99.ea. plus~
\ Muffler• f '1.c-haust
• Tire & Wheel, li:tlancing
• Sprinu / 8U..,$ion ·
•Intake
".

• QQtttom. Wheels

• 6'&dk> mstallations
• . . . .mence T\ln•ups
• tlMm. lnstallati.onsc

Loc•d towards 417 at 9-708 &ast Colonial Dt.
N~t to Maryland Fried Chick.en on Hwy. so

(407) 381-9320

Drowning in debt? We'll help you
avoid bankruptcy, lower interest
rates and consolidate debts into one
easy payment. For free counseling
call consumer debt counselors at
407-599-0057 x205

liJFoRRENT
ROOM FOR RENT! New 3 bdrm
home on lake, gated community, 6
mins from UCF, $475/mo includes
util, non smoking, no pets, security
system, furnished, pool and tennis.
Call 407-482-3202 or 941-461-5101

0..-ed & Operated by a UCF Student
~ec:ial UCF Pricing with UCF ID Card

Room for Rent in
4 bdrm townhouse.

All checks £, Major Cretlit CardsAccepted

$340 a month incl everything
but phone. Avail anytime, lease
ends in Aug. Call Lindsey
@ 407-482-8802 asap.

·

flJ FOR SALE
S&F Video, BUY: SELL, TRADE
NES, SNES, SEGA, Playstation.
We pay cash! 2211 D E. Colonial
(behind Wendy's) 407-894-1044
BRING IN AD FOR 10% DISCOUNT!

m!J AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO INTERIOR GIVING YOU da'
Blues? LeatherNinylNelour/Plastics
Repairing & Recoloring. Virtually
invisible repairs & prices. Mr Huston
407-222-31422. 5 years exp.
fhuston@att.net

liJFoRRENT
Free Room/BRD/UTIL! In exchange
for entertaining busy mom's 2 girls (in
new home near UCF) 10-20 hrs/wk +
light housekeeping. We are and you
must be nice, neat and loving, safe
driver and background check.
Call Terri @ 407-249-9961.

Room/Apt to Sublease
Furnished 4/4 in KK phase 3 "newest
and closest to campus"
avail 5/1-7/30. All util inclu. Tennis,
pool, gym. I will pay $200 fee and
·
reduce rent to $425. Call
Sam @ Apartmentlease@aol.com

"I Do ... "
UCF ROOMMATE WANTED
New,Furnished,3BR/2B,Oviedo-Mall.
Non-Smoking Female Only. H-S
Internet/Cable. $390 + 1/3 util.
(850) 689-2122, (407) 9n-4911.
Avail 1 April and 1 May.

m SERVICES
IS CHEMISTRY DRIVING
YOU CRAZY?
Is it all Greek to you? Thinking
of changing your major? Need a
tutor? Call Virginia at 407-366-6079.
Located in Oviedo - 15 yrs Exp. Reasonable Rates - Flexible Hours Computer Access
Email TheChemTutor@aol.com

Cakes by Nicole For:
Weddings, Birthdays, Anniversaries,
Showers, Graduations, etc.
407-782-7928

Overcome Addiction,
Depression, and Fear
Freedom Ministries 407-327-1296
angel@.iodays2freedom.org

Acting Workshops!
Study w/ pros who have stared on
Broadway, TV, and films in NYC, LA,
london! Grad: RADA and LAMDA,
Stella Adler, etc. Priv. coaching also.
Skye Aubrey 407-788-8916

NTION

2000 Ford Focus
2 door hatch-back
Call for Details
Gail 407-977-1309

1998 Ford Mustang
Auto, V6, Yellow, Leather,
Fully loaded, 35k miles,
great condition! $9500
Call Cheryl 407-383-3246

Private bedroom and bathroom.
Located on Dean and Highway 50.
$400 plus utilities. Cable included.
Call Christy at
(407) 719-8416.
$599.00 moves you into one of our
· beautiful 3 bdrm apartment homes.
At these rates, apartments won't last
long! CALL NOW! Riverfront Apts.
407-207-1488
Room 4 Sublease K.K. Phase 2, 3rd
floor needed starting May 1. $450 mo 1
roommate in 4/4. Rent includes util, ph,
DSL, cable. Please call Gina
407.362.3126
Sublease 4/01-7/31 or between
, $540/mo.(obo)- 1/1 - Util incl: Across
from campus.furnished, FREE ethernet,
cable, 30" TV: R/mates optional. Call
Jess 407-362-4169

,

2 Bed 2 Bath Condos within walking
distance to UCF. First and second
floor avail. Pool, basketball,
volleyball, tennis court, pets allowed.
Quiet Complex. Starting at $725/mo.
Call or email: Cindy @ LA Real
Estate 407-679-2600
LAReal61@aol.com
FREE RENT for a female student
looking for part time work as a nanny
in eve/wknds. Large house 4 mi from
UCF, with your own room.
call 407-595-5605

I.

Spacious Townhouses

Mendel Villas
2/2.5 w/ garage,
only $650 including w/d.
l[' I

Available _nowi
Call 407-324-7773

1 Day Casting Call
2003 Statewide Swimsuit Calendar representing the ladies of
Florida's colleges and universities - S1000 Scholarship for the
lucky lady that graces the cover
General Info:
Please wear bathing suit under clothing
Please bring a picture of yourself
No modeling experience required
Casting are Quick and Fun!
$20 Processing Fee
Date: Saturday April 6th
Time: 2-5 PM 6:30-9:30 PM
Place: Hilton Garden Inn (UCF)
1959 N. Ala~aya _Trail
For more info call Mike at (561) 706-7986 or em~il info@floridasfinestcalendar.com

.;f•

"·

!:',

Apply for a smnmer internship working on an episode of Music In High Places, starring Unwritten Law. You could receive an all-expenses-paid trip
to Nashville, where you'll attend a university program in the entertainment business. Then have a chance to fly to Los Angeles and Yellowstone
National Park to help produce the show. Find out how to get an internship, without the help of your dad's friend's cousin, at mastercard.com.

there are some things money can't buy.

for everything else

the~e's MasterCard~

No purchme necessory. Void where prohibited. Ends 4/23/02'. Contest open lo undergraduate students, 18 ·25, who are U.S. residents. See adjacent page for rules.
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Official Rules
No Purchase Necessary to Ente1 01 Win.
Eligibillty: ~nJo legal resioonts ol lhe 50 lklded Slales and lhe O~triCI ol
ColuTibia belween the ages ol t8 and 25 vR!o are enrot~d as lull 01 part time
undergrawate studerts 1n a U.S. Oepartment ol EWc:a!ion accredited 2-ym
or 4-year collegeA.nlversity as ol 2R6Jrf2 and al lhe tme ol winne1 selection and
not1l~ation. Erqiklyees of MasterCard lrtemational lrn:orpora:ed ("Spooso~~
Fathom Kmwledge Networf< nc ("Fathom"), Fearless ErtertainmenL Ile, Belmont
Universiy, VandertJilt Unrvers1ly, Microsolt Corporalion, and each of trelr
respective parent companies, subsidiaries, alhfiales, dist11butors, advertising/
promct1on agencies, and P1oject St.\1port Team, Ile. ('PST") and me'llbers ol tt-e
immediate lam1ly (mother, lather, blOlrers, sisters, sons, da#iers and spouse)
aoo household ol eacn sucll employee are oo elgible to parti:ipate. This Contest
1s sub~ct to all applicable lederal, state and local laws and regulations. Void where
prohibited. How to Enler. t.) Visit wwwmasie1ca1d.com and click c.i tre
MasterCari!S> Pnce~ss Edge'" rcon between 500:0tPM Certral Time ('CT") on
2/26/02 and 4 59·59PM CT on 4m/IJ2 ("promotion periOd"); 2.) To access tre
application lorm, click on the "i\jlply NCNI" txiton or reg~ter lor one of six lree
MasterCard Pnceless Edge"' onlilll distne-leam1ng seminars developed by
Fa:hom i1 conjln:lion with The Granvny FOO'ldalion~ leonartl Bernstein Center
lor Learnng and complete lhe se~ted semnar. Partrcipatng distne-leaming
. se'llinars are approxmalely one hrur in duralion and academic prerequisites are
not required lor participation; 3.J Sltiml an essay ol no more than (250) words
allSM!ring4 tlle tallowing question: II you could start your own entertaillllert
compaiy, whii would it do and how would 1t be drllere>1? The enlry must be your
opg1nal creatiOI\ 1n English and C3lnot have been previously pLIJlished or
stbnitted n any prior canpetition. Modifica!iln ol an existilg wolf< roes oo
qual1ly as ong1nal; 4.) Fully COlllj)lete the online entry lorm; iJXl 5.) Click the
'Stbmir txiton. limil one •nlry per p1rson and per 1-mail addms tor
tht duration ol lhe promotion period. Addition1l 1nlrin rec:eived from
such person 1nd/or 1-mail address lh1r11ft1r will be vol,, Your
stbnission ol an onlile 8>1ry constillJtes your consenl to participate i1 this
Cortest and your consert lor Spoosor lo otJtai1 and deliver yourname, add1ess
arnolller inlonnation lo PST lortre pullXJSe ol administerilg !his Cortesi and lor
other u:;es by Sponsor as permtted by applicable law Sponsor is oo responsible
lor lost, i00111plete, ~te or misdirected ertr~s or •~siOns; !heft, destruction
or una.llllr~ed a:cess to, or aleratron ol ertnes:'iailures or mattunctions ol
plllnes, phonelines or telephone systems; nerrupted or unavailable network,
server or other connections, any erro( omission, irte1ru~on. delect or delay in
any uansmlSSion.or caoolll11caloo;. trattic IXl'l,lest1on on the ntemet or !or any
teclllitalproolem, ilclJdngootnot lmitedtoany iniJryor~ro ertra~or
any olller peison~ COOllXJler related to 01 resul1ng l1om part~;pation 1n lhis
Cortest; error; i1 these OH1ci2l ltlles, in any Cortesi relaled adloertisements or
other materials, the seleaiOn or anmx.ncemert ol w1n!llrs or the awarding ol
prizes; tt-e cancellaiOn, suspensiOn or mod1!1C3lion ol onine distance-leam1ng
semnars. or olller problems or error; ol any kind whether mecllanical hun1an,
electronic or ~!Wise. Sponsor reseries the rghl mits sole discretion. to void
any and alt ertries al an ertrili who Sponsor believes has itellJ)led to lamper
w11h or ~1r the ministr.iion. securty, la1mess, or proper play al lh~ Cortest
The use ol illlomaled ertry devices is prohilited All entries will become !he
property 01 Sp;insor and will not be returned. Judging: Atotal of (50)wimers will
be selected lor the rurallon ol the promctoo period il <i:cordarrce with the Ertry
Periods olilined below (based on the date iJXl time ertry is received), beginning
al 500:0t PM CT and endng al 4.59'.59 PM CT iespect1velr (16) Ertry Period 11
Wimers 2R6J02-3/t6J02; (t6) Ertry Period 12 Wrmer;: 3/17/02-4/4!!2 and
(t8) Ertry Period #'J Wmersc4/5/02-4123/02. Enlnes received wring one Ertry
Perild will rd carry lortrard lo subseq.iert Entry PenlXls ErtrEs will be judged
by an ildependert panel ol judges SlipelVISed by PST, an ndepencfert µJg1ng
Ofllanila1onwtose decisions will be final and bnding in all lll;fters relalllg to this
Cortest based on the following criteria: 1.) 01igilality: 0-40 poirts. 2.) C1ea:1v1ty:
0-30 pons; and 3.) Relevance to the tneme: 0-30 po1rts. The llkelllood 01
wiming a pr~e wilt depaoo on the qually ol each entrants stbnission as
comparedtolhe 1JJ3l~yol all OOler ertrants'subnussionsas iidged n <1:C01dance
with the aloremertiOned crleriil 11 tt-e everc ol at~. all su:h tel enl1ies will be
re-judged based onOrigilahtr 0-tOO pons It at1e ~ill exists. Iha remaining tied
ertnes will be re-judged based on Relevance 10 theme: 0-100 poirts Win!llr.i will
be rallied by leleptme arG'or mail on or abott S/6/02. Nedhlr Sponso( nor
anyone acting on Is behall, will erter illo any COfMllllica!iOns wlh any enlrart
regartlng any aspect ol this Cortesi other than to notify poteftiaf winneis. Uml
Oil! pr~e per pelSOn, trlllly, or household. (&O) Winneni: Alte00 lhe MasterCard
PrK:eless Edge"' Sunrner Study Program (herei1aler 'summer study p1ogr.rn")
at Beinont Universl~ Mike CurtJ School ol !llsness and Vanderbil Univeis1t~
Blair School ol Music i1 Naslmlle, TN between 5/211!!2 iJXl 6/28/Cf21ealuri1g an
irtrociJction to the ertertairvnert industry wlh access to select industry el¢lllrts
designated by Sponsor. si:ecial~ed curri:ula, classroom sessilns lour days/week
(Monday-Tnursday) and oll-camJXJS excursilns one day/lleek (Friday). Pnze
includes rouoo-lrip coacl1 a1r1 ransportatiOn lrom major airport nearest to wirmer's
residence in the U.S, standard roomft>oartl on Beimort University's campus, onCiJllllJS meal plan desi!11iired by Sponso' grourn transpollallon toJ!lom ollCilTljJUS excursions, $1,000 whicll may be used lowam speooing money, and till
opportunity to COll'pele !or one of twelve select invitations to jon the Mus~ 1n
High Places prod.Jct ion internship learn and participate i1 a two week on-IOC<lion
1ntemShip at the Music in High Places production oll1ces in Los Angeles, CA and
at Ille Music in Hijl Places shoot starring an artist to be determined solely by
Sponsor (Approximate Retail Value "NlV".$6,700). Total ARV oi all
pnzes-$335,000 Ex<i:t dates QertatlV0i'j in A1.9JSI 2002) and location OI Shoot to
be clesign;fed bi Spoosor. Selected art1~ part~ipa!ion rn the Music i1 High
Praces shoot ~ subject to ava1lab1111y. n the evert that he/She Is unavarrable to
part1cipiie for ani reason, an ildivKluai ol similar sliiUre as determined by
Sponsor will participate in his/her absence. lntemsh!l seleclions will be
conducted by the Dean ol the sunrner study program and p.Jdged by Fearless
Ertertainmert wtw:rse dec~ions are final and binding i1 all matters relilling lo the
produclion imemsh1pleam and selectiln the1eol. lrtemsn1p selecllon process will
be based upon numerical scores generated based upon each studerl's
pa11Jc1P31on 1n stmmer study program act1v1ties, rrcludng tu not lm1ted lo,
perl:lrman:e during study grCLI) act1vlies 300 case study analys5, teamwo~.
atte00:JJce and overall participation, and compliance with SU!OOl!rsludy program
and Unive1sily codes ol conduct as lollows: Issue idertilicat1on and ski
perlJrmarce 20%; Case study perlonnance and study gro~ rterplay and
cooperation: 50%; class am lield study allllridne/part1crpa1ion: t5%, and
compliance wlh summer Sludy program and L11iver;1ty rodes ol conW:t f5%
Sunvnersturly program classroom/oll-campus excuisiOn attendance is mandatory
and wimers must coflllly with all MasterCard rules and regulalilns rerallng 10
their part~i>Jtion i1 the mimer study program Sponsor may, in its sole
d&retion. mpose disciplinary sn:tiOns on winners, ranging Imm a warning 10
expulsion to relerral for sta:e or lereral prosecution, lor violiion ol lederal sta:e
or local laws, SIJMler study program and partic;pabng Umversly stL'dent codes
ol cro:Uct. Cortert ol summer slud'fprogram to be delermiled solely by SpJnsor
aoo courses are nol lor credl. Travel re~nctions may ap1Jfy and travel must tiice
place on diies specilied by Sp;insor or prize will be br1elted aoo awarded to !he
run!llr-up. Mi1cel11111111: No transler. assi!Jlffiefl, cash redemptiOn, or
substl11i0n ol prize excepl by Sponsor 00! to priZe unavailability, and then lor a
prize ol tl(Jlal orgreatervakle. Federal, stale and local laxes and all olher costs aoo
expenses oo Spetilied hereil are win!llrs' sole responsibility. Winis will be
required to execlie m return an Affidavit ol Eligibility, lialilly Release aoo
(where legaQ Publicily Release wlhin (3) days ol issuance ol notifica!ion along
with a copy ol their currert college/Universly transcrj1 n! must be in good
academic stiJXling as defined by their respective collegeluniver;ly al lime of prize
award. II any pr~e rotilicaliOn ~tter ~ re!Umed as undeliverable, a 111mer-14J will
be awarded the prize. ByparticiJa!ing, erlrants agree lo be bourn by these Official
Rules and 1.) Attest that !heir entry ~ an original creation lllat has not been
prevxiusly ptillist-ed or stbmiled in zny otrer collJ)elilllns; iJXl 2.) ~ree !hill
Sponsor, Fatlml, Fearless ErtertaimenL ~c, Vn!ertJill lkliversity, Belmoo
University, and each ol their resi:eclive pa18>1 companies, subsidiaries, alliliales,
dislrllliors, advertisingtprom~ion agencies, and PST and all ol lheir respective
otticers, director;, ellJ)kiyees, represertatives and agem: a.) shall own the ertry
(and all material embodied thereil) iJXl shall have !he perpetual, worldwide ntfrl
to edi~ publish, expio11 and use the ertry (or any portiOn lhereol) 1n anyway and
in if1Y media lor advertising and/or trade purposes and/or lor any other puljlose
in any media or lorma: now or l'erealer known withoo l.Jrther compensalion,
permission or notilica!iln lrom/lo entrart or anythirtlparty, b.)shall have the nghl
and permission (unless prohibied by law) lo use ertrant's name, voice, crty/slate
01 residence, pllltograpli n!/Or other likemss !or adve~1sng <Vld/or trade
pufjlOses and/or ior the purpose ol displaying their name as a !/inner and/or for
any other puflXJSe in any media or lormal now or herealer known wrthoul l.Jrther
compensation, permlssron or notiliC31ion; c.) use ol enlry shall oo violate Ille right
of anyth1rd parties and shall not violate any applicable lederal. state or local laws
or ordinances, d.) shall have the right, rn their sole dlscreliOn, to disqualify any
entries that they deem to be obscene or ott-erw5e mx in good lasle, e.) shall have
no liabiliy and entrn will delend, indemniiy and hold harm~ss Sponsor and !he
olhe1 entities named heren lrom and against any liab1liy, loss, injury 01 damage
ol any kind (inciudilg altorne~ lees) to any person or enlily inckld1ng, witlllut
l1rnlatron, personal iniJry, death or damage 10 personal or real propMy, due 1n
whole or in part, direcliy or indirectly, by reason ol lhe acceptarce, possession,
use or m~use of a prize or participation in this Cllntest and any travel relaled
thereto incltx!ing, but no! lim·ted to, any claim that ent1ant~ submisskln
inlnnges or villates the ri(fllS ol any person orertity. Sponsor reserves Ille
riglt, in its sole discretion, lo modlly, terminate or suspend lhis Contest srnuld
virus, bugs, non-aulhorized human intervention or other causes beyond Ille
reasonable control of SponSIJr, irn:l~ding bul not iirn~ed to war, strikes, and/or
acts ol God, ooril.ipt or Impair the administration, security, lairness or prope1
play ol !his Contest and. ii the Contest is termlnaled or suspended, a: its
disc1etion award prizes rn a judging irom among all, non-suspect eriries
received prior lo event requiring stx:h modiiication, termmiion or suspension.
Winne~ Lisi: For the wnner;· names, saoo a sell-addressed, stamped
envelope to be received by 6/7/02 to: MasterCard! Priceless Edge"' Wimer;,
P.O. Box 13t06, Bridgeport. CT 06673-3106.
@2002 MasterCard International Incorporated. All Rlghls Reserved.
Sponsor. MasterCard International Incorporated, 2000 Purcnase SI, Purchase,
NY t0577
Pnimot1r. Project Support Team, Inc, 100 Mill Plain Road, Oanoory, CT 0681t

, The Future is premiering Its 'Best of UCP
awards. We have narrowed down a long list
of establishments in the UCF area. Now it~s
your turn to pick the best of UCF. Log on to
our web site at www.ucffuture.com and
place your vote In each of the categories.
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SERVICES

SERVICES

**Fundraising Opportunity**

HYPNOSIS HELPS THE MIND

Fratemities*Sororities*Clubs
Sports* All Groups
Generate Residual Revenue w/
Pre-Paid LO Access Memberships
Earn up to 50%
More Info 888-842-3356

Fast, effective results: Test Anxiety,
fears and worries, Personal problems,
depressed mood. Break Bad Habits.
Student discount
Bill Hansen, C.H. 407-679-1011

Gotta Ticket? Getting your
drivers license? Call the State
certified lmprov Traffic School
at 407-679· 4440 or visit
www.lmprovtrafficschool.com.
Convenient internet &
video classes available!

Computer Problems?
I come to you. Can't fix it, no charge!
Windows,Linux,Networking, Upgrades.
All major Applications_
Up front pricing. Special low rate for
UCF students. Se habla espafiol.
Call Jose 407-928-7698 -

Safe, Serious We1ght Loss!m - _

II!Ii]

SERVICES

UNBEATABLE PRICE PERFORMANCE
~-@ill~ ff?TJ9JitJ UUJIJ!D

bartending. Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext 602

*-tr

WILL ADVISE You ON
LOVE - MARRIAGE

DELIVERY AND SETUP INCLUDED!!

AVAILABLE FOR

&

STOR;llL£

9:00

$10

MISC

AMPLIFIERS, PRO AUDIO,
KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES, &
RECORDING GEAR WANTED-CASH. Call 407·363·5363.
Herpes - EverCLR
Stops Herpes Outbreaks!
96% Success Rate
Free Call: 1-8n-EVERCLR
www.stopmyoutbreaks.co.uk

•

SOCIAL GATHERINGS

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

407-737-7793

KA0
Congratulations Spring Fling Winners!
Overall Winner Pike, Alpha Delta Pi.
~stplacef.or CASA _Ca~h Pi Beta Phi
and Phi Delta Theta.

mJ

BUSINESS - FINANCE

PARTIES

The free Inquiry Society
of Central Florida was created in
1996 to provide a forum to discuss
philosophy, religion and other
topics of i,nterest to free- thinking
individuals. Monthly meetings
open to all. For more info. call
(407) 262-1915.

20 HRS FREE INTERNET (NO CATCH!)

Psychic Palni Reader and Advisor
'Readings 6y Tayfor

EVENTS

(mGREEKS

No exercising, No Dieting, 100%
Natural, 100% Guaranteed, Doctor
Recommended, If serious, call Carol
407-884-4115

$250 A DAY POTENTIAL

mlJ

AM•

10:30

Pregnant? You Have Options!

PM

Free Test. Caring. ConfidentiaL
TLC Women's Center.
W.Pk.2314 Wtr Wds Blvd
407-677-4463
Ori 4314 Edgewater Dr 407-294-4314

OFF WITH STUDENT ID

Happily married couple seeks to adopt.
We can provide your baby a happy,
loving, stable home and family.
Michelle & Matt 866-663-3535.
MkMw825@aol

See how beautiful yours can he!
Offering a 20% Discount
o-n all Wedding Stationery Itenn

STARR PRINTING COi\£PA0JY

400 E. Semoran Bl nL

s tc.

106 •

c~lSSl' ]berry

• 4(17-8)1 -"i ~_)_)

"Home resales
bit record again."

--Orland-0 Sentinel

Get Your

Florida Real Estate License

In 10 Days!
Morning and Evening Classes also Available
Small Classes - Computer Practice Exams

Special UCF Discount
Call Jessica 407-481-8015

Edgewater Corporate Center
3334 Edgewater Drive
Orlando, FL 32804-3796
Ph. (407) 481-8015 Fax (407) 481-8016
www.fl-institute.com

Accredited by The American Association of Professional Schools, Inc.

ma ON CAMPUS
Fraternities• Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,00Q-$2,000 with the easy
Campusfundralser.com three hour
fundralslng event. Does not Involve
credit card applications.
Fundralsing dates are filling
quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
OVER EATERS
ANONYMOUS MEETING
Have a problem with compulsive
overeating, anorexia, or bulemia?
There is a solution. Mon. nights
at 5:15 pm in the new Recreation
and Wellness Center (use Wellness
Center ground floor entrance).
800-522-2692 or
www.overeatersanonymous.org
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student
Union (GLSBU) meets Tuesdays, 8:00
PM in the Student Union. Join us!
http://pegasus.cc.ucf/-ucfglbsu/

REASON,INDIVIDUALISM,
CAPITALISM
Learn to shrug "duty" and live life
fully.If you liked Ayn Rand's ATLAS
SHRUGGED,you will love the UCF
Objectivist Club.(321 )639-9062 or
LutherSetzer@yahoo.com

HONEYMOON SPECIALIST
Local full-service travel agency with
exp. in honeymoon planning. Great
deals and ideas for every budget.
Call (407) 679-6655.

m!m

RELIGION

University Unitarian Universalist
Society around the corner at 11648
McCulloch Rd 407-737-4018 Service
at 10:30 am, All are Welcome! Adult
and Children's Religious Education at
9:30 am. an open religious perspective
For events: www.universityuus.org
St. Isaac Jogues Catholic Church
4301 S Chickasaw Tr, ORL.
407-249·0906. Daily mass 8:15 am
M-S. Sat mass 5pm Eng, 6:30 Span,
Sunday 8/9:30/11 Eng, 9:30 Signed,
12:30 Span. Confess Sat 4-4:45.
Congregation Beth Emeth
Rabbi Robert Lefkowitz.
407-855-0772_ Reaching out to
college students in the area.

River Run
Christian Church
- Close to UCF Come & Explore this Sunday!
8:30/10:20: FREE Sunday Cafe
9: 15/11 :00: Creative Drama, Multi-Media
Video, Relevant Messages, Contemporary Music,
Exciting Children's Program, GasuaJ Dress
Meeting at ...
Lawton Chiles Middle School
(3225 Lockwood Blvd., Oviedo)
www.riverruncc.org
407-977-LIFE (5433)

Relevant-Real-Relatlonal

·,

",,
Student Government is looking for UCF's Best and Brightest ,
)J

competitive pay $
great leadership experience
Applications available in .the SGA office
SU 214
"'

Applications are due back April 15th 5:pm.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE ·

HE cen .al florida
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CHRISTIE ZIZO
STAFF WRITER

They don't make
them like they
used to...

\,

lmprovcome

on tap

RANDY HARRIS
STAFF WRITER

B

•)

.

efore Whose Line Is 'It
Anyway brought improv comedy to the mainstream,
troupes from a11 over the country were
churning out the siars of tomorrow.
Second City, the most renowned comedy theater group in ~e
country, honed the skills
of legendary performers
Other activities
such as John Belushi,
to check out:
John Candy, Mike Myers
Orlando Science Center
and Chris Farley. The
(407)514-2000
Groundlings,
another
Hands-on experiences. planetarium
prestigious group out of
and CineDome. Prices range from
$6 to $14.50 for adults
Los Angeles, spawned
creative geniuses like Phil
Downtown Disney Westside
Hartman, Jon Lovitz and
(407) WDisney
even
TV's Pee-Wee
Avariety of shops. a range of
Herman , as well as curdining fare. an AMC cinema.
Disney Quest interactive complex.
rent Saturday Night Live
Cirque Du Soleil and Pleasure
cast members like Chris
Island. Prices range. from $5 to
Kattan and Will Ferrell.
$70 per person; free parking.
That brings us to our
costs nothing to shop
very own Sak Comedy
Harry P. Leu Gardens
Lab right here in Orlando,
(407) 246-2620
which is quickly becomAvariety of gardens and a
ing a hotbed of comedic
museum to tour. Price: $4
talent and was the birthOrlando-UCF
place of improv god
Shakespeare Festival
Wayne Brady, among
(407) 447-1700
others. The school perPuts on new versions of various
forms
affordable live
plays - both hilarious and
shows every week in the
intelligent. Prices from $10 to $35
downtown area and audiences almost always get
their money's worth. For the wee fee of
$5 to $10, depending on the event, one
can enjoy the interactive madness that

Oriental
buffet is

'Crazy'

~

MISSY NORDSTROM I
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Many lmprovs are graduates from the SAK university.

is the Sak experience.
They say that dying is easy, but
comedy is hard. Well, if that's the case,
then improvisational comedy might as
well be advanced calculus. It requires a
lightning-fast wit, dynamic charisma,
expert ti.ming, endless imagination and

CHRISTIE ZIZO
STAFF WRITER

Most college students can't
afford $13 to $22 for a good
Chinese meal (most college students can't afford $4 for the lunch
special at China Bbx down the
street).

an egomaniacal level of confidence.
Even if you possess all the gifts of an
improv comic, you still must be able to
perform in front of large audiences
without fear or intimidation.

But in the rare instances
where it's okay to splurge - good
grades, anniversaries, holidays,
your parents just left town - take
a look at Crazy Buffet.
Doesn't really sound like an
appetizing name, huh? The plaza
it's in on Hwy. 436 west of I-4
doesn't look appetizing either

PLEASE SEE

SAK ON B-5

(the restaurant is next to an abandoned Kmart). Looks, however,
can be deceiving.
Take the rotating door inside
and step away from the traffic
noises and 436 construction.
Fountain noises mingle with soft
PLEASE SEE

Cuisine ON B-9

Out of ideas for this
week's column, I turned on the
TV and began flipping through
the channels, when a familiar
scene caught my attention. A
group of traveling salesmen sit
on a train, conversing to the
rhythm of the train chugging
along the tracks.
Within a matter of seconds, I was engrossed in
Meredith Wilson's "The Music
Man." I found myself shaking
my head, saying "they don't
make'em like they used to."
• I grew up on musicals everything from Sondheim to
Rodgers and Hammerstein.
There's something about an old
fashioned, upbeat musical with
a happy-ending (well, not
Sondheim's "Sweeney Todd,"
but everyone has to love "A
Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the Forum"). There
hasn't been a good old-fashioned musical with original
songs on the screen in years (I
think "Moulin Rouge" had one
original song.
Two musicals are on their
way to audiences - "Phantom
of the Opera" and "Chicago." I
have more hope for "Phantom"
than for "Chicago," which fea·tures Renee Zellweger as murderess Roxi Hart. Still, these
musicals are much more intellectual and artistic, and not
nearly as fun. "Phantom" was
written by Andrew Lloyd
Weber, who brought us
"Evita." And while I enjoyed
the movie, it isn't what I have
in mind when I want to watch
something fun. And "Chicago,"
like all good Fossi pieces, is
just dark.
Even Disney movies have
gotten rid of their musical
aspects ("Atlantis" was without talking animals and rockstars writing their lyrics).
Tons of great musicals
have been made into movies,
but certainly there must be a
few left. What happened to
them all?
Is it the lack of musicallyinclined actors? Or does it
have something to do with the
types of movies the moviePLEASE SEE

Musical oN B-7

I

l.
•

.,
•

•

•
•

•

•

--: LIVE MUSICwec1nesday through Saturday

•

-H·APPY HOUR4-7 p.m. Monday through Friday
Hospitality2:..for-1 Sunday Night

•

Visit our web site at www.kateobriens.net

•
•

•
•

•

.

•

HAPPY HOURS.,:::Yi~
1163 University Blvd.
Next to Residence Inn

407-207-1740

•

BIG 20oz. Drafts s1.75 ·

•

WELL DRINKS $1 .99
$2 .00 OFF ALL AP~ETIZERS

•

(with purchase of any beverage)

•

•

doUJntotun orlando

anYthinggoesa-trnakos.com

•

•
•

..
.

.•
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· 'The Rookie' not your typical baseball flick
DAVID TAYLOR
STAFF WRITER

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

KRT

•

Dennis Quaid <onverses with the real Jim Morris on the set of "The Rookie."

CAMPUS

A staple of modern cinema: the
feel good sports movie. Practically
since the inception of the film medium
into popular entertainment, sports stories have been displayed to the public.
The topics of these films naturally
range anywhere from hockey to football, street fighting to hunting Ice T in
the woods.
Of all these one of the most frequent subjects and perhaps most
endearing is the baseball film. There is
a purity about the sport and overall
majesty that shines above other activities.
Continuing with this tradition,
Disney has decided to adapt a real life
story about baseball player Jim Morris
to the big screen. The new film stars
Dennis Quaid and is titled "The
Rookie."
In brief, Jim Morris is a former
pitcher for the Tampa Bay Devil Rays
who literally proved the idea of second
chances. Morris had wanted to play
baseball since he was a kid. However,
his father's tour of duty prevented him
from playing much in his childhood,
and an injury in college stopped him
during his twenties.
Years later Morris was a high
school teacher in a small town in
Texas. His life was very typical, living

there with his wife and two children,
until he started coaching the high
school baseball team. This new influx
of baseball into his life got him interested in playing once again. Soon he
discovered that now in his forties he
could pitch the ball much faster than
before and his previous injury did not
affect him.
Naturally "The Rookie" chronicles
this story from Morris's youth to his
trying out and being able to play professional baseball. The movie also
deals with issues surrounding his decision, such as Morris's feelings to his
father who did not support his dreams
as a child. The movie also goes indepth about his family's and the community's reaction to his decisions and
how they, in turn, affect each other.
In an interview Morris said that the
movie was 90 percent accurate, with
only a couple of scenes that the filmmakers added elements to increase the
drama. There is no doubt that the film
is very true to life.
Often movies about true events
that try to tell the story as accurately as
possible usually fall either into two categories very inspiring or extremely
boring. Fortunately, The Rookie
belongs in the former category.
There is nothing in the movie that
audiences have not seen before. The
PLEASE SEE

Audiences oN B-4

APRIL 3 - APRIL 9
•

Founders' Day Honors Convocation Student Union
10am
..-.ll'll

Theater UCF: Lips Together, Teeth Apart UCF
Theater Stage 2 @ 8pm

-"·

Tlt.. CUQb.. f VR INf OQJvjATION Db..PQIV/.:\ TION
April 5& 6

Universal Mardi Gras Concert Series "Sister Hazel
8:30pm

•

April9

Overeaters Anonymous Campus Wellness Center
5:15 pm

•
•

2002 Teapot Exhibition "The Mad Potter's Teaparty"
UCF Student Union 6-10pm

Phat-N-Jazzy The Social $5 Cover Doors open 10pm

- ---

·--1

!Mardi Gras 2002 Universal Studios Nightly

-·-···~·· ··---·-··----

the paper and webpage/

OR

If you have an event you would like
to see in print for free:
Contact

THESKJNNYUCF@HOTMAIL.COM

Thank you to the Central Ronda
Future!

•

Mercer

2--ori·2 v.Batl
Golf

CREW
Apri15& 6

FIRA
Championship

j

lchamber Art Serles UCF Rehearsal Hall 8pm A
·
Violin & Piano Recital
**Would you like to work with "The
Skinny"? You can eam UCF credit
for participating in the production of

Stetson

Troy State

April 1
Aprd5

•

Bal.lroom 316AB 10am .. 4pm

Apri13

Apri15
April 1

Troy State
South Alabama

Resource Center Room 185 4:00 pm
SGA Video Game Tournament Cape Florida

Campbell
South Florida

WOMEN
April6
Apnl 7

Interviewing Techniques Workshop Career

~:;;;;~k 200; ~~~nt ~~I~~ Ail ~ay

•

Student Union Pegasus Ballroom 7pm

John Hancock Champions on Ice TD Waterhouse
Center 7:30pm

•

•

Discussion: Are Christianity and Islam at War?

·

I
I

- -_J ........,.""IJl.:;.._,.;;,;,.-=;;.;,o_;;;;,__=-.....__.=._.

Step on it
Surf and download up to 70 times
faster than dial-up!

ROADRUNNER

#

HICHSl'EEDONUNE"'

1·877·TWC·EASY
www.twceasy.com

LOONEY TUNES, characters, names and all related lndlcla are trademarks of Warner Bros. 02002 .

TUC.
Vetvet
Lu$h
tndustry
Night Open
Bar 10 • 121 20 E. Cent Blvd
Atpha Bar Wild on Mondays
Rock and House

~ON
Blue Room DJ Mlke &
Knightlffe $2 Domestics
.@![Kick Ass College
Night $2 Lite $ lcehouse

a

Ctub Flresto!l! Three
Ring Thursday Foam
Party 1Opm ""$1"" T.Uu

For more specific event information or to submit your own even

caueo Jac~s $2
Pitehers $1.50 Long.
Necks $1 Welts

ltgu!d Cellar s2 cove

$2 Pitth&rs after gpm
Tanqgerays$ 1,5o

Dom, S3 Welts

~

S1 Drinks all night
Wing Shack Guys N
eons Night Free Oraft
Knight Lights ladies
night Free Seer , /

\'ytJ);

fil Clyb Callgnte Wrth Special Guest OJ
Pauly & Guest Come Party Hardlf
Oevanets Too No Cover for Ladies·
Free Hunch Punch and Beer Great Music
Bed Velvet Free admission before

11:00pm

fR.1
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Audiences can take
what they will from
Disney's 'The Rookie'

•

Album falls victim
to unoriginality
LISA ROMANO

FROM PAGE

B-3

STAFF WRITER

same themes of doing what you love and second chances are
also present here. The story, however, is what sets it apart
from the rest of the pack. The fact that a man who had not
played baseball for almost 20 years could come back and
play even better than before is needless to say remarkable.
According to Dennis Quaid, the fact that the movie was
about a real person made him want to do it. Quaid did not
want to do just a baseball movie. He said that it was the
story and themes behind "The Rookie" that made him sign
onto the project. Unlike many movies "The Rookie" does
not preach to the audience but enables them to take away
what they will.
In other areas, Quaid does not look anything like the
real Jim Morris. In the end though this matters little due to
his excellent performance. Quaid is another one of those
actors who has gone fairly unappreciated in the last few
years. He has given some great performances, but it seems
that his personal life is more in the headlines than his career.
At any rate, while viewing the film one is easily convinced
that Quaid is Jim Morris, not Dennis Quaid playing Jim
Morris, for there is a distinct difference.
The rest of the cast is very good as well including recent
Emmy winner Rachel Griffiths ("Six Feet Under"). Here she
sheds her native Australian accent for a Texan twang. The
results are fortunately quite good.
Perhaps the most important thing however is that "The
Rookie" shows that Disney can make a family movie that
does not insult the intelligence of the people watching it. No
offense to "That Darn Cat" or "Herbie the Love Bug," but
usually live-action Disney movies are way to childlike to be
enjoyed by everyone. "The Rookie" will keep all viewers
entertained.
"The Rookie" is a very well crafted movie with some
great performances and deeper themes. It is a step above
many other sports films for it is a story about a single man.
This is as opposed to the more team-oriented movies. It is
definitely up in terms of quality with classic baseball films
like "Field of Dreams" and "The Natural."

The bitter metalhead who witnessed one of
metal's biggest acts sellout before their eyes knew to
stay away from this number, and with good reason.
Metallica hasn't been metal since " ... And Justice for
All" (or some of you may argue their self-titled
'black' album was the last decent record they made)
and nothing made after it satisfied their hardcore
fans.

Ex-Metallica bassist Newsted joined with Brian
Sagrafena (drums) and Dylan Donkin (guitar and
vocals) to become Echobrain, and produced a tentrack snooze fest which leaves one wondering if the
songs are really just one long song looping around.
Definite influences of Nirvana, Filter and Green Day
are present but after a listen, nothing is memorable or
even remotely catchy like "Smells Like Teen
Spirit."
The horror is unleashed with "Colder
World," a very generic, watered down rock
song similar to the "college rock" sound
of R.E.M. or perhaps something worse
(if that exists). The travesty continues
with more weak, slow sounds and
yawns. "SuckerPunch" reeks of modern pop and is possibly one of the worst
tracks along with "Ad.rift." Metallica

guitarist Kirk Hammett plays on "SuckerPunch," but
if without reading that inside the CD cover, one
would never guess. There is absolutely no metal or
anything even remotely hard rock on this album.
Halfway through I had to stop the agony and put on
an old favorite to soothe my head.
It's hard to pinpoint a high and low point of the
album; the whole thing sinks, digs further, then flatlines. Oh wait, there is something worse. The message on the inside; ''This is just the beginning of
things to come.... "
That is an outright frightening threat. Lord help
us all!

•

•
•

Entertainment Reporter David Taylor can
be reached at dtaylor@ucffuture.com

COMMUNICATION STUDENTS

•

****
GOT TALENT BUT
NEED
EXPERIENCE!
Club D.J. Position Available.

Get LIVE On The Job Experience
At One Of Orlando's Hottest Night Clubs.
For More Information, Call Steve at

407-422-7115

ORLANDO'S HOTTEST 18 &UP THURSDAY
NIGHT LADIES NIGHT PARTY!

•
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· SAK.teaches new comedians, brings in pros too
FROM PAGE

'

.
•
•

•

B-1

In a highly entertaining example of the
aforementioned prerequisites, the Sak
Comedy LabRats, who perform weekly on
Tuesdays and Thursdays, showcase their hysterical abilities in a variety of different
improv formats. Four teams of two players
compete against each other for improvisational supremacy. Amusing production values
such
as
cheesy
sound
effects and creEnroll
ative lighting set
Become a professional
the scene for the
improvisor at SAK
off-the-wal1 mayuniversity.
hem that follow.
Using whackedCall: (407) 648-0001
out suggestions
from the audiOnline: www.sak.com
ence, the teams
perform a plethora of games that have the crowd laughing to
the point of pain.
The shows are open to all ages and Jast
anywhere from 90 to 120 minutes. There are
six regular shows that run on a weekly basis.
Tuesday nights at 9 p.m. and Thursdays at 10
p.m., the best of the student improvisers, also
known as the LabRats, perform in wild and
unpredictable shows for only $5. The Sak
Ensemble, which consists of the paid professionals, perform Thursdays at 8 p.m. (at 10
dollars a pop), Fridays at 8 p.m. and 10 p.m.
(also $10 ) , and Saturdays at Midnight ($7
gets you in).

MISSY NORDSTROM I

SAK Comedy Lab is a show<ase for up<oming <omedians to hone their talents.
A majority of these performers are graduates of Sak University, the comic college
that molds the performers of tomorrow. The
step-by-step program takes the student
through four increasing levels of difficulties

(Im.prov Basics, Games and Scenework I and
II). The eight-week classes are very much in

demand and fill up very fast, as there are only
about 15 spots for each course. Fees range
from $200 for Improv Basics and Games to

$250 for Scenework I and II.
So if you like to laugh and you're looking for someplace new to spend your recreational time, give Sak a shot. Chances are
you' 11 be coming back for more.

osa,_uc1.edu
•
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QONE WILD!

a peek at the week in local entertainment

2A.M.
An Tobar at 8 p.m.
David Rankin
Adobe Gilas at 8 p.m.
School for Heroes, bloc, Calm
The Social at 8 p.m.
Open mike hosted by Danny
Grizzly's Bar & Grill at 9 p.m.

Jade Fox
Scruffy Murphy's at 10 p.m.

Acoustic Jam Circle
The Spiral Circle at 8 p.m.

Lift. Cemented, Warhead

EB.I. Liquors at 10 p.m.

The Joint Chiefs
CityJazz at 8 p.m.

Cloudsbreak
Slingapours at 10 p.m.

Open mike night
Echo Chamber at 9 p.m.

Cider
Cricketers Arms at 10 p.m.

The Scaries, Ali with an I
The Social at 10 p.m.

Sometimes Sam
Adobe Gila's at 10 p.m.

4:20
Reilly's lantern Pub at 10:30 p.m.

Logan's Run
Muldoon's Saloon at 10 p.m.

~olfilay

Satul\'lay

Wrecked Overture
Lost & Found at 9:30 p.m.

April 6
Open mike hosted by Blue's Mama
Tom and Jerry's Lounge at 8 p.m.

Jeff Whitfield. Mark l
Cricketers Arms at 10 p.m.

4:20
Kitty O'Sheas at 10 p.m.

Matt Shenk
Park Plaza Gardens at 8 p.m.

Blue Stone Circle
Margaritaville at CityWalk at 10 p.m.

Connie Blackwoood
310 Park South at 8 p.m.

Thursday

Plaid, Nobukazu Takemura
The Social at 9 p.m.

April

l\pri\ 8

1

Jucifer
The Social at 8 p.m.
DJ Sandy
Tabu at 10 p.m.
Smilin' Dan
The Haven at 10 p.m.

funkUs
Scruffy Murphy's at 9 p.m.

Broken Speeth ·"Poetry S,lam"
hosted by j. bradtey

My Hotel Year, Resident Weirdo
Back Booth at 9 p.m.

1

Guinevere S"at 8 p.m.
Big Green Bus
Adobe Gila's at 8 p.m.

SUNNY, Wellville
Will's Pub at 10 p.m.

STD Duo, DJ Kosher
Adobe Gilas at 8 p.m.

Average Joe Band
Cricketers Arms at 10 p.m.

Four Years Past
The Social at 8 p.m.

Jesco White, Riverbottom
Nightmare Band
Back Booth at 9 p.m.

Lucid Fly. Coletta
EB.I. Liquors at 10 p.m.

Explosions in the Sky
Will's Pub at 8 p.m.

Jesco White
Back Booth at 9 p.m.

Billy Bacon & The Forbidden
Pigs, The Thrusters
Cooper Rocket Pub at 10 p.m.

Open mic Xtreme hosted
by Bing Futch
Dante's at 9:30 p.m.

Krooked. The Denizens
Dante's at 10 p.m.

Hooiser Daddy, Merge
Slingapour's at 10 p.m.

Flogging Molly. The Slackers
The Social at 8 p.m.

The Spilvalves, a local ska punk·rock band, plays their first live show since
spending time in the recording studio, April 11 at the Social.

Circle of Scorn. Cerabus
Lost & Found at 9:30 p.m.
Red
Casey's on Central at 10 p.m.
7th Fold
Cricketers Arms at 10 p.m.

l_fdy J)

(dassi< blue~) John

~umgardner (pianist)

-Ron Betts & Friends
Kitty O'Sheas at 10 p.m.

Schafer's faffeehaus at ·7 p.m.

The Denizens, Heart Lung Machine
Slingapour's at 10 p.m.

Open Mic/Poetry Jam
Stone Soup Collective at 7 p.m.
Ruth King
Borders (Alt. Springs) at 8 p.m.

Oviedo Bowling Center
376. E Broadway St.
Oviedo~ FL 32765

Bithlo Mullet Revival, Shermy D
Back Booth at 9 p.m.

Noneother
Cricketer's Arms at 10 p.m.

Throcket Luther. Popsicle
Dynamite for "Nirvana Tribute"
Will's Pub at 9 p.m.

Wellville
Bar-BO-Bar at 10 p.m.

2A.M.
Holly & Dolly's at 9 p.m.
Something Corporate, Polly Esther
The Social at 9 p.m.

Rkh Walkers Blues Band
o··tes <lt~ p. rn.

KYA
Adobe Gila's at 7 p.m.
North Mississippi Allstars
The Social at 7 p.m.

~.

17.0IJ
Ml J'o11 Ota low/

H78U.S#ll

Cider
Cricketer's Arms at 10 p.m.
Submit listings to:
rharris@ucffuture.com

UCF's Student Radio Station
on
Campus Cable Channel 21
on your TV!

~

,,,.,., •/fill#' 1'111 to II l'M

Jade Fox
AKA Lounge at 10 p.m.

View a Program Schedule at:

wnsc. u.cf.edu
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Musicals can be hokey and still make one smile
FR.OM PAGE

B-1

involving death.
What would it talce to bring
back those old classics?
Let's start by teaching the
old musicals to our children and
reintroducing them to ourselves.
And while we're at it, more

going public are into? Have we,
as a society, gone too dark?
Look at the musicals that have
been made in the last couple of
decades - dark, operatic, often

funding for arts and music in
school. Studies prove they help
students do better in school why do we continue to cut funding to these important programs?
They're not all hokey, after

Now, if you'll excuse me,
Professor Harold Hill just left
the library and kissed Marian.

all. "My Fair Lady" is full of
that sardonic British wit, and
anything with Fred Astaire has a
touch of class. "Sound of
Music" and "South Pacific" talk
about history and the loss of
innocence.

Columnist Christie Zizo can
be reached at
entertainment@ucffuture.com

•

AMERICAN
Southern Belle
@The Station

.

•HOT DOGS ll(0,..1,:-.:u~

:-$1-ott-Eritire-F>u-rch"ase-:
Free Delivery, $10 minimum

.
>

4·i

407-381~5223

EM:C.lonUllDriH
z •Ila So#lb of
Alilf.,_ Trllll ituitk reuce.

MAHARAJ A

l1B

~-

Subs, Philly Cheesesteaks,
Chicken Wings & More!

f

INDIAN

BAR & GRILL

AMERICAN

""'"'

M - W llam - 7pm
Th, F, & Sat llam - 9pm • Sun llam - 5pm

l]a] [)[j[j

I

Vegetarian Indian Cuisine
Lunch Buffet (11 am - 2 pm)
Maharaja Tiffin (Take out)
UC7 Shopping Plaza, (407) 384-8850

Happy Hour

B+
Iii
>r I Mo~~~~~
Japanese Eatery & Sushi

!!

ITALIAN

Monday - Saturday, 4 - 7 pm
Bring in this ad tor l 5"n Off Food
Not valid with any other offer

w/UCF ID

FREE DEUVERY

Not valid with any other offers.
EXPIRES 6-1-02

.,,
OoDFE'-'-.

12281 University Blvd.
Across from UCF

~

marava Traii & 408 •

Open 7 Days

Students! VISlt our web Site

. ~~m·,_,. •.._.,,_ ,

lI

• 10 Wings

I

• Enjoy lun~h with a lake view
• Best Gator in Town
• Gator Exhibit (New 12ft)
• Picture with live alligator
• Drink specials everyday

•

• Live music on Friday/Saturday
• All you can eat Catfish
• Ladies drink Free
Wed. 6:30-9:30pm

•

Try our delicious

Open Tuesday to Sunday from 11 a.m.
Rest1111rant: 407-365-2201

hamburgers and old
fashion malts!

Located In Oviedo off 434
WWUJ.blackbammockrestaurant.com

CHINESE & CRIOLLAS

• Great Tei-Mei
•Cold Beer
•Laid Baek
Atmosphere!!!

lI
I

and
Pizzeria

Pizza, Pasta, Wings, Subs

12058 Collegiate Way
Suite #11 Collegiate Village
Orlando1 FL 32817

Daily Lunch &
Dinner Specials

Tel: 321-235-0880
Tel/Fax: 321-235-0990
·------------------------~

! 10% Discount with Ad !
Expires 04/30/02

FONDUE

551 N. Alllfaya Trall .
Wate~rd Lakes Town Center

Family R;uront

LOS CHINITOS

·-----------------~------~

(407) 381-9010

Pa.i~~
~-v

Chinese & Criollas Cuisine
Dine-In and Take-Out

:I

10% off with student ID

Free delivery with
$25 minimum order
(407) 249·9991 • 13212 E. Colonial Dr.
One mile east of Alafaya

in

the Bndgewater Marketplace

(trust-every)

VOTED BEST BURGERI

·--------------------------~

:
I
•I

Valid at this location only. Please present coupon. 1
Offer Expires 6/30/02
:

Happy Hour 4pm • 1pm
OJ Wed.· Sat.
Daily Bar Specials
Bar Food, Burgers,
Steaks and Seafood.

~--------------------------·

11556 University Blvd.

407-366-6225
wtf'W.touamwillies.com

(407) 736-0040

la Ovleclt, 4 lliles on 434, left on Aloll8

Advertise yout·restaurant in The Future!
407-447-4555 or sales@UCFfuture.com

7608 University Blvd.
Corner of Goldenrod and Universit
(UGf AAEA)

(407) 673-2456
Cool part-time jo6sl
Call for an intsrvisw.

Authentic Mexican Food

·------------·

1 Buy One Combination 1
1 Dinner at Regular Price, 1
1
Get Second
1

1

cafe

Live Music Fri and Sat

9 Forida Locations .

10% DISCOUNT
WITH UCF ID

Trastevere

Buy any combo and get a
FREE Back Yard Burger!

FLATS ,

Catering, free Deliveru 1Daus aWeek

AMERICAN

-

~~TIJUAHA1

l--------------~~~~e~9~:_v-~:a~:!~~~!

Show your UCF ID and receive 100/o offl

:

11865 E. Colonial Drive

rs_1____4____er-~!:-:1

BAR & GRILL

( 407) 671-6660

1

MEXICAN

(407) 658-6615

Winn-Dixie Shopping Plaza
7622 University Blvd.
Winter Park, FL 32792

I

Open 7 Days a Week!
Comer of Alafay.i & Hwy 50

perfection (not fried) and covered
with your favorite flavory sauce.

•

407-736-8987

for mone11 saving coupons!

:~ All of our wings are char grilled to

•

•1zz1•'•
0 1 or1ao6°

'Deficious Cliinese 'Food
'T'o :Eat '111 &· 'T'a~e Out
New YOlt StJll Clllllesi C88ldlt

401-281-9911

3:30 - 5:30

100/eOFf

1817 E. Broadway St., Oviedo
407-366-2333

waterfonl I.ales Town Center
Next to Best llllV

~

BRING A DATE!
Dinner under the stars
Sat & Thurs
• Live music on the patio
• Drink Specials

Wed
• Half price wine night

(407) 839-00235
825 Magnolia Ave.
(Downtown)

-.cafetrastevere.com

Combination Dinner

I

lfREE!l
1

(combo dinners only)

1

·------------·
(407) 282-3969
1 per coupon, per person, per visit

12201 University Blvd.
Direct! across from UCF
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To all the shows
that got away
LISA ROMANO
STAFF WRITER

RING!!! RING!!!
Was the phone really ringing at 7 a.m. on
a Friday morning? Yes it was. March 1 was to
be another horrible day; the day I found out my
road trip was getting canned. I've lived
through a few of these heartbreaking days, it's
rough. There are many reasons why road trips
have been canned before my eyes, but the
worst kind is when the road buddy calls within
two days before the show and bails on you.
Not that it is their fault; there are also many
reasons behind the "two days before the show
phone call." For the record I'll say I love my
friends even when road trips fall apart, friends
come before concerts.
The next day I was going to leave with two
friends to see Gwar in Washington D.C. One
of them phoned me at 7 a.m. on Friday morning. She and the other girl going talked about
the trip and decided it didn't seem like a good
idea. I couldn't get back to sleep, tossed and
turned, cried a bit, remembering a similar
Friday morning three weeks prior when another early morning phone call put an end to a
Judas Priest and Anthrax trip to Ohio. Both
those Friday evenings ended with drowning
my sorrows into Taco Bell and Dairy Queen.
Friends and family from around the country
called to express their deep sympathy and
begged me not to run off by myself to the
shows.

A jealous boyfriend stopped a friend of
mine from going to Virginia to see W.A.S.P.
this past September. After a failed attempt to
see W.A.S.P. in South Carolina the previous
week (planned too short in advance) and the
Ohio shows being cancelled because of Sept.
11, I was beyond devastated. The night the
Virginia W.A.S.P. trip was tanked I spent
countless hours in front of the T. V. with one
hand attached to a spoon, which was eagerly
dipping into a roll of raw cookie dough, and
the other hand connected to a box of tissues,
frantically wiping away copious tears. After a
few days of being trapped in a dark cloud of
depression, my older sister pulled me out of
my slump during an AOL IM chat. "So, are
they coming to California?" she asked. "Yes."
I answered. "Well go book a plane ticket! Get
out here ... we're going!" Three weeks later I
was front row and cent~r, screaming my head
off.
Taco Bell, cookie dough and a little persistence healed my road trip-bailed broken
heart. Everyone has his or her own method.
Think of a shattered dish that you are desperately clinging to; trying to hold onto the
broken pieces, holding out for any hope. After
D.C. failed, I made plans to see them in North
Carolina at the end of March. The fact that I
had no money wasn't going to stop me. Only
the fact that the show was cancelled did. But
I'm clinging onto that last piece of the dish:
Gwar is playing in Alabama on April 6. I'm
there!
--nr----- -----
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fJ"°'"':tt>f NAILS &: TAN
"We bring the beauty to your life"

We proudly offer:
•Silk wrap
• Nail design
• Airbrushing

• Massage chair pedicures
•Manicures
•Waxing & facial services
• Acrylic nails
• Pink & white

• Tanning

Specials:
Nails & spa:
• $3 off a full set of nails
• After 7 fills the 8th is free
• Free air-brush seroice with
any 11ail service
• $3 off spa pedicure
Wax&Tan:
• After 7 eyebrow waxings,
the 8th is free
• 10% off any other wax
service
• 10% off any tanning service
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Home of Fine Hospitality
and Quality Halal Meat (Kosher Style)

Exotic Mid-Eastem Grill, Cuisines, Sandwiches &
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Shawenna • Kabobs • Sheesh Tawook • Falafel • Grape Leaves • Baklava

'Queen' soundtrack
misses the mark
LISA ROMANO
STAFF WRITER

The new vampire flick "Queen of the
Damned" has a well-suited soundtrack; very
dark, very heavy and vel) hopeless.
The first five tracks are written by Richard
Gibbs and Kom's Jonathan Davis and
the songs are very "komy" (pun
definitely
intended).
Especially "System," the
song sang by Linkin
Park's
Chester
Bennington. "System"
sounds like a song
that was scrapped
from the "Follow the
Leader" album (and
rightfully so).
"Redeemer," performed by Marilyn
Manson, hardly displays
any sign of the infamous
shock rocker, but rather a heavy
techno-sounding vocal track with a
tepid rock background. Jay Gordon's "Slept
So Long" has a solid intro blit sounds more like
a Manson song than the one that Manson sang
(does that make sense)? The two tracks featuring vocalists from Disturbed and Static-X were
the most tolerable, but even they didn't escape

the same generic rock sound that rippled through
the previously mentioned tracks.
The remaining tracks on the soundtrack are
older and previously released tunes for the most
part, including Static-X's "Cold" and
Disturbed's "Down with the Sickness," the best
songs on the album. Papa Roach's "Dead Cell"
begins with a good guitar riff that one
knows they've heard somewhere
before, then the song falls
apart into a dull rap rock
mess.
To add insult to
injury, the track order
listing printed on the
CD is not the same as
what's played on the
actual CD.
The
remaining tracks are
by Earshot, Godhead,
Kidney Thieves, Tricky
anti Dry Cell? I could
barely make out which song
was which, but it doesn't really
matter. They all sounded the same
anyway.
Korn 's Davis can write songs, that fact can't
be argued. But whether those songs have anything constructive to add to the music world is
highly debatable. This soundtrack certainly suits
its purpose; background music only.
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Complimentary
Fountain Drink
with this coupon.
Offer e:cpires 5130102

Cuisine for the special occasions
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piano music. The rooms are redwallpapered, with black furniture
to produce an interesting effect.
Dimmed lights serve to illuminate
the grandeur of the main attraction
- the buffet.
The hostihostess gives a tour
of the buffet - which must be half
a mile long. Well, maybe that's an
exaggeration, but it certainly
seems that way. Every kind of oriental food imaginable is on this
thing - an enormous sushi bar,
with the sushi prepared right in
front
everything from
California rolls to caviar. Then a
hibachi grill (where the guest
chooses meat and vegetables and
the cooks prepare it in front of
them - different from a Mongolian
grill), a yakitori grill, a tempura
fryer and a Mongolian grill (one
trip only - more choices on the
Mongolian grill). Then there's the
cold bar, with different salads
(both oriental and western), vegetables and fruit.
The Chinese bar is smaller
than at most oriental buffets, but
well worth it. One half of the bar is
for cold seafood - crab, shrimp,
oysters. This section takes up a

HENRY LENZ

I CFF

Crazy Buffet boasts more than a dozen different kinds of sushi.
huge case and is constantly being
refilled, unlike most places where
the seafood exists in a little section
of the bar and is refilled maybe
once an hour. Next to the seafood
is a peking duck carving stand,
where they must bring fresh duck

out constantly - every time I went
up they were carving a new one.
And finally, the traditional Chinese
fare - sweet and sour chicken,
sesame chicken, pepper steak, etc.
Finally, the dessert bar, with
sweets typical of a Chinese buffet,

is at the end.
Chop sticks are brought to the
table by the server, who is very
attentive (ask for Steve, he's a nice
guy). The guest doesn't have to
request them like at most places.
At the table are the slips for the

Mongolian grill (giving meat and
sauce choices), which guests fill
out and hand to the server. Then
they go up and choose their vegetables. This is only if they desire
the grill. Everything else is fair
game.
The crab tastes so fresh, is
cooked to ·perfection, and full of
meat that seems to want to come
out of its shell. The shrimp doesn't
have the fishy taste found at most
Chinese places. The staffs at the
various grills are extremely friendly and attentive, and that might
reflect on the food, which is
incredibly well-cooked. Without a
doubt, however, the peking duck is
the best part - it's tender and juicy
and not very fatty.
The desserts are very typical puff pastries and macaroons and
frozen yogurt. But after the delicious dinner, the desserts don't
seem dry or normal. The chocolate
cake is excellent.
On the weekends Crazy
Buffet is $21.95 per person, but the
meal is enjoyable and worth the
money. Besides, where else can
one enjoy sushi, crab tempura,
sweet and sour chicken and peking
duck while listening to an oriental
pianist play "My Way?"

A legend hits the stage

at the TD Waterhouse
0

JASON IRSAY
STAFF WRITER
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Carlos Santana and his band
spread a message of love and
played an amazing show including recent hits and classic songs
March 23 at the TD Waterhouse
Centre .
Santana performed for two
and a half hours before a crowd
of several thousand people,
mostly adults in their 40s and
older. The crowd displayed a
disappointing level of enthusiasm for the opening act, which
introduced themselves at exactly
8 p.m. as such: "We're the
Wailers
from
Kingston,
Jamaica."
Unannounced prior to taking the stage, the Wailers played
a 40-minute set of Bob Marley
classics and an instrumental jam
to open the show. The entertaining set included "No Woman, No
Cry," "Is This Love?" and "Get
Up Stand Up." Sadly, the crowd
did not listen to the song and
remained seated throughout the
show. The Wailers also played
"Stir It Up", "Exodus" and
"Roots, Rock, Reggae".
Santana took the stage
shortly before 9 p.m. and proceeded to play a great set.
Santana displayed his immense
talent to the audience, who finally started to have a good time.
An equally talented band, includ-

ing a three-man percussion section, a bassist, keyboardist,
rhythm guitarist, two horns players and two vocalists, supported
him.
Most of the beginning of
Santana's performance featured
newer songs from Carlos's highly
successful
album
"Supernatural," including "Love
of My Life," ''Maria Maria" and
''Tum Your Lights On". The set
also featured many instrumental
solos and jams.
The latter part of Santana's
set featured classic songs from
Santana's earlier era of the 1960s
and 70s, with the exception of an
encore
performance
of
"Smooth," Santana's wildly popular 1999 hit. Santana played
excellent versions of "Black
Magic Woman," "Oye Como
Va," "Se A Cabo," "Europa" and
"Soul Sacrifice."
About midway through the
show, Carlos Santana took the
stage by himself and appealed
directly to the audience. He
spoke about the Sept. 11 tragedy
and made an analogy to childbirth. He said, "When the Twin
Towers fell, the water broke. A
new baby was born." That baby,
he said, is "unity, harmony,
integrity, love, peacefulness,
grace." Carlos encouraged the
audience to "create a masterpiece of joy" before his band
played ''Make Someone Happy."

CHUCK SHEPHERD
UNIVERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE
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New frontiers in
occupational
rehabilitation
• Now awaiting approval for
admission to state bar associations
are law-school graduates William
Francis Hanlon Ill, 49, in Florida (a
former police officer who was implicated in the 1979 fatal police beating of black Miami motorcyclist
Arthur McDuffie) and James J.
Hamm. 53. in Arizona (who served
17 years in prison for murdering a
drifter in the 1970s). And the Quebec
Human Rights Tribunal ruled in
December that Montreal police could
not refuse to hire a shoplifter whose
conviction had been erased by a
"conditional" sentence. And
Sunderland University in England
recently hired as a lecturer Professor
Simone Doublett. 27. who six years
ago admitted to having invented an
elaborate tale of satanic abuse rituals against her so she could be paid
from a New Zealand government victim fund.

Oops!
• Asheriff's official in
Arapahoe County, Colo. (near
Denver). admitted in March that
deputies had inadvertently placed a
16-year-old girl in a holding cell
early one morning for about 40
minutes. alongside a 34-year-old
man who was being held for one
sexual assault and suspected of two
others. The error came to light when
the girl reported to her lawyer that
the man had. indeed. forcibly fondled her in the cell.

People in the wrong
place at the wrong time
• A52-year-old empk>yee of
Golden Peanut Co. slipp off a catwalk and sank way down·fnto a vat
of tons of unshelled peanuts before
being rescued (Norfolk, Va..
February). Asludge-haulif!9 firm was
fined about $12.000 for a'2001 incident in which its driver swerved in
traffic. sending a ton of oily gunk
overboard. much of it onto a 44year-old man driving with his car
window open (Cheltenham. England.
February). One young woman died
and another was injured after being
buried beneath falling, room-sized
rolls of carpeting at Carpet Closeouts
(Chicago, February).

People different from us
• Sarasota, Fla .. sheriff's Sgt.
David London, a 24-year veteran of
the force. resigned in March in the
midst of sexual harassment complaints from female officers. including one who said London told her
that he had to stop his patrol car at
least four times on every shift in
order to masturbate.

Least competent people
• Walter Kidde Portable
Equipment Inc. decided to go to
trial late last year after being sued
by X-IT products of Virginia Beach,
Va .. because Kidde thought X-IT
would never be able to prove its
copyright claim that it had originated the package design Kidde was
using for the fire-escape ladder it
was selling. However, X-IT easily ,

more food last year than North Korea
consumed. The Australian cell phone
company Telstra apologized for abruptly closing the account of a cancer
patient. allegedly because of a company policy encouraging the settlement
of accounts before they pass on to a
deceased's estate. AU.S. Treasury
Department audit in December found
that Internal Revenue Service could
not account for 2.300 computers supposedly in its employees' hands (but
IRS is still expected to require that
taxpayers under audit meticulously
account fur their income and deductions).

And, in the last month ...
• Germany's agriculture ministry
announced it would implement
European Union guidelines requiring
pig farmers to spend quality time with
their stock (20 seconds per head per
day. plus playthings and brighter
lighting) (Bonn). A15-year-old boy was
arrested just after he breathlessly took
a lunchtime seat in his school cafeteria; police said that. 39 minutes earlier. he had robbed a Bancorp South
bank (Jackson, Miss.). Abald eagle
swooped down and carried off a 13pound dachshund. 300 feet. before
losing its grip (Madison. Maine). Two
Seattle police officers. responding to a
nonemergency, crashed into each
other, totaling both cars and damaging a nearby SUV driven by an undercover officer.

- - - - - - - - - - - - ..
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Student
Special

· Bikini Line
Full Bikini
Underanns
Lower Legs

$100
$150
$10Q
$200

Per Treatment Prices. Offer
valid until June 1, 2002. Not valid
with other offers.
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Laser Hair Removal
Laser Vein Removal
Microdermabrasion
Glycolic Facial Peels
7802 Kingspointe Parkway Suite 207 A
Orlando, FL 32819
Tel: {407) 226-3396
www.smoothsensationsinc.com
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'Death. to Smo
CHRISSY FICARA
STAFF WRITER

There seems to be some kind of a
phenomenon
lurking
around
Hollywood, popularly known as
"Death to Smoochy," and it has people asking, "What the heck is
Smoochy and why would someone
want it dead?"
"Death to Smoochy" is the product of Adam Re&.nick, former coexecuti ve produ.cer of the HBO comedy series "The Larry Sanders Spow"
and producer of the summer 2001
comedy "Cats & Dogs," who was
intrigued by the comedic possibilities
of setting a film in the multi-million
dollar, high-stakes world of children's television , progra~ming. Yet,
this one takes "comedic possibilities"
to a whole new edgy world of sexual
innuendos and n.asty humor.
Smoochy is .a big, fuscia rhinoceros- yes folks it should sound familiar ·because Smoochy is an emulation
of none other than the world's
favorite· dinosaur, Barney, moving on
-so, Smoochy isn't an it, he's a who,
and his fate is being he'}ed by this former costumed star, Randolph Smiley,
stage name, Rainbow Randolph -

3

who in real life is a demented sleeze.
It is through these characters that the
most intriguing aspect of this film
emerges, its cast.
Director Danny DeVito hunted
down a cast who was forced to step
out of their familiar roles in the past
into something completely different;
their alter egos so to speak. The dark,
demerited,
devious
Rainbow
Randolph is played by Robin
Williams, who is a far cry from his
former pictures of perfection, "Patch
Adams" and "Mrs. Doubtfire" to
name a few. Yet this step into the
world of darkness is .something that
the movie audience better get used to,
Williams is following up his disturbing
per-
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Get: your FREE specialty coffee
or fount:ain drink at: Crispers.

Can the cold cuts, because Crispers
has a better idea... gourmet salads
and hearty stacked sandwiches
made with the freshest ingredients
and a lot of imagination. We're the
1
healthy, delicious quick alternative to
• fast food ... now in Orlando with new
locations opening all the time.
• Our gourmet salads, te.mpting soups,
: and stacked sandwiches (on all kinds
of special breads) deliver a knockout
taste sensation.

Austin Powers had his mojo, but we've got your
mocha latte ... or cappucino ... or any Crispers coffee
creation you want. .. FREE. Try one of our specialty
coffees like Jamaican Me Crazy, Macadamia Nut
and Cream, Mochaccino Blast, and lots more.
Get one FREE with every gourmet salad over $4.00
or hearty stacked sandwich you purchase. Just show
your valid UCF card.

We'll give you FREE speci.a lty c offee ...
and.you don't: have -to kno"' bean~!

1

And our desserts are ahsolutely
outrageous ... Extremely Premium ice
cream, creamy cheesecakes, rich
layer cakes, cookies, and brownies.

Free specialty coffee or fountain drink with main dish purchase and UCF student card
offer good April 3 - April 16. Limit one per customer per visit, please.
.•.,.,..,.., .,. _ Q~il=f;..;UN:G!
436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN

WWW.CRISPERS.COM
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Subs are okay, but there's a better,
healthier, tastier way. Crispers!
REGAL lO
WATERFORD THEATRES

GRAND OPENING!

\c~

WATERFORD LAKES
555 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL

WINTER PARK
ph ( 407) 6 73-4100

ORLANDO
ph ( 407) 482-4727

MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

MON-THU. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. I 0:30 AM - I 0 PM
SUN. I .I AM - 8 PM

WE'RE RIGHT AROUND THE CORNER!
Crispers is now open at 436 & University and Alafya Trail, which means delicious, healthy food is right around
the corner... and it's fast! Plus, we're opening more new locations all the time. Eat in ...take out... whatever.
Just visit us today, and you can tell your Mom you're eating right!
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nasty funny·

transition from his type-cast chara.cters to something far different.
Edward Norton is worlds away from
his well-known heavy roles in
"American History X'' and "Fight
Club," in his puffy, fuscia rhinoceros
suit. Norton plays Sheldon Mopes,
the creator of Smoochy and Smoochy
himself, who is innocence with a capital "I", blushing at the very thought
of a dirty word o~ non-organic food
products.
Although a different flavor,
Edward Norton still tastes just as
good. His performance is impressive,
not only does Norton dance around in
a rhino ~uit, but he sings corny songs,
and his portrayal of

pure innocence and an all-around do
gooder, save the world, nice guy is
actually believabl~.
Other characters include Danny
DeVito as Burke, a smooth-talking
agent with more than one trick under
his sleeve, Catherine Keener as Nora
Wells, a jaded network executive who
is the slut for all the costumed powerhouses, and Jon Stewart, Nora's
money hungry boss, in addition to
quite a few other personalities who
definitely add color to the canvas.
"Death to Smoochy" is a product
created from the dark and visually
artistic direction of Danny De Vito.
On the surface, this movie looks like
a colorful, fun-loving portrayal of
kids' television, starring the family
actor Robin Williams, sure to be a fun
for all ages kind of flick. Many will
ignore the "R" rating, and Williams
himself is quoted as repeating, "This
movie is NOT for children." In reality, the movie is being highly geared
towards the college audience,
because, said Wil1iams, "It is just
. nasty funny."
"Death to Smoochy" is much like
a stripper in an Angel costume; it's
pretty self-explanatory. Children's
television is a tough racket, and as

Sheldon Mop'es (Edw~rd Norton)
learns it's a dangerous world steeped
in corruption, backstabbing and violence. "Smoochy" pulls out all the
stops, crossing the line of flat out vulgarity more than once. But, hey, it's
funny. It crosses that line tastefully
and entertainingly. The movie is full
of mouth-dropping one-liners, and
characters that make all of us feel better about ourselves; at least we're
sane.
For movie buffs, the acting is
amazing. Williams is natural as a
demented psycho and Norton is as
lovable as a dancing fuscia rhino can
be. Through the creative minds of
DeVito and director of photography
Anastas Michos, the camera shots are
simply gripping.
"Death to Smoochy" is not a
movie with some sort of deep meaning or profound message, it isn't a
documentary on the world of children's television; it is a comic relief,
a nasty, shameless comic relief. After
this movie, each audience member,
out of the mouth of ,Mr. Robin
Williams himself, will be sure to walk
out with two things, "A big laugh and
a cookie." (See it and you'll understand)
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Edward Norton kicks back in his Smoochy
costume.

TENNISNOTEBOOK

UCF wins series against Samford
JOSH SMITH
STAFF WRITER

UCF gets another upset
Saturday UCF faced No. 49 FAU at home. With
some very strong play. UCF was able to hand FAU
its first conference loss in almost two years. The win
gave the Golden Knights 4-0 Atlantic Sun record.
With victories at the No. 2 and 3 doubles matches, the Owls took a 1-0 lead. UCF's doubles tandem
of Catalin Bradu and Antonio Sierra will be looking
to break into the national rankings April 3. You c3!1
also expect UCF to imnp in the rankings as well.
Bradu also stayed undefeated at the No. I singles when FAU decided not t-0 finish the match. UCF
got singles victories at the No. 2, 4, 5 and 6 spots to
give them a 4-2 win.
'This is a great win for the team," Cashman
said. ''This win along with the two others earlier in
the week should help us a great deal in the rankings.
I hope to see Bradu and Sierra in the doubles rank-

ings also. They have been playing great tennis
together and individually."
UCF will play Jacksonville University at home
in its last conference match of the season April 12 at
2 p.m. A victory against the Dolphins would guarantee a No. 1 seed in the conference tournament.

UCF's
s0<cess t.his

season.

UCF continues strong play
with win over Aggies
UCF continued to roll with yet another win
Thursday, this time against the New Mexico State
Aggies at home 5-2.
A big part of this year's success is due to the
outstanding play of UCF sophomore Antonio Sierra.
Thursday he lent a helping hand as he won the No. 4
singles match 6-0, 6-4.
"Catalin is a hard player to beat because he gets
to everything and returns a lot of shots," Coach
Bobby Cashman said.
PLEASE SEE

Sophomore
Antonio
Sierra is a
big part of

Bradu
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Coaches teach
technique to
new rowers
began. The list of first place
finishes in UCF history is
quite impressive.
Two of the most important races in the season are
the Dad Vail Regatta and the
State Championships. UCF
bas several titles to its
name,
including
State
Champs for the last five
years. There is no sport on
campus that has enjoyed
such winning throughout its
past. The UCF program has
had several NCAA bids
over the years. There are no
automatic bids as you will
find in other sports such as
basketball. NCAA bids are
determined by a committee
and are based primarily on
overall records. UCF is currently
a
Division
I
Independent.
The women's rowing
team claimed three out of
four possible titles March
23 at the Miami Invitational
on the Indian Creek River.
Two eight-member Novice
crews placed first and second in their respective
races. UCF won the Petrakis
Cup in Jacksonville on
Saturday with four firstplace and four second-place
finishes. The team heads to
Tampa next weekend for the
Florida
Intercollegiate
Rowing
Association
Championship.

.

Over 30,000 Squal'e Feet
of Fitness Featuring:
Strength Traini-.g
. Cardio Kickboxing
Spinning
Treadmills·
Lifecycles
Aerobics ··over 50 clases pe~ week
Stairmasters
Cross Trainers
Over 50,000 LBS. of Free Weights
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Abortion rights activists promis4"1 us • world of equality, reduced poverty.
A world whe
every child would be wanted.
Instead, child abuse has escalat4"1, and rather than shared responsibility for children,
even tn0re of the burden has shifted to women.

Refuse to Choose. There is a better way.
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• Fully furnished spacious •Individual (private)
bathrooms available
3 and 4 bedroom units
• Individual leases for
your financial protection
Each unit provides:
• fullsize washer and dryer
•microwave.
•garbage disposal
•dishwasher
•refrigerator with icemaker
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Catalin Bradu is undefeated this season at the No. I singles spot.

eeroihuntt.Y ttlfttn'es Bradu and Sierra could be
• computer lab

• fitness center
•sand volleyball court
•clubhouse
•picnic areas & barbecue grills
• 2 sparkling pools
•beautiful lakeside setting
•gazebo area
•fax service available

•range
• miniblinds

• Private balconies available
•Study desk in every bedroom
•All bedrooms prewired to
allow for two phone lines

Other Floorplans Available

in doubles rankings April 3
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Also instrumental were
the wins by Catalin Bradu, his
third in a row at No. 1, and by
Gabriel
Strangberg.
Strangberg won convincingly
in straight sets 6-2, 6-1. Team
captain Augusto Sanabria got
UCF's fourth singles victory
of the day at the No. 4 spot.
UCF won the doubles
point with an easy sweep of all
three matches.
"I am proud of all the
guys on the team," Cashman
said. "When one player is
down we are able to find
someone else to step it up.
That's what it is all about."

Women's tennis team
gets first upset of the
season
Last Wednesday, the UCF
women's tennis team met New
Mexico State at home ready to
tum things around and get

back to its winning ways. Up
to this point, the Golden
Knights were 0-5 against
nationally ranked teams.
However, they notched their
first upset of the season
against the No. 53-ranked
Aggies with a 6-1 victory.
The Golden Knights
began the day by taking the
doubles point winning the No.
1 and 2 matches easily. The
last time that happened was
Feb. 28 against conferencerival Stetson.
The Aggies weren't much
of a match against a well-prepared UCF team. UCF won 5of-6
singles
matches.
Sophomore Amira Samara
won her fourth consecutive
match handily 6-4, 6-2. New
Mexico State's only singles
win came from Elka Blodau in
the No. 3 match.
"New Mexico State is a
good team and this should be a
great confidence boost for us,"
Coach Patricia Allison said.

t

The team no one knows about
The women's rowing
team is one of the
most successful at UCF
J~SH SMITH
STAFF WRITER

What if someone asked you
to gab a little about UCF
sports? What would be the first
thing to come to your mind?
You would probably mention
the great new recruits we have
for next football season. Maybe
you would talk about basketball
or baseball or tennis or whatever. Whatever sport came to your
mind it probably was not about
the UCF crew.
If you haven't seen the
crew team around campus don't
feel bad. It takes a very dedicated person to get up at the
hour these crew members do to
practice. They get up about the
time most of you go to bed. Not
to mention they have to go to
Lake Pickett, which is about 10
miles from campus, to practice.
Some might wonder why
all the fuss about UCF crew.
Well, like any other successful
sports program on campus,

COURTF.SY UCF SPORTS INF~RMATION

The UCF women's rowing team won the Petrakis Cup last weekend in Jacksonville. This weekend the team travels
to Tampa for the Florida Intercollegiate Rowing Association Championship.
rowing should be included. Our
crew is good, very good. We're
talking about one of the largest
programs on campus second
only to football.
To say that UCF rowing
doesn't get enough exposure
would be an understatement.
Most people cannot identify
with the sport because they do
not know much about it.
What most people probably
think of when they think of
rowing are long skinny boats
that race in pristine lakes in the
backyards of the best Ivy
League schools. However,

there is much more to it than
that. Those boats are actually
called sculls, if it is a single
rower. A team of eight rows a
shell. The rowers use oars, not
paddles, to propel their shell
through the water. It's quite
simple beyond that. The fastest
shell to cross the finish is the
team that wins. Whether you
are racing with single rowers or
a crew of eight the basic premise is the same. The crew
strives to obtain the perfect
motion and synchronization as
they row, allowing them to
maximize their speed.

One of the most important
aspects of rowing is weight.
The rowers are required to
weigh in before each event.
Each race depends on the overall weight of the crew as well as
the weight of each individual.
By winning, that crew gets
points. Similar to the scoring
system in track and field, the
crew with the most overall
points at the end of the day
wins. Because there are several
events to compete in based on
weight class and the size of the
crew, UCF has a squad of well
over 100.

UCF recruits members primarily on campus. There is also
a strong focus on Florida athletes. Coaches also look for
athletes who have different athletic experience. Just because
an athlete did not row in high
school does not mean that they
can't row for UCF. In fact, the
coaching staff turns athletes
who formerly played other
sports into crew members,
teaching them the fundamentals
along the way. At the moment,
the rowing team recruits from
the inside out, looking first for
students on campus.
Another reason students
like to get involved with UCF
rowing is because of its winning tradition. Coach Dennis
Kamrad founded rowing here at
UCF back in 1973. Since then
UCF has become one of the
most experienced and successful rowing programs in the state
of Florida. Kamrad was at one
time a rower himself as a student at Rollins College. He has
done more than his share for
the sport in the last 40 years.
He has been vital to the success
of UCF's program since it
PLEASE SEE

Coaches
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Dotson looks forward
to next season
FROM

after this, the corporate
ladder will, be a piece of

[cake]ru
- Jn the course of facing challenges like th is, you'l l learn
how to think on your feet Stay cool under pressure. Take
charge. Talk to an Army ROTC rep. You'll find there's
nothing like a little climbing to help prepare you for

getting to the top.

ARMY R01C

Unlike any other college course you can take.

Apply now for paid su'11mer leadership training and Army
. officer opportunities. Call (407) 823-5383 for details.
-
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ried about it. It took me a while
to get over it mentally."
Dotson is over that now
and rightfully so. Research
shows that recovery from
Dotson's injury has a success
rate of over 99.5 percent,
Matson said.
Without Dotson in the lineup, Marius Body became the
starter at power forward. Boyd
did a great job filling in. He
played with hustle and determination and shut his men down
defensively. Unfortunately for
UCF, Boyd is just 6-foot-4 and
190 pounds. His defense was
great, but it could be even better if he were guarding people
his size.
Without
Dotson,
the
Golden Knights had just two
big men, Paul Reed and Josh
Bodden. Reed had a good year,
leading the team in scoring and
rebounding. The 6-foot-8 senior had problems guarding
taller centers though. A-Sun
centers Raheim Brown from
Florida Atlantic and Adam

Sonn from Belmont put up big
numbers against the Golden
Knights. Bodden, just a sophomore, is improving but did not
have enough strength.
Dotson might not consistently be able to match Reed
statistically, but he matches up
better against taller opponents
because of his leaping ability
and quickness. Also, most of
the good big men from the conference graduated.
"We're going to miss Paul
a lot," Dotson said. "He averaged 15 and 10 for us and we're
going to miss that presence. But
at the same time, we have Mark
(Konecny, a transfer from
Syracuse) coming in and Josh
(Bodden), who is gradually
improving. We can fill that
void."
With a glut of experienced
players at the guard and small
forward positions, including
Ray Abellard, the Graham
brothers, Al Miller and Boyd, a
good season from Dotson and
the other big men could make
UCF a Cinderella team next
March.
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Campus Wellness Center,
a division of Stu~ent Health Services, presents:

betters her
provisional mark
with a ninth place finish in tjle
high jump. Larsen leaped 5
feet-4.25
inches.
Valery
Days after the National Martinez placed 27th in the
Strength and Conditioning 800-meter run with a mark of
Association named Jamie Pew 2:18.94.
The time of 1:04.60 gave
as an All-American athlete, she
amassed 5,233 points in the Emily Pugh the 16th spot in the
heptathlon at the Florida. 400-meter hurdles. Pugh finRelays. Pew added 35 points to ished ahead of UCF's Melody
better her NCAA provisionally Parry and Lauren Chadwick
qualifying mark and broke her who placed 20th and 25th
previous school record, but respectively in the event.
In the 100-meter hurdles,
earned a third place finish in the
LaRissa Dunn finished 16th
event.
Pew ended the first day of with a time of 14.32. Her teamcompetition in second place mates Diana Chin and Roxanne
behind South Carolina's Tacita Culver took 21st and 33rd with
Bass with 3,235 points. The marks of 14.54 and 15.24.
The last event of the fourscenario played out with Pew
tying another USC athlete in the day meet for UCF was the
high jump for first place. Then 4x100 meter relay. On Saturday,
she took second and third in the the Golden Knights took second
100-meter hurdles and the shot with a time of 56.72. The mark
put. A seventh place finish in was two seconds faster than the
the 200-meter dash gave Pew time they received in seeding,
844 points to her total, ending but could not overcome
the day only behind Bass by Georgia Tech's relay team.
Also, Amy Giles finished
164 points.
The next day Pew lost 59th out of 114 runners in the
ground in the long jump, javelin 5,000 meter run when she comthrow and 800-meter run to peted in the Raleigh Relays in
both Bass and to the unattached Raleigh, N. C. on Friday.
There are two meets schedAndrea Pressley. Also in the
heptathlon, Kelly Roloff tied uled next for the Golden
her previous mark and earned a Knights on April 5 and 6. The
Duke Relays in Durham, N.C.
seventh place finish.
In other events, Ann and
the
South
Florida
Larsen topped the list for UCF Invitational in Tampa.
CHARYi MAGDAONG
STAFF WRITER

Weekly group programs by our certified per$onal trainers and registered dietitian to
help you manage your body shape through good nutrition and exercise.
What to Expect from Your Work-Out Proaram
Mondays at 2 pm (Wellness Center Classroom)
April 1, April 8, April 15, April 22
Group Personal Training Set Up and Practice Cwear work-out clothes>
Wednesdays at 3-4:30 p·m (Wellness Center Classroom)
April 3, April 10, April 17, April 24.
What and when to EAT for Weight Management
Wednesdays at 5-6:30 (Wellness Center Classroom)
April 3, April 10, April 17, April 24.
ALL WORKSHOPS ARE FREE TO UCF STUDENTS.
YOU MAY ATTEND AS OFTEN AS YOU WISH.
Pre-requisite: students must have completed the CHAMP prior to joining the training
classes. To sign up and for more information, contact us at ( 407) 823-5841
wellness@mail.ud.edu or www.shs.ud.edu/wellness

Women's
tennis finally
pulls upset

JULIE REEVES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Triple Doubles
roll to bowling title

• FROM PAGE B-24
Owls with pitchers Dottie Cupp
and Nikki Meyers each recording a shutout for their teams.
Cupp, who's been struggling with a sore shoulder, gave
up only four hits and picked up
her ninth shutout of the year.
Meyers showed why she's one
of the best pitchers in the nation
with a one-bit, 17-strikeout performance.
This week the Knights will
get their chance to prove they
deserve to be picked to advance
to the A-Sun Tournament. They
face doubleheaders against
Stetson, Troy State and Mercer
in the next five days.

To get involved in
Intramural Sports, visit
imsports.uif.edu!
Sponsored by:

,...., lllf/tll IM a 1111/1

Adam Deeb, EJ Hulse,
Andrew Maggio and Michael
Dombrowski closed with a fury to
defeat the hard charging Alpha
Kenny Won team to win the intramural bowling tournament. The
Triple Doubles bowled a 662,
628, and 687 for a total of 1977
pins to edge out AKW's Jaime
Morales, Pallan Hess, Jon Broska
and Hirium Lopez, who had 1940.
Kappa Sigma could not hold on to
its 2001 Championship. It placed
third this year with a score of
1914. Dominick Trent took home
individual honors with a tournament high 228, and Debbie Tasso
was the top female with a 200
game. The bowling tournament
was held at Aloma Bowl East
bowling alley.
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The Eh? Holes and
Penguin-Tossers tie in
game of the week
After taking an early 3-0
lead, the Penguin-Tossers were
cruising their way into sole possession of first place in the Sunday
floor hockey league. How quickly
things would change. Jeff
Dolnack's goal with 2:48 left in
the third period tied the game at
five, capping off a furious rally by
the upstart Eh? Holes.
The Penguin-Tossers came
out strong to begin the game as
defenseman Rick Falco and
winger Jacob Birmingham each
scored goals in the first period.
Eh? Holes' goalie Phil Tisa
stopped Birmingham's first
attempt at a goal in the second, but
Dan Herlihy lit the lamp to push
the lead to three. Penguin-Tossers'
henchman Jim Wtl.kening was put
in the box for a costly roughing
penalty early in the second period,
and Gary Cahen put the Eh?

Holes on the board with 8: 17 left
in the period to get things started.
Birmingham stretched the
lead back to three before Mike
Izzo kick-started the~ stagnant Eh?
Holes' offense with two goals to
cut the lead to 4-3. Tony Agolini
put one away to tie the game at
four, but the lead went back to the
Penguin Tossers as Birmingham
scored again to take the lead with
3:47 on the clock.
Vowing revenge on bis former team, Eh? Holes center Jeff
Dolnack netted the equalizer with
2:48 remaining in the game and
Tisa helped secure the tie with a
late game save. 'This game was
circled on the schedule from the
beginning, so a loss would not
have been acceptable," said
Dolnack.
The Penguin Tossers now
stand at 3-0-1, while the Eh?
Holes also remain unbeaten at 20-2. These two teams hope for a
rematch in the playoffs, which
begin on April 9.

•

Baseball
The UCF baseball team
went 2-1 over the weekend
against Samford. The Knights
picked up the win Friday in dramatic fashion. Freshman Dee
Brown made history in the fifth
inning when he hit a two-run
home run to break a 4-4 tie. He
is the first athlete in UCF history to score a touchdown and hit
a home run in the same academic year.
UCF blew the lead in the
seventh inning when David
Shipps came in to relieve Mark
Michael and gave up three
walks to load the bases. After
Clint Wells struck out the next
batter, Brad Busbin came in and
gave up a two-RBI single and
the game was tied again. Brown
again came to the rescue and hit
a sacrifice fly in the bottom of
the ninth to win the game.
Saturday's doubleheader
saw UCF almost blow a 10-0
lead in a seven-inning game and
lose 2-0 in nine innings. The
Knights held on to win the first
game 12-9.

Tennis

Students! You Can Afford
Resort-Style Livin~ NOW!
Utilities, phone, Internet & TV programming included!
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Track and field
Jamie Pew continued to
impress in the heptathlon as she
bettered her NCAA provisionally qualifying mark.

DJ ROADBAND (T1) 24-hour Internet in all
bedrooms. No other Internet provider needed.
E-mail account & Web site space included

+ Fully equipped kitchen & laundry
+Luxury fully-furnished living room,

l!'JIGITAL TV Programming

Large pool, sun deck & whirlpool spa

dining room and bedrooms

+ 4 big bedrooms, 4 full baths
+ Deadbolts, alarm & gated access

Computer center with Tl Internet

+ Clubhouse with large-screen T.V.
+ Movie theater & game room (Riverwind)
+ Basketball & sand volleyball (Boardwalk)
+ Fitness center with T.V.

The men's tennis team
continued to dominate with
wins over Florida Atlantic and
New Mexico State. The loss
was FAU's first conference loss
in almost two years. The
women's team picked up its
first upset of the season with a
win over No. 53 New Mexico
State.
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Crew
The women's rowing team
continued its winning ways as it
won the Petrakis Cup in
Jacksonville. They finished with
four first-place finishes. and
four second-place finishes.
Columnist Kristy Shonka can be
reached at sports@ucffuture.com

UNIVERSITY OF
CENTRAL FLORIDA
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COMPILED FROM
STAFF & WIRE REPORTS

UCF rowers take
Petrakis Cup
t

The UCF women's rowing
team took the Petrakis Cup title as
the Golden Knights went head-tohead
against
Jacksonville
University on the Trout River on
Saturday morning.
The Golden Knights combined for four first place showings
- including Junior Varsity 8+,

. ..

Novice 8+, Varsity
4+ and Novice 4+
while claiming second in the Varsity
4+,
Novice
Lightweight 4+,
Novice 4+ and
Varsity 8+ final.
In the Varsity
8+, Erin Funk,
Ginny Prox, Tiffany Marlink,
Anne Cooper, Sam Avery, Amy
Robinson, Katie Auger, Amanda
Ream and Lauren Grant finished
with a time of 6:19.3, only 10 seconds
behind
the
winning
University of Delaware boat.
UCF's Novice 8+ entries went
one-two in competition. The
Novice 8+ 'A' crew of Amy Price,
Erin Wiegers, Becky Meale,

Melissa
Mabrey,
Jennifer
Dombrowski, Natalie Blades,
Vilma Ramos, Collete Oldham and
coxswain Sara Marti finished first
at 7:23.9 followed by the Novice
8+ 'B' team of Melissa Yeadon,
Maya Fluharty, Nicole Berwick,
Barbara Boraggina, Laurin Henry,
Hillary
Suresch,
Jessica
Cunciniello, Jennifer Buckles and
coxie Ashley Ford at 7:50.5.
The Golden Knights attempt
to defend their title at the Florida
Intercollegiate
Rowing
Association Championship in
Tampa on April 5-6.

Pew, Ream, McKibben
named NSCA All-American
Jamie Pew, a junior on the

sacked Schneider, forcing a
UCF women's track and field
fumble. The next possession
team, Amanda Ream, a senior
resulted in a 35-yard intercepon the UCF women's rowing
team, and Josh McKibben, a
tion return for touchdown by
senior on the football team,
comerback Asante Samuel.
Later in the scrimmage the
were named National Strength
defense got on the board again
and Conditioning Association
when
linebacker
Lemec
All-American Athletes, the
Bernard sacked Jon Rivera and
NSCA announced recently.
Pew holds four UCF returned the resulting fumble
records, including those for the 25 yards for a touchdown. The
heptathlon and pentathlon. defense registered seven sacks
Earlier
this
March
at and two interceptions as well
Charleston Southern, she as four fumble recoveries duramassed 5, 198 points in the ing the session.
"We need to make sure we
heptathlon to provisionally
qualify
for the NCAA get back to talking about ball
Championship in the event. security because as we know
More recently, at the Disney from our past that's the fastest
Showcase on March 23, she way to get beat," Kruczek said.
The first and second team
tied the school record in the
high jump with a mark of 5- offense combined to score two
feet, 6-inches.
touchdowns and three field
Ream rows for the Golden goals on the day, but was most
Knights successful Varsity 8+ effective late in the scrimmage.
crew. During the Spring 2002 The first four trips into the red
season, she has helped the zone for the offense the ended
team earn first place at the in field goal tries.
"I was happy with our
Metro Cup.
McKibben tested well in intensity level early," defenthe weight room last spring sive coordinator Bill D'Ottavio
with a squat of 605 pounds, a said. "We didn't sustain it
bench press of 385 pounds and throughout the whole scrima power clean of 331 pounds. mage and that's the thing we
He ran the shuttle in 4.44 sec- have to build on. We still have
onds and registered a vertical a long way to go, but was a
jump of 29.5 inches. The three- good first scrimmage."
"The thing I was happy
year starter and team captain in
2001 also earned spots on the about defensively is that they
Collegefootballnews.com and bent a little bit, but did not
Football
News
All- break," Kruczek said. "By giving up three instead of seven,
Independent teams.
Athletes selected for the you can win football games
honor were recognized for that way. When the defense
their athletic, academic and had to bow its back in the red
personal achievements as well zone, I thought it did a good
as their dedication to strength job."
The offense tallied 140
and conditioning. Pew, Ream
and McKibben were three of yards rushing and one touch184 athletes nationwide that down between tailbacks Alex
were chosen for the distinction. Haynes and Keith WilJiams.
Williams carried the ball 15
times for 85 yard and capped
Kruczek pleased with
the scrimmage with a four-yard
first full scrimmage
touchdown run. Haynes rushed
UCF quarterback Ryan 14 times for 55 yards. Most of
Schneider completed 26-of-38 his work was done on a 35attempts for 280 yards, includ- yard run late in the scrimmage.
ing a nine-yard touchdown to
Rivera completed 12 of 22
Doug Gabriel, in a two-hour attempts for 118 yards and was
scrimmage Saturday morning. picked off once. Gabriel led all
It was UCF's first full scrim- receivers with eight catches for
mage and marked the mid- 97 yards, but dropped a pass in
point of spring drills for the the end zone early in the scrimGolden Knights.
mage that resulted in one of the
The scrimmage didrr't start missed red-zone chances.
the way he wanted when the Jimmy Fcyzel caught five passdefense took a bite out of his es for 93 yards, including a 54offense, but by the time the yarder. Tavaris Capers caught
final whistle blew UCF coach seven passes for 53 yards, Britt
Mike Kruczek was pleased McGriff caught three passes
with what he saw.
for 30 yards and tight end
"It was our best practice of Brian Miller caught three passthe spring," Kruczek said. "I es for 37 yards.
was impressed with the
The scrimmage was reladefense. I thought they did tively free of injury except for
some good things. I was very the position could least afford
disappointed in the turnovers to lose another player, offenand lack of execution initially sive line. Tackle Johnovan
on offense, but overall, I was Morgan suffered a dislocated
pleased."
left shoulder. Doctors will
Early in the scrimmage evaluate him further next week
defensive end Rashad Jeanty to determine the extent of the
stormed into the backfield and damage.
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Sports are in Brown's blood
FROM PAGE
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Philadelphia Eagles from 1987 to
1992. His mother, Lasonya
Scrivens, played softball on state
championship teams in high
school.
Brown is continuing the family tradition by playing both football and baseball at the University
of Central Florida.
Jerome Brown died in a tragic car accident in 1992. His son
was 10 years old. Brown, now 19,
said that event changed his life
more than any other and helped
make him the man he is today.
He had no problem speaking
about his father's death. Sitting in
the bleachers on the first base side
of Jay Bergman Field he spoke
about it as calmly as someone
telling you what they did the night
before.
"[My father's death] made
me realize that life is short and
you have to get what you can out
of it," he said. "You never know
when it's your time . . . When
you're young, you always think
yo~ 're invincible. You think
everybody around you is invincible. It kind of brought me to the
realization that you have to do
right in life. No time to mess up.
"[I] never take anything for
granted. You got to work for what
you want, but never take anything
for granted."

Like father, like son
Jerome Brown played football, baseball and basketball at
Hernando high
school
in
Brooksville. The Tampa Tribune
placed him at No. 9 on Tampa
Bay's All-Century Team.
After high school he had a
stellar college football career with
the University of Miami before
leaving for the NFL and the
Philadelphia Eagles in 1987. He
was a two-time pro bowl lineman
for the Eagles.
Dee Brown hit 15 home runs
last year at Hernando. He also
rushed for 1,031 yards on the
school's football team. He
received varsity letters in football
and baseball all four years of high
school, and lettered two years in
basketball.

Growing up with sports
Brown started sports when he
was five, playing tee ball at the
local recreation center.
He used to go on road trips
with his father to Philadelphia or
anywhere his dad was invited to
speak at a football camp. He
would also participate in the
camps, some of which were in
Orlando or as far away as Ohio.
Brown started playing tackle
football at 9 years old and was the
team's quarterback. He remembers getting hit all the time
because his offensive line did not
block very well. He only threw a
few passes all season, but remembers completing one long pass for

up Brown spent many Sundays
in St. James Missionary Baptist
church in Brooksville.
His grandfather, David
Stewart Sr. was a Baptist minister just like his father before
him. His uncle, · David Stewart
Jr. is also a minister. Two more
of his uncles are ministers and
two of his aunts are also missionaries.
Brown's parents are also
religious. He said his mother has
always been open-minded about
religion. He said she wanted him
to make up his own mind when
it came to God. Brown said his
stepfather can be a little more
persistent and will sometimes
quote him verses from the Bible.
Brown said he believes in
God and prays every night. He
has been trying to go to church
while away from home, but he
says his hectic sports schedule
bas kept him from going as
much as he would like.

Modest man
Brown is modest and has
many simple attitudes about life.
JOE KALEITA I CFF •
"I'm your one day at a time type
In addition to his home run, Dee Brown also hit the game-winning sacrifice fly Friday night against Samford. ·
person," he said. "I'm still learning every day. I don't think I'm
better than anybody .. .l'm a simple person."
Dee thinks he's better at
baseball than football. UCF
gave him the opportunity to play
both sports, which was one of
the main reasons he picked UCF
over Miami. ''I'm still working
on being good," he said. "You
can never be too good."
Earlier this year on the football team Brown played eight
games on special teams. Special
teams are not a glory-filled component of a football team. He
did not care. He said he just
wanted to get on the field any
way he could to help the team
win.
"When I'm on the field it's
my own little time to do what I
got to do to help our team win .
.. You got to enjoy it because
you never know when it's your
last game," he said.
Brown has not picked a
major yet and says he will make
a decision some time this year.
Brown admits that without
sports he really would not be in
school. He would like to play
professional baseball some day
JOE KALEJTA/ CFF
but plans on earning a college
Brown rushed for 53 yards and one touchdown on nine carries last fall for the Golden Knights.
degree just in case he does not
make it to the big leagues.
a touchdown.
instead of a stepfather. "He's ther were good for him and made
Bergman said Brown is
Brown's stepfather, Scott always been there just as much as him better as a person and a playmature for a freshman and
Scrivens, was his football coach my dad has been there," he said.
er.
should handle playing two -;
until he went to middle school,
Brown said it was good hav"At the time, you're going to
sports along with being a fulland in baseball until he was 14 ing his stepfather as a coach, but try harder to make him happy, but
time student.
and began playing in high school. Scrivens always expected more you know you're not going to
"I think Dee Brown is good ,
Scrivens has always been a out of him. "It's always good to make him happy," he said. "But
for UCF period," Bergman said.
part of Brown's life. His mother expect more out of your players, you're going to keep trying and
"I think he is a great representaand father were never married, but he expected a little bit more it's going to make you better as a
tive of both the football team
but were high school sweethearts. every time," he said. "I did some- person."
and the baseball team and the
Scrivens married his mother thing good and he always told me
student body. I think everybody
Lasonya when he was real young. I could do better."
Religious background
should be very proud of Dee
Brown says that he has always
Looking back, Brown said
Strong spiritual roots are
Brown."
thought of Scriven,s as a father the experiences with his stepfa- also a family tradition. Growing
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UCF wins series against Samford
JOE MANZO
STAFF WRITER

UCF (18-13) went 2-1 at
home last weekend against
Samford (17-14), ·putting the
Golden Knights in third place
in the Atlantic Sun, a half a.
game behind Georgia State.
. Samford dropped to seventh
place at 6-9.
UCF won the opening
game of the series on a sacrifice fly by freshman Dee
Brown that brought in David
Maan in the bottom of the
ninth to win 7-6. Maan had
two RBI to go with his gamewinning run. Brown hit his
first home run of the year in
the fifth inning with a man on
base. Shortstop Mike Myers
and right fielder Jason Graham
each had an RBI.
Mark Michael started the
game for UCF. He gave up
eight hits and three earned
runs. Brad Busbin faced five
batters in the seventh and
-, eighth without giving up any
runs. Zach Sutton pitched the
ninth.
UCF won 12-9 Saturday
..

but lost the second half of the
double header 2-0. Brown had
three hits, three RBI and two
runs scored in the first game.
Catcher Jeremy Frost went 3for-3 with two runs and two
RB I. Mann and Myers each
had two runs and an RBI. Rich
Wallace, Ty Hanson and
Graham also drove in runs.
Von Stertzbach started the
game and pitched three and
two-thirds. Sutton got his second win in as many days by
pitching two scoreless innings.
Lihcoln Mincks pitched
wonderfully in the second
game, but the Golden Knights
could not manufacture any
runs. Mincks went eight and a
third, giving up just one run.
He struck out four and walked
two. Bo Hall finished the game
and gave up one unearned run.

Brown sets record
Brown became the first
person in UCF history to hit a
home run and score a touchdown in the same academic
year. The 5-foot-11, 235pound left fielder from
Brooksville plays fullback for

the football team.
He backed
up junior
Sean
Gau di on
this year
and
can
play either
tailback or
Brown
fullback.
He is has been hitting third
in the lineup and has been
important to UCF's improvement.

UCF goes to
North Carolina
The Golden Knights will
play a three-game series
against Campbell this weekend
in Buies Creek, NC. Campbell
is 5-7 in the conference and
13-14 overall. Friday's game
starts at 6 p.m. and Saturday's
doubleheader starts at 1 p.m.
UCF then comes home to
face South Florida at 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday. UCF has only one
more home game against the
Bulls after that, on April 23.

ADAM SHIVER I CFF

Rich Wallace had three hits and an RBI in last weekend's series.
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Improbable comeback fuels high expectations
JOE MANZO
STAFF WRITER

JoE KALEITA I

CFF

Athletic trainer Bryan Matson called Ed Dotson's recovery the quickest he
had seen from that type of iniury.

Piovano leads
UCF in first year
FROM PAGE

'I
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a psychology major, said. "My
parents would like me to get
the degree. You never know
what life brings, but the degree
is important."
However, the next three
years are a long time away.
What's important now is the
end of this season. Piovano has
an experienced team around
her and they have a chance to
return
to
the
NCAA
Tournament.
Teams can qualify for that
tournament with an automatic
bid or an at large bid. Last year,
UCF made it as an at large.
UCF does not want it to come
down to that again this year.
The Knights host the Atlantic
Sun Tournament on April 1517.
"I'm pretty confident
(about the conference tournament)," Piovano said. "The
team is working pretty good. I
think everything is going to be
fine."
The pressure will not get to
Piovano. She has played and
done well in pressure packed
situations before. Piovano has
been a member of the Italian
National Team for six years.
She
won
the
Italian
Championship for her age
group three times and won the

Italian Medal Championship in
1998. Piovano also placed second
at
the
German
International Championships
twice. In all, she won eight
European tournaments before
she came to UCF, and was a
finalist or semifinalist in another 13.
Even with that success,
Piovano is trying to improve
parts of her game.
"I've
definitely
been
improving," Piovano said.
"I've been trying to work on
putting, my short game."
Piovano will have more
chances to improve in Europe
during the summer. She will
play tournaments there in addition to the fall and spring seasons here.
Piovano started playing
when she was 10 and joined the
national team a few years later
after coaches realized her talent. She chose to attend UCF
because of the area.
"Orlando is a very nice
city," Piovano said. "It's a golf
city. The weather is always
good. The university is pretty
good."
On,e day, Piovano wants to
play professionally. If she continues to improve she will be
able to, and she might help lead
UCF's golf program to the next
level in the process.

March Madness is over and
once
again
the
NCAA
Tournament has gone well for
teams from small conferences.
Kent State, a 10th seed, made it to
the Elite Eight. Southern Illinois
got to the Sweet Sixteen. UNC
Wilmington, Wyoming, Tulsa
and Creighton all pulled off first
round upsets. Florida Atlantic,
the team from the Atlantic Sun,
nearly beat 2nd-seeded Alabama
in what would have been the
biggest upset of the tournament.
UCF has not qualified for the
tournament since '96, and many
people thought they could make
this year. The Golden Knights
hosted the A-Sun Tournament
and won 17 games. In the conference tournament, UCF defeated
Samford in the opening round
before losing to a bigger Georgia
State team in the semifinals. Size
may have been the deciding factor in that game. GSU's starting
forwards and center combined for
48 points and 25 rebounds compared to just 22 and 13 for UCF.
"Last year left a bitter taste
in everybody's mouth," junior Ed
Dotson said. "We thought we

would be able to win the tournament, especially with it being
here. We've got a lot of stuff to
do in the off season that will
hopefully enable us to get to the
NCAA Tournament next year.
Everybody knows they have to
get a lot stronger."
Coming off the bench,
Dotson played well underneath in
UCF's final game, scoring 17
points on 7-of-11 shooting and he
blocked three shots. Making the
performance even more impressive is the fact that Dotson had
recently returned from a broken
leg, which should have kept him
out for the year. A healthy Dotson
can be a force down low in the ASun. That inside force might be
what UCF needs to reach the
NCAAs.
Dotson has played little for
UCF thus far. He transferred from
Centenary after his sophomore
year because his coach, whom
Dotson has known since he was
14, left to coach elsewhere. While
at Centenary, Dotson won the ASun Newcomer of the Year award
in 1999. After his freshman year,
Centenary left the Atlantic Sun
and became an independent.
When his coach left the next year,
Dotson decided it was time to

move. He chose UCF because he
felt comfortable with the coaches.
The 6-foot-7, 225-pound
power forward/center suffered a
stress fracture in his left tibia just
four games into the season
against Jacksonville. Dr. Ken
Crurnmins, the team orthopedist,
inserted a metal rod into Dotson's
leg and expected him to miss the
season. Dotson trained hard and
made it back before the tournament.
"I expected him to miss the
season, and so did Dr.
Crurnmins," athletic trainer
Bryan Matson said. "(Dotson's
recovery) was bands down the
fastest recovery from that injury I
have ever seen."
The reason for the speedy
recovery was Dotson's work
ethic. The junior worked out
daily and even went with the
team on road trips to get extra
work.
At first, Dotson was nervous
about the leg, but he got comfortable as time went on.
"With this rod in there I
should never have problems with
(the left leg)," Dotson said.
''When I first got back I was worPLEASE SEE

Dotson
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·ucF splits wit'1 l· Oth.~ranked FAU
•

KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER
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UCF and Florida Atlantic split Friday's
d.oubleheader in Boca Raton. The Knights
picked up the first will with a 3-0 shutout
behind stellar pitching by Dottie Cupp. The
Owls won the second game 6-0 behind
Nikki Meyers' near-perfect performance.
In the first game, Rachelle Schmidt's
double to left center sent Cupp home and
Lindsay Bush's double scored Schmidt.
Bush hit another double in the fourth inning
and Cupp scored her second run of the
game.
Cupp only gave up four hits, while
striking out four for her ninth shutout of the
year. She is now 18-3 on the year.
UCF Coach Renee Luers-Gillispie said
Cupp called her own game and was able to
keep the FAU hitters off balance with her
rise b~. Cupp has been suffering from a
sore shoulder.
"She's a tough kid," Luers-Gillispie
said. "She plays through all kinds of pain."
Luers-Gillispie said that she and assistant coaches Beth Watson and Stephen
Shapiro have been telling the athletes all
year to remembef the good things they do
and remain positive in their thoughts. After
the win she told them to keep that game in
their thoughts.
The second game was all Meyers. The
Golden Knights could not get the bats going

Wednesday then come home to face Troy
State on Friday and Mercer on Sunday.
Each series will feature a doubleheader. Stetson is 37-5 overall and 6-0 in the
A-Sun. Troy State is 30-10 and Mercer is
17-19.
.
Even though the Golden Knights will
play six games in five days, LuersGillispie said it will feel like a break.
She's happy they will have days off
between games to get practice in, unlike
in the Rebel Games where they often
played twice a day on consecutive days.

as Meyers struck out 17 batters, allowing
only one hit, another double by Schmidt.
The losses were the first Atlantic Sun
losses for both teams and UCF's win was
the first over a nationally ranked opponent
in the program's history.

Rebel Games come to end
In its final day of Rebel Games competition Thursday UCF beat Towson
University, but fell to Iona College.
UCF started the scoring against Towson
as Jania Shinhoster welcomed its pitcher
with a leadoff home run, her tenth of the
year. The Tigers answered and were up 2-1
at the end of two innings.
Stephanie Best tied the game in the top
of the fourth and Nikki Green scored the goahead run. Bush added an insurance run in
the sixth and UCF won 4-2.
Pysha Simmons picked up the win for
UCF after throwing a complete game.
UCF lost to Iona 5-4. The score was
tied at three to start the seventh inning and
Iona scored twice. In the bottom of the seventh with two outs Green scored on error by
the center fielder and Meghan Menough
advanced to third, but ·Bush flied out to center to end the game.
Cupp came in to relieve Lindy Oakley,
who gave up three runs in the second inning.
Cupp struck out nine, but gave up two runs
to pick up the loss.

National spotlight

JOE KALEITA I

CFF

Jania Shinhoster hit her team-leading 10th
home run Thursday against Towson.

Atlantic Sun time
UCF picked up its first A-Sun loss
Friday, but is still 5-1 in the conference.
This week will be a tough one for the
Knights as they travel to Stetson on

In just its first season UCF is already
receiving national recognition. The
NCAA Division I Women's Softball
Committee released its first regional rankings Thursday and UCF was one of the
top-10 teams in the South. The teams are
listed alphabetically until the third poll
when they will be ranked nu.merically.
Joining UCF in the South are BethuneCookman, Chattanooga, FAU, FSU,
Georgia Tech, Jacksonville State,
Maryland, Troy State and Virginia.
Stetson was included in the also receiving
votes list.
Luers-Gillispie said she was surprised Stetson wasn't one of the top-10
teams since the Hatters received four
votes in the national top-25 poll.
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DANNY LOFFREDO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

he count is two balls and one strike with a
man on first base and the score tied at four in
the bottom of the fifth inning at Jay Bergman
Field on Friday night.
Frank Yielding, Samford's pitcher, winds up
and delivers a fastball that Dee Brown laces over
the left-field wall just left of the 370-foot sign. The
home crowd erupts and the University of Central
Florida bench clears to greet their teammate.
Brown has just made history at UCF, becoming the first athlete to score a tc;mchdown and hit a
home run in the same academic year. Brown scored a touchBaseball
down for UCF on a three-yard
scamper Nov. 3 against Akron
notebook
at the Citrus Bowl.
See B-21
Brown went on to knock
in the game winning run on a
sacrifice fly with the · bases
loaded in the bottom of the ninth the same night to
give the Knights a 7-6 victory over Samford.
After the game, Brown just shrugged off his
historic moment. "I really don't think about the
[record books]," he said. "We're just trying to get
conference wins right now."
Brown answers most questions in one sentence and draws attention away from himself and
individual accolades. He· would much rather talk
about what the Knights baseball team is trying to
accomplish this year.
"I just do what the coach asks," he said. "I
don't try to be the hero of the team. I just try to be

T
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a piece of the puzzle and try to win. I'm not that
one guy. I'm always a team player."
Sports are in Brown's blood. His father, the
late Jerome Brown, was a star lineman for the
PLEASE SEE

Freshman finds
-immediate success
.

.

STAFF WRITER
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Federica Piovano's 74.S average in the fall was
third best in the nation for freshmen.

CFF

Dee Brown is the first UCF athlete lo score a touch·
down and hit a home run in the same academic year.

The UCF women's golf team has
been improving since coach Jill Fjelstul
took over. Now, after six years, the
team has a superstar. Her name is
Federica Piovano.
Piovano placed second at the
Waterlefe Invitational in Tampa last
week, leading UCF to a fourth place
finish. Only one other Golden Knight,
Sarah Greene, finished in the top 15.
In February, Piovano led UCF to a
win at the UCF Invitational by finishing second. During the fall season, her
average was third in the nation among
freshmen and 37th overall.
Those statistics are only going to

get better throughout her time at UCF.
Piovano is from Rome, Italy, where it is
too cold to play golf in the winter. Also,
adjusting to another country and culture can be very difficult.
"It's very different," Piovano said.
"You miss your country and your
friends. Al1 my friends are there. It's
pretty hard, but it's a good environment
to work in. They don't speak English
that much back home in Italy. I learned
it in school and going around in
Europe. Coming down here was pretty
tough."
Piovano plans on staying in this
environment for all four years .
"I plan to get my degree," Piovano,
PLEASE SEE

Piovano
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KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

Covering
the bases
Softball
The UCF softball team continued its quest as the surprise of
the Atlantic Sun Conference by
upsetting I 0th-ranked Florida
Atlantic on Friday. The Knights
split the doubleheader with the
PLEASE SEE

Women's
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